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Abstract 

In the United States, police officers are involved in approximately 1,000 deadly 

shooting incidents each year. Involved officers are often psychologically impacted by 

the trauma exposure stemming from these incidents. Acute trauma exposure among 

officers is associated with increased rates of depression, posttraumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD), alcoholism, and suicidal ideation. When confronted with acute stress, the 

sympathetic nervous system initiates a fight-or-flight response that creates a cascade 

of physiological activity as part of the body’s natural adaptive effort to perceive and 

survive threats. This physiological activity can contribute to posttraumatic stress and, 

in some cases, diagnosable mental health disorders. Accordingly, officer-involved 

shootings, especially those resulting in a fatality, potentially create substantial 

disruption in the lives of officers. Forms of disruption include changes in daily 

routine, assignment, and duty status. More significantly, some officers find 

themselves reconciling a new self-conception that challenges their identity as one 

who protects life with their new reality of taking a life. Considering this post-shooting 

experience, how can law enforcement agencies promote officer well-being in the 

aftermath of a fatal shooting? Though there are no one-size-fits-all solutions, law 

enforcement agency policies and practices that guide officer-involved shooting 

investigations and interventions should be ameliorative, trauma-informed, and 

designed to support officer identity. This case study analyzes 10 fatal officer-involved 

shooting incidents and based on within-case and cross-case analyses offers a dozen 
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specific recommendations on how law enforcement agencies can better support 

officers coping in the aftermath of such events. Six recommendations primarily 

address policies and practices concerning an agency’s immediate response to and 

management of the shooting scene. These recommendations entail transporting 

officers and offenders to separate hospitals, when feasible; allowing involved officers, 

if able, to notify their loved ones; providing involved officers with transportation until 

their first sleep cycle; identity-informed practices for recovering and replacing an 

officer’s firearm(s); supportive and frequent communication from the chain of 

command at the scene as well as in the months following the incident; and 

minimizing an involved officer’s post-shooting exposure to the scene. The remaining 

six recommendations pertain to agency policies and practices regarding the treatment 

of involved officers in the days, weeks, and months following the incident. These six 

recommendations include requiring a minimum of three days of paid administrative 

leave; mandating at least one counseling session with a mental health professional; 

prohibiting mandatory fitness for duty evaluations; assessing the need for and 

providing eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) therapy when 

appropriate; offering counseling services to family members of officers; and not 

issuing Miranda warnings when conducting a noncustodial interview of a shooting 

officer. Agency implementation of these measures will assist officers in coping with 

the psychological and emotional challenges frequently experienced in the aftermath 

of a fatal police-involved shooting.    
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Chapter 1: Officer-Involved Shootings: An 
Overview 

Introduction 
Nationwide, members of law enforcement are involved in nearly 1,000 deadly 

encounters involving firearms each year (Berman et al., 2020). As society has granted 

law enforcement the authority to exercise deadly force under a limited set of 

circumstances, officers must be held accountable to guard against abuse of such 

power. Not surprisingly, officer-involved shooting incidents are rightly subject to 

great scrutiny and require thorough investigation to maintain the public’s trust in law 

enforcement. To prevent a loss of credibility in the eyes of the public, the law 

requires officers to report details accurately and completely during the conduct of 

these investigations. Unfortunately, accurately recalling details of what are often 

visually and behaviorally complex, rapidly evolving events is sometimes impossible 

for the average person (Lewinski et al., 2016). 

 

In addition to public scrutiny, critical use of force incidents give rise to both criminal 

and administrative investigations of the officer’s actions, judgment by peers, and 

possibly a series of physical, emotional, and/or psychological phenomenal 

experiences. Together, these sources of stress may prove to be as traumatic for the 

officer as the actual shooting incident. Officer-involved shootings place officers at an 

increased risk for such physical and psychological conditions as sleep disturbances, 
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post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), substance abuse, depression, and suicide 

(Price, 2017). Moreover, unaddressed officer trauma stemming from critical incidents 

can result in law enforcement agencies losing personnel due to their inability to 

successfully cope and consequently exiting the profession prematurely by way of 

disability or early retirement. One report indicates that as many as 50% of law 

enforcement officers who kill another person in the line of duty leave the profession 

within five years (Kirschman, 2007). Accordingly, it is in the best interests of both 

officers and their departments for law enforcement agencies to administer effective 

interventions to help officers cope with trauma experienced pursuant to involvement 

in a shooting incident.  

Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine how law enforcement agencies can support 

officers in coping with the trauma experienced following involvement in a fatal 

shooting incident. While there is a myriad of external (particular to the incident) and 

internal (particular to the involved officer) factors that impact how an officer 

experiences trauma, this research aims to gain a better understanding of agency 

policies and practices that are efficacious in promoting officer well-being in the 

aftermath of a fatal officer-involved shooting. While coping with the challenges 

stemming from trauma exposure, officers confront the critical task of processing and 

integrating a life-disrupting, fatal shooting incident into their self-concept. By 

implementing identity-informed policies and practices that are supportive of officers’ 

psychological and emotional journey to well-being, law enforcement agencies play an 
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integral role in restoring their members to a state of preparedness to meet the 

demands of a career in law enforcement.  

 

As a veteran sworn member of law enforcement, I have personally witnessed the 

impacts of stress and trauma exposure upon officers in the wake of fatal shooting 

incidents. Immediately following such occurrences, officers may experience 

confusion, anxiety, fear, nervousness, as well as other emotions. Further, the effects 

of such trauma exposure not only involve the officer but can also negatively impact 

their relationships with family members, loved ones, and friends. My background in 

law enforcement has been integral to my research in that it has furthered my ability to 

engage and empathize with officers who have generously entrusted me with their 

experiences in the hope of educating others about the challenges they encountered 

following involvement in a fatal shooting incident. My 27 years in law enforcement 

have prepared me to thoughtfully undertake the research provided in this dissertation 

with a goal of gaining insights as to how law enforcement agencies can better support 

officers to cope in the aftermath of fatal officer-involved shootings.  

  

The research question is: How can law enforcement agencies support officers in the 

aftermath of fatal shooting incidents? This research question is explored over the 

course of seven chapters. The seven chapters include an overview of officer-involved 

shootings, a literature review, a description of research methods used, a summary of 

cases each followed by within-case analysis, a cross-case analysis, an analysis of 
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officer-involved shooting policies and practices through the lens of identity, and 

boundary conditions of this research as well as implications for future research. The 

literature review in Chapter 2 covers the topics of trauma, the psychological impact of 

a shooting incident, and interventions. Chapter 3 on research methods describes the 

case study research approach used to collect and analyze case evidence including 

qualitative interviews, media reports sometime accompanied by social media posts, 

and location data obtained in Google Maps. Further, this chapter illustrates how 

thematic coding of the data was performed. Chapter 4 provides a detailed narrative of 

each of the 10 fatal officer-involved shooting case studies, within-case analysis, and a 

resulting table of policy and practice recommendations for law enforcement agencies. 

Chapter 5 presents a cross-case analysis of interventions experienced by the case 

study participants and a second table of recommendations for agencies. In Chapter 6, 

I propose and analyze the role of identity in the law enforcement profession and 

provide supported assertions about how law enforcement agencies could support 

officers by implementing identity-informed post-shooting policies and practices. 

Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the boundary conditions of this research and implications 

for future research including recommendations for law enforcement agencies on how 

to better support officers with respect to officer-involved shootings. 

Significance of the Study 
There has been an abundance of research on various aspects of police-involved 

shootings. Many such studies utilized a quantitative methodology and explore the 

aftereffects officers experience. For example, Stratton et al. (1984) conducted a 
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survey of 60 Los Angeles area deputy sheriffs who had been involved in shooting 

incidents either as a shooter or responding officer. The study delineated demographic 

information about the deputy sheriff participants and described the rate of occurrence 

of various psychological, physical, and emotional reactions such as time distortion, 

flashbacks, sleep difficulties, anger, elation, and crying. Similarly, Gersons (1989) 

studied 37 Dutch police officers who had been involved in shooting incidents (not 

necessarily fatal shootings), produced quantitative results about their posttraumatic 

symptomology, and discussed various clinical treatments. In a large study of 681 

German police officers who were engaged in violent assault, Ellrich and Baier (2017) 

conducted a quantitative analysis of pre-, peri-, and post-traumatic risk factors 

associated with posttraumatic stress symptoms and diagnoses of PTSD. Likewise, 

Komarovskaya et al. (2011) conducted a longitudinal study of 400 police participants 

from four urban agencies to determine the mental health impact of killing and 

injuring others. Of the 400 participants, 39 officers had to kill or seriously injure 

someone in the line of duty. Such incidents were associated with PTSD symptoms 

and marginally with depression symptoms. Though these studies explore how police 

officers are impacted by exposure to traumatic incidents, they are largely quantitative 

in approach and designed to describe and characterize the impacts.  

 

Fewer research studies of police-involved shooting incidents employ a qualitative 

approach. In a landmark study funded by the Department of Justice, Klinger (2002) 

utilized a mixed method research design to explore what 80 law enforcement officers 
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in 113 separate shooting incidents experienced during and after shooting incidents. 

This research involved interviews of the participants and discussed some implications 

for law enforcement agencies. In a qualitative research effort utilizing a descriptive 

phenomenological psychological method to understand the lived experience of police 

officers who have used deadly force in the line of duty, Broomé (2014) interviewed 

three participants who were employed with urban departments about their shooting 

incidents. This research explored the emotional impact of using deadly force and how 

the event transformed the officers.  

 

Likewise, my research focuses on the impacts of shooting incidents on police officers. 

Specifically, I narrowed the population of participants to officers who have been 

involved in fatal shooting incidents to explore the potentially enhanced impacts of 

trauma exposure by utilizing a case study approach. However, the present study is 

more practice and action-oriented than previous work in this field. Significantly, my 

research uniquely contributes to the current body of scholarship in that it focuses on 

how law enforcement agencies can support officers in the aftermath of fatal shootings 

and provides specific policy and practice recommendations that departments can 

implement to reduce and ameliorate the ill effects of trauma exposure suffered by 

officers pursuant to such incidents. A more in-depth review of extant literature on the 

topic of police-involved shootings follows in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Officer-Involved Shootings, Trauma, and Interventions 
Police-involved shootings are, generally, rare occurrences. In terms of probability, an 

officer’s use of deadly force is most likely to occur in the following circumstances 

(from greatest to least): disturbances (domestic or otherwise), robbery in progress, 

burglary in progress, traffic stop, personal dispute, accident, and illegal narcotics 

investigation/arrest (Miller, 2015, p. 98). Relative infrequency aside, officer-involved 

shootings almost always leave a psychological impact due to trauma exposure. 

 

There are several common interventions that may be administered to address these 

psychological impacts. The focus of this research is to explore how law enforcement 

agency policies and practices can address the psychological impacts of trauma. As a 

matter of policy, many law enforcement agencies provide access to such interventions 

as counseling and peer support. Other interventions, like meditation, yoga, or physical 

exercise, must be undertaken by the individual officer but may still be facilitated by 

agency policy and practices. Finally, many law enforcement agencies provide access 

to third party healthcare providers who offer interventions such as cognitive 

behavioral therapy, eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR), 

pharmaceuticals, or other therapies to assist officers in coping with the impacts of 

trauma.  
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Trauma 
On average, law enforcement officers experience more trauma in their first three 

years of employment than the average person experiences in a lifetime (Farrell et al., 

2018). Traumatic stress among officers is associated with higher rates of depression, 

PTSD, alcoholism, and suicidal ideation (Price, 2017). Though my research focuses 

on the aftermath of police-involved shootings, it should be noted that chronic stress 

and other job-related psychological or physiological concerns impact how an officer 

responds to critical incidents (Verhage et al., 2018). The combination of post-officer-

involved shooting reactions and chronic job stressors may exacerbate trauma-related 

symptomology (Farrell et al., 2018). Paradoxically, physiological changes that occur 

as part of the body’s protective response to acute stress set the stage for symptoms 

arising from trauma exposure. 

Sympathetic nervous system 
The autonomic nervous system is comprised of the sympathetic nervous system and 

the parasympathetic nervous system. According to Grossman and Christensen (2012), 

these two systems work in opposition to each other. The sympathetic nervous system 

accelerates the activity of the heart and lungs but slows digestion, while the 

parasympathetic nervous system slows heart rate and lung activity and stimulates the 

digestive system (Levi, 2007). Psychological stress mobilizes the sympathetic 

nervous system. Under high-stress circumstances, an officer’s brain will likely initiate 

a series of changes to increase the probability of survival. These changes occur 

involuntarily as part of the autonomic nervous system’s natural adaptive effort to 
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conserve energy and allocate resources to meet the cognitive and emotional demands 

based on prevailing circumstances.  

 

Under high-stress situations that trigger the survival or "fight or flight" response, the 

sympathetic nervous system, which is responsible for automatic response to stimuli, 

begins shutting down bodily functions that are nonessential to meet the perceived 

threat (Grossman & Christensen, 2012). For example, processes such as digestion and 

salivation cease, blood is drawn from the arms to center mass and the large muscle 

groups of the legs, and the adrenal gland increases the production of epinephrine 

(adrenaline) and norepinephrine (noradrenaline) (Siddle, 1995). This, in turn, 

increases an officer’s heart rate, which correlates with a degradation of senses, 

including vision and hearing, and fine motor skills. Thus, strong stress activation may 

potentially render people unable to operate equipment that requires complex motor 

control (Petersson et al., 2017). When a person’s heart rate exceeds 175 beats per 

minute due to an influx of adrenaline in response to acute stress, vasoconstriction 

occurs (Grossman & Christensen, 2012). Vasoconstriction is a tightening of blood 

vessels around the neck and face, which limits the flow of blood and oxygen to the 

brain and causes working memory and sensory perception distortion. For example, 

research involving police-involved shooting simulations under a concomitant 

inducement of acute stress shows that subjects suffer a decrease in attention to detail. 

In one study, researchers asked officers who underwent a stress-inducing shooting 

simulation a series of questions about their experience. Approximately 20% of the 
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information provided by the participants differed significantly between their 

recollection and recorded circumstances (Gutshall et al., 2017). Such acute 

occupational stress suffered by police officers may manifest in impairment of 

working memory and various sensory phenomena. 

Sensory phenomena 
Under the psychological stress of a deadly force incident, officers have commonly 

reported specific types of sensory phenomena. Petersson et al. (2017) explained that 

psychological stress appreciably impacts the sensory systems’ and central nervous 

system’s processing stages whereby environmental information is first 

subconsciously and then, within tenths of a second, consciously received (at least 

partially). These processes precede, often bypass, and sometimes overrun the stage 

when our consciousness has an opportunity to analyze the data, thereby disrupting 

perception and hampering the rational analysis of sensory information. Thus, stress 

stimulus interpreted as sudden and catastrophic sets in motion a physiological 

reaction that leads to disruption of information processing and promotes various 

sensory phenomena (Petersson et al., 2017).  

 

There are several common sensory phenomena experienced under high-stress 

conditions. Pasciak (2015) described the misperception of time. For example, some 

officers relate that the events surrounding their shooting incident seemed to occur in 

slow motion. Officers perceived that the suspect was moving very slowly, as was the 

officer in reaction to the suspect’s actions. Paradoxically, officers sometimes perceive 
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that the entire shooting incident occurred over the course of seconds when in fact 

minutes may have elapsed. Likewise, Pasciak (2015) cited information about the 

perceptual distortions of tunnel-vision and auditory exclusion. When tunnel-vision 

occurs, an officer’s field of vision will narrow from the periphery and hyper-focus on 

the threat, such as the suspect’s gun that is pointed at the officer. Sometimes this 

visual fixation results in the officer shooting the assailant’s firearm or hand that is 

holding the weapon. During such incidents, the officer may fail to observe 

surrounding objects and details on the periphery or find it difficult to accurately 

gauge distance or depth (Lewinski et al., 2016). Auditory exclusion is also a 

perceptual distortion commonly experienced during officer-involved shootings. After 

a shooting incident, it is common for an officer to report a muffling or muting of 

sound or that they didn’t hear their own or the assailant’s gunfire (Grossman & 

Christensen, 2012). These distorted perceptions sometimes create difficulty for the 

officer when subjected to questioning by investigators or supervisors about the 

shooting incident. An officer’s inability to recall certain aspects of the incident may 

be misinterpreted by investigators as a lack of candor or veracity. 

Parasympathetic nervous system 
The parasympathetic nervous system, in contrast to the sympathetic nervous system, 

is more active during times of physical and emotional equilibrium (Territo & Sewell, 

2007). It works to restore the body’s energy supply and is closely associated with 

relaxation, sleep, and resilience (McCraty & Atkinson, 2012). The parasympathetic 

nervous system facilitates the efficient performance of vital health maintenance 
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functions such as staving off illness and maintaining one’s blood pressure and heart 

rate within normal limits (Artwohl & Christensen, 2019). Essentially, the 

parasympathetic nervous system performs basic bodily maintenance while working in 

conjunction with but in opposition to the sympathetic nervous system. For example, 

following the conclusion of a high-stress incident that stimulated a person’s 

sympathetic nervous system, a parasympathetic backlash may occur as the brain 

attempts to restore a sense of calm and equilibrium (Grossman & Christensen, 2012). 

This parasympathetic backlash may manifest in the form of fatigue, apathy, nausea, 

nervousness, difficulty speaking, or an inability to sleep. Together the sympathetic 

and parasympathetic nervous systems prepare us to react and timely respond to high-

stress stimulus and facilitate recovery from such response (Territo & Sewell, 2007). 

Psychological stress brought on by participation in a deadly force incident mobilizes 

the sympathetic and subsequent parasympathetic nervous systems’ actions. 

The Psychological Impact of a Shooting Incident 
An officer’s psychological response to a shooting incident can be described in four 

basic phases. According to Miller (2015), the immediate impact phase occurs after the 

officer has shot a suspect. The officer may initially feel relief and even exhilaration 

for having survived the dangerous encounter. Other reactions include confusion, 

shock, or denial that the incident occurred, second-guessing one’s actions, self-

questioning whether one’s use of force was justified, guilt about the critical injury or 

fatal application of force inflicted upon the suspect or another person, guilt about 

surviving the ordeal in cases when an officer’s partner is murdered, and anger at the 
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suspect for forcing the officer to use deadly force (Pasciak, 2015). During the second 

or recoil phase, the officer may seem detached or just going through the motions in 

the performance of duties. The officer may be irritable in response to questions or 

comments about the incident from peers, investigators, or members of the media 

because the officer may prefer to not revisit the event (Miller, 2015). As the officer 

gains perspective about the incident (e.g., accepts the fact that using deadly force was 

necessary to survive the encounter), the resolution phase begins. Though ongoing 

investigations and media reports can hinder the resolution phase, the officer comes to 

terms with the event, returns to work, and performs duties with competence and 

confidence (Miller, 2015). In cases where less than sufficient or no resolution occurs, 

the officer may enter a prolonged posttraumatic phase. 

Posttraumatic stress 
During the prolonged posttraumatic phase, officers may exhibit several symptoms. 

These symptoms may include a loss of self-confidence, inability to make decisions, 

mood swings, obsessing over public opinion or what others think about their shooting 

incident, depression, anxiety, guilt, and impaired memory or concentration (Gravel, 

2012). While there are many possible post-shooting symptoms, three may pose a 

great personal danger for the involved officer. The first of these is denial. Officers 

who are suffering from the traumatic incident will often deny that they are 

experiencing coping issues or problems. Unlike the denial experienced during or 

immediately following a shooting incident when an officer cannot believe the 

incident really happened, in the days or months following the traumatic event an 
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officer may deny the incident is bothering him despite clear indications of suffering 

such as losing control of emotions, alcohol abuse, or suicidal thoughts. Repression of 

such troubling feelings may jeopardize the officer’s physical, emotional, and/or 

mental well-being (Pasciak, 2015).  

 

The next aftereffect that raises serious concerns is social withdrawal. Officers who 

experience coping issues from a traumatic experience may withdraw from their 

spouse to protect the spouse from exposure. This could further result in a breakdown 

of communication and the loss of a major component of the officer’s support 

network. An officer may also withdraw from non-police friends and family members 

to avoid questions about the incident or because the officer feels that only law 

enforcement members are capable of understanding what the officer is experiencing.  

 

A final act of withdrawal occurs when the involved officer distances himself from 

coworkers, his peer group. Peers who have not been involved in a shooting may 

continually ask the involved officer about the experience and cause the officer to 

discuss it more than desired. Consequently, the involved officer’s withdrawal may 

result in further repression of feelings and, in turn, exacerbate post-shooting 

symptoms. Pasciak (2015) described the third of the most dangerous post-shooting 

responses as “thrill.” Thrill occurs when the involved officer experiences a high 

stemming from the exposure to violence. The concern with thrill is that the involved 

officer may seek or even create situations, consciously or subconsciously, involving 
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the use of deadly force to re-experience the thrill. In doing so, such officers undertake 

undue risk and thereby place themselves, other officers, or members of the public in 

dangerous situations. The aforementioned symptoms of posttraumatic stress may 

endanger the officer’s mental, emotional, and/or physical health. Such symptoms 

require attention and care (Pasciak, 2015). If posttraumatic stress symptoms last 

beyond 30 days, the officer may be suffering from a diagnosable psychological 

disorder. 

Posttraumatic stress disorder 
PTSD is a formally recognized mental disorder classified in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). The fifth edition (DSM-5) is the most 

recent. The DSM is a publication of the American Psychiatric Association that 

classifies mental health disorders. When describing PTSD, the DSM-5 specifically 

lists law enforcement among the professions with an increased risk of traumatic 

exposure (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

 

Approximately 15% of emergency services workers suffer from PTSD (Kirschman, 

2007). Among members of law enforcement, duty-related PTSD ranges between 7% 

and 19% with approximately 30% of officers reporting subsyndromal levels of PTSD 

(Galovski et al., 2016). By comparison, the 12-month prevalence—or proportion of 

individuals who identify symptoms occurring within the 12 months preceding 

participation in a study—of PTSD among U.S. adults is approximately 3.5% 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Even the U.S. projected lifetime risk for 
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PTSD at 75 years of age is only 8.7% (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Law 

enforcement officers are at a significantly elevated risk of suffering PTSD due to 

increased exposure to traumatic events (Sheehan et al., 2007).  

 

A PTSD diagnosis must meet a specific set of criteria. Acute or delayed PTSD must 

follow either a direct or witness exposure to a traumatic incident involving real or 

threatened death or serious injury (Lees et al., 2019). According to the DSM-5, 

required symptomology categories for PTSD include intrusion symptoms, avoidance 

behavior, two or more negative alterations in cognitions or mood, two or more signs 

of increased arousal activity, and clinically significant distress or impairment in social 

or occupational functioning. Such disturbances cannot be attributable to the 

physiological effects of alcohol, a controlled substance, or another medical condition. 

Finally, the person exposed to the traumatic incident must experience these responses 

for a period exceeding 30 days (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Figure 1 

provides an overview of PTSD criteria. 
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Source: Adapted from North et al. (2018) 

Figure 1: DSM-5 Criteria for PTSD  
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PTSD symptom group: Intrusion 
As described above, officers who are exposed to trauma sometimes find themselves 

re-experiencing the event. According to Kirschman (2007), re-experiencing the event 

can take several forms. Some officers suffer intrusive and distressing recollections of 

the incident and find themselves unable to stop such memories from recurring. Others 

have distressing dreams while asleep. At times, sensory information—sights, sounds, 

smells, or tastes—may remind the officer of some aspect of the traumatic event and 

cause psychological distress. Also, subsequent exposure to objects or circumstances 

that either resemble or symbolize the traumatic incident may trigger intense nervous 

system activity such as profuse sweating or an increase in heart rate, as if the officer 

were currently experiencing a threat to personal safety (Kirschman, 2007).  

PTSD symptom group: Avoidance 
Avoidance is a symptom that can be useful in predicting PTSD. Unlike intrusion and 

arousal, which are common, and, by themselves, nonpathological, avoidance is a 

strong indicator of functional impairment (North et al., 2018). A subject exhibiting 

avoidance attempts to block out thoughts, memories, or feelings associated with the 

event. In addition, the subject may eschew external reminders of the traumatic 

incident by avoiding media accounts of, conversations about, or a location related to 

the event (Miller, 2007b). Peritraumatic dissociation may involve disturbed 

awareness, impaired memory, or altered perceptions during and immediately after a 

traumatic experience (McDonald et al., 2013). Though these responses are common 

in the immediate aftermath of trauma along with reports of emotional numbing, 
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reduction in awareness of one’s surroundings, depersonalization, and amnesia, 

Peritraumatic (emotional or psychological) dissociation is the single strongest 

predictor of PTSD (Galatzer-Levy et al., 2011).  

PTSD symptom group: Negative cognition and mood 
The symptomology for negative cognition and mood is met for the purpose of a 

PTSD diagnosis when a subject suffers two or more indicators in this grouping. Like 

avoidance, the negative cognition and mood grouping is strongly associated with 

PTSD. Symptoms include an inability to remember an important aspect of the 

traumatic event; negative beliefs about oneself or others; persistent and distorted 

thoughts about the incident that lead to the blaming of oneself or others; a persistent 

negative emotional state such as fear, anger, guilt, or shame; diminished interest in 

significant activities or life events; feelings of detachment from others; and an 

enduring inability to experience positive emotions (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013). 

PTSD symptom group: Hyperarousal 
Increases in arousal following a traumatic incident manifest in several ways. A PTSD 

diagnosis requires evidence of two or more hyperarousal indicators. Signs of 

increased arousal include irritability and angry outbursts, reckless or self-destructive 

behavior (e.g., drunk driving, gambling sprees, adulterous conduct, or profligate 

spending), hypervigilance or heightened alertness, exaggerated startled response to 

loud noises or unexpected movements, difficulty concentrating, and sleep 

disturbances such as inability to fall or stay asleep (Kirschman, 2007). 
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PTSD assessments 
If symptoms are present in all four groupings, persist for more than 30 days, and are 

anchored to a qualifying trauma exposure (as opposed to stemming from alcohol 

abuse, medication, or some other cause), PTSD is the proper diagnosis so long as the 

symptomology resulted in significant distress or functional impairment. North et al. 

(2018) contended that PTSD often presents with comorbid psychiatric, depressive 

anxiety, and/or substance use disorders. Consequently, PTSD can be difficult to 

assess. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of considerations in accurately assessing and 

diagnosing PTSD.  

 

 

Source: Adapted from North et al. (2018) 

Figure 2: Assessing DSM-5 Criteria for PTSD 
 

Interventions 
To address the wide variety of challenges faced by officers involved in shooting 

incidents, the United States Department of Justice Office of Community Oriented 
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Policing Services (COPS Office) and the International Association of Chiefs of Police 

(IACP) collaborated to produce policy recommendations to law enforcement agencies 

for responding to officer-involved shooting incidents. The IACP (2016) recognized 

that shooting incidents have the potential to inflict debilitating long-term effects on 

involved officers and urges departments to adopt several well-being measures. 

Recommendations include immediately assigning a companion officer or peer 

counselor to an officer who is involved in a shooting, transporting the officer to a safe 

and supportive environment, permitting the officer to immediately inform family 

members of the incident, providing the officer and their significant others with 

written information about physical and psychological reactions they may experience, 

placing the officer on leave pending counseling with a mental health provider, 

ensuring that a mental health provider conducts a post-shooting psychological debrief 

with the officer within a week of the incident, and arranging for a mental health 

provider to follow-up with the officer at several intervals—within one month of the 

incident, again at four months, and a final contact just before the one-year anniversary 

(IACP, 2016). Such policies facilitate officer coping in the aftermath of a lethal force 

incident, at least in most cases.  

 

The effects of trauma exposure, however, vary on a case-by-case basis. Pre-existing 

vulnerability factors confound impact predictability and may include genetic 

conditions, environmental factors such as prior trauma exposure and psychiatric 

history, and behavior factors such as higher emotional reactivity (Qi et al., 2016). 
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Moreover, the peritraumatic distress experienced immediately following a trauma 

exposure further complicates the analysis of determining which interventions will 

prove effective. These emotional and physiological stressors include trauma intensity, 

trauma type (intentional or unintentional), and physiological arousal such as heart rate 

(Qi et al., 2016). Given that exposure to trauma is a subjective, person-specific 

experience, one-size-fits-all interventions may not help in some cases and be harmful 

in others. A variety of interventions have been incorporated into agency policies and 

practices to help officers cope with the effects of acute trauma. To varying degrees, 

these interventions have proven palliative. Below is a review of some of the more 

common interventions. These interventions are described in order—from those that 

generally apply to all traumatic incident exposures to those that are appropriate for 

more severe outcomes such as PTSD.  

Critical incident stress debrief 
In the 1980s, critical incident stress debriefing became a widespread practice that 

attempted to help officers cope with trauma and prevent long-term posttraumatic 

symptoms by promoting emotional processing shortly after a critical incident (Qi et 

al., 2016). Typically, within a day or two following the trauma exposure, a trained 

facilitator leads a one-on-one or group discussion with involved officers. Participation 

is compulsory. The facilitator educates participants in symptom recognition and 

promotes a supportive atmosphere to help officers vent, share their experience, 

express appreciation for each other, and establish some sense of normalcy through 

positive coping (Kirschman, 2007). Many officers have undergone critical incident 
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stress debriefing and reported a positive experience. More recently, however, the 

efficacy of this approach has come into question. 

 

Current research indicates that critical incident stress debriefing, though well-

intentioned, is often insufficient to offset the effects of trauma and, in some cases, 

may exacerbate the symptoms experienced by officers (Dyregrov, 1998). Pasciak 

(2015) discussed several shortcomings of the critical incident stress debriefing 

approach. First, the expedited scheduling of the debrief is often too soon following 

the traumatic incident. Officers are usually mentally and/or emotionally unprepared to 

participate in a debrief so soon after a traumatic event. Given the negative impact of 

such events on memory and sleep quality, involved officers may not have had an 

adequate opportunity to process the experience prior to mandated participation in a 

debrief. Under such circumstances, this approach may cause additional posttraumatic 

stress. Second, this approach assumes that officers will suffer PTSD due to trauma 

exposure when, in fact, research shows that most officers are resilient in the face of 

trauma. Many officers already have healthy support systems in place and, 

consequently, relatively few develop PTSD (Pasciak, 2015). The uniform application 

of this approach does not consider individual circumstances, histories, and 

psychological needs. Arguably, debriefings should be voluntary as some officers lack 

trust in their department and fear that what is said during a debrief may be used 

against them in future administrative or legal proceedings (Artwohl & Christensen, 

2019). Such considerations are well-founded as few states explicitly extend privilege 
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protections to communications made in a group setting even though the session is 

conducted by a licensed therapist (Wallentine, 2017). Similarly, many officers do not 

want to appear weak in front of their peers and should only be placed in such a 

position voluntarily (Pasciak, 2015). Though reviews of the critical incident stress 

debriefing approach are mixed, there is consensus that such supportive efforts by law 

enforcement agencies should be offered following trauma exposure if an officer’s 

individual circumstances can be taken into greater consideration (Pasciak, 2015). 

Peer support 
Based on the concept that officers are more likely to trust and confide in a fellow 

officer who has context for and experience in matters at the root of their distress, peer 

support programs provide a powerful source of psychological support to officers 

undergoing the aftereffects of trauma exposure (Kirschman, 2007). Peer support 

members receive training in listening and crisis intervention. Given their training and 

access to officers, peer support members are uniquely positioned to recognize the 

need for and facilitate referrals to more formal services offered by licensed mental 

health providers (“Breaking the Stigma,” 2018).  

 

Though they work under the supervision of a mental health professional, peer support 

members are not licensed professionals and, accordingly, do not conduct clinical 

therapy. Likewise, their interactions with officers are not privileged communications 

(Kureczka, 2007). Nevertheless, peer support members utilize a client-centered 

approach that builds trust by way of empathy, genuine concern, and due regard for the 
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wellness of officers seeking help. The support gained from peer counseling will often 

be sufficient to facilitate coping for officers subjected to trauma to such a degree that 

no further psychological assistance is needed (Kureczka, 2007). 

Family counseling and education 
What are commonly considered "bad days" for police officers typically involve 

traumatic events. The bad days can be extreme and may impact an officer for 

extended periods. To deal with the bad days and protect their well-being, officers use 

an array of coping mechanisms and strategies (Birch et al., 2017). Families are an 

important coping mechanism as they could either enhance or reduce an officer’s 

stress (Kurtz, 2012). Maintaining a balance between work life and home life, as 

discussed by Birch et al. (2017), and spending time with the family can help an 

officer cope with the aftereffects of acute trauma exposure and promote a sense of 

well-being.  

 

The negative effects of trauma exposure impact not just the officer but also the 

officer’s family. If one part of the family social network is negatively affected, to 

some degree, the entire family social network is impacted. Research shows that the 

impact of a police shooting incident spreads to the involved officer’s wife, children, 

and parents (Mitchell, 1994). As a result, family members and significant others have 

to deal with their own stress stemming from traumatic incidents encountered by their 

officer (IACP National Law Enforcement Policy Center, 2012).  
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Because officers need their family support system to help them cope with the 

aftereffects of trauma and an officer’s family members may experience second-order 

stress as a result of an officer’s exposure, law enforcement agencies are providing 

training and counseling to family members of officers (Everly, 1994). By providing 

counseling to the family members of an officer, law enforcement agencies support the 

supporters of their employee who may be suffering from the effects of acute trauma 

exposure (Kannady, 2007). Moreover, as stress affects officers, family members are 

often the first to recognize, based on observing conduct and behavioral changes, when 

the officer may need professional help. Accordingly, the family can play a vital role 

in encouraging the officer to seek assistance (Finn, 2007). Educating family members 

about the signs of trauma will help them identify the behavioral changes that require 

action and inform them about the resources available for intervention before the 

situation deteriorates and relationships are irreparably damaged (Torres et al., 2007). 

Hence, it is in the best interests of law enforcement agencies to offer counseling and 

other such mental health services to the family members of their officers. 

Psychotherapy 
Psychotherapy is a broadly focused counseling practice. The therapist may seek 

discussion about aspects (e.g., childhood, family, career, etc.) of an officer’s life aside 

from the trauma exposure that precipitated the therapeutic relationship. After all, 

symptoms stemming from trauma exposure tend to be more prevalent among subjects 

with long-standing psychological conditions, such as anxiety and depression, which 

may have originated from trauma suffered during childhood (Kirschman, 2007).  
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Psychotherapy is often the type of assistance offered by a department therapist or 

department-sponsored employee assistance program (EAP). According to Miller 

(2007a), such programs are not successful unless therapists first build trust with 

officers who are generally concerned about confidentiality when dealing with 

employer-provided assistance. Accordingly, when establishing trust with officers, 

therapists must exhibit empathy, genuineness, availability, respect, and a goal-

oriented, problem-solving focus. In doing so, psychotherapists will help officers give 

meaning and dignity to what may otherwise be an existentially confusing traumatic 

experience. Psychotherapy will often result in incomplete closures and partial 

successes. Nevertheless, it provides a critical outlet that allows officers to unburden 

themselves and share openly about their trauma exposure (Miller, 2007a). On 

occasions when post-incident symptoms do not abate within 30 days, in addition to 

psychotherapy, officers should consider seeking assistance from a therapist trained in 

cognitive behavioral therapy (Kirschman, 2007). 

Cognitive behavioral therapy 
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a promising remedial approach to treating 

incident-based trauma. According to Kirschman (2007), CBT entails a series of 60 to 

90-minute individual appointments structured to teach officers about traumatic 

reactions and progressive muscle relaxation. During these sessions, an officer is 

systematically exposed to visual memories of the traumatic incident and reintroduced 

to parts of the incident that they may have been avoiding. In between sessions, 
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officers are directed to self-monitor their feelings, actions, and thoughts. Research 

shows that exposure-based CBT is effective in reducing the symptoms of PTSD and a 

mainstay in early prevention (Qi et al., 2016). Though CBT is one of the more 

efficacious interventions for acute trauma exposure, it fails to show improvement for 

approximately 20% of treated subjects and, therefore, should be supplemented with 

additional interventions (Qi et al., 2016). The residue of traumatic incidents—

thoughts experienced during or shortly after the trauma exposure – are sometimes 

reactivate during CBT and may not be properly reintegrated into the memory of the 

traumatic event (van der Kolk, 2015). Under such circumstances, another way to treat 

patients is with eye movement desensitization and reprocessing 

Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing 
Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is a therapy wherein a 

subject who has been exposed to trauma is guided in brief sequential doses to 

reconnect with negative thoughts experienced during the incident while 

simultaneously focusing on an external stimulus (Pasciak, 2015). The external 

stimulus is typically therapist-directed lateral eye movement (North et al., 2018). This 

facilitates a reprocessing of the event by the subject and often provides symptomatic 

relief in as little as one session (Kirschman, 2007). Though helpful in relieving 

symptoms of trauma exposure, EMDR is a secondary therapeutic approach used in 

conjunction with other interventions to address the aftereffects of trauma exposure 

(North et al., 2018). 
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Pharmaceuticals  
Medication may be recommended for trauma-exposed officers who are experiencing 

persistent or extreme symptoms. For cases of acute stress and officers who suffer 

dissociative reactions, medications can interrupt the body’s production of stress-

related hormones and essentially recalibrate one’s nervous system (Kirschman, 2007). 

Research on the effectiveness of various drug treatment therapies is an evolving area. 

Several medications have shown promise in addressing some of the more serious 

symptoms associated with PTSD. Figure 3 provides additional information on the 

status of research efforts. 

 

Source: Adapted from Qi et al. (2016) 

Figure 3: Pharmacological Early Intervention for PTSD: Randomized Control 
Trials 
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Antidepressants are the primary pharmacotherapeutic approach for addressing PTSD. 

Some PTSD symptoms overlap considerably with depressive and anxiety disorders. 

In fact, pre-existing psychopathology is a strong predictor of PTSD following acute 

trauma exposure (North et al., 2018). Accordingly, antidepressant medications have 

proven effective in the treatment of PTSD symptoms. 

Law Enforcement Agencies and Officer Well-Being 
The two primary sources of occupational stress for police officers are environmental 

and organizational. Environmental stressors originate from daily law enforcement 

duties. Day-to-day duties often expose officers to trauma and include such examples 

as responding to traffic crashes, domestic violence incidents, shooting incidents, 

criminal sexual assaults, crimes against minors, and officer-involved shooting 

incidents (Velazquez & Hernandez, 2019). Such stressors are expected and part of the 

job description. However, organizational sources of stress tend to be less obvious at 

first blush but just as insidious. Organizational stressors include shift work, long 

hours, strict rules and regulations, unduly harsh disciplinary measures, and difficult 

supervisors (Sewell, 2019b).  

 

Generally, law enforcement agencies have been slow to recognize the mental health 

effects of trauma exposure on its officers and prioritize remedial interventions. 

Traditionally, police organizations valued an officer’s ability to ignore or deny any 

resulting emotional consequences of a traumatic experience and viewed this behavior 

as a strength rather than as a risk factor (Thornton & Herndon, 2016). Though most 
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law enforcement agencies now recognize the ill effects of trauma exposure, they are 

disinclined to implement policy changes due to commonly having multiple levels of 

government oversight and lacking the resources needed to offer various interventions 

or even establish the validity of current practices (McClure et al., 2019). According to 

Velazquez and Hernandez (2019), an agency’s reaction to mental health illness in its 

officers is either reactive or constructive. Too often, agencies are more reactive than 

forward thinking when implementing interventions to address mental health issues 

and officer well-being. The reactive nature of law enforcement agencies is often 

evident when a controversial incident occurs. For example, when an agency 

experiences a controversial police-involved shooting, like the shooting of an unarmed 

minority suspect, the media reports widely on the incident which leads to questions 

about the psychological and behavioral background of the officer and what resources 

are available to the involved member. Such questions usually originate from 

governmental oversight agencies, elected officials, and members of the community 

(Gilmartin, 2002). As the media continues to report, there is a tendency to vilify 

police officers, which results in the agency taking a defensive posture. According to 

Gilmartin (2002), when a law enforcement agency circles its wagons, the likely result 

is that no changes are made to officer-wellness policies and practices. More 

commonly, such high-profile incidents lead to the administration of discipline for the 

involved officer(s) and maybe even higher-ranking officials. Alternatively, an agency 

may publicly announce the implementation of a policy that ostensibly addresses 

wellness while appeasing critics but does little to advance officer well-being. 
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Recognizing shortcomings in officer wellness policy development in law enforcement 

organizations, the IACP, an international association of police leaders, offers model 

policies that address a broad array of law enforcement issues. The IACP has created a 

model policy concerning police-involved shooting incidents (IACP National Law 

Enforcement Policy Center, 2012). The policy and related “concepts and issues 

paper” recommends practices and interventions based on research and the experiences 

of police professionals. Among the recommendations to law enforcement agencies 

are such practices as temporarily removing the shooting officer from duty, providing 

involved officers and their family members access to qualified mental health 

professionals, and administering stress recognition training for supervisors as they 

may be in the best position to identify officers under their supervision who are 

suffering from some form of acute stress disorder or PTSD (IACP National Law 

Enforcement Policy Center, 2012). Even though the IACP officer-involved shooting 

model policy is founded upon the experience of police leaders and scientific research, 

the application of behavioral sciences to policy recommendations is prone to error. 

 

A review of the research underlying several recommendations of the IACP model 

policy on police-involved shootings raises questions about validity. McClure et al. 

(2019) reviewed the IACP model policy and described how various recommendations 

were premised upon errors in the application of science to policy and related 

practices: 
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Errors that may occur when administrators are unprepared to vet the 
science, or the recommendations made by the scientific community 
include: (i) using spurious, poorly tested, or largely untested effects for 
policy or practice development, (ii) misidentifying the “fit” between 
laboratory findings and field applications, (iii) failing to recognize 
when the science is not ready, or is insufficient for application, (iv) 
taking authoritative sources at face value, and (v) retrofitting the 
science to existing policy. 
 

The article goes on to describe how each of the five application of science errors 

impact various aspects of IACP’s model policy including questioning the support for 

the recommendation that an officer be given the opportunity to have at least one sleep 

cycle before providing a formal statement (McClure et al., 2019). Thus, though the 

efforts of law enforcement agencies and professional policy groups have advanced 

the understanding of practices and interventions that assist officers in dealing with the 

trauma stemming from officer-involved shooting incidents, clearly there does not 

appear to be a precise set of agency policies and practices that ensure an officer’s 

expeditious recovery from trauma exposure. Rather, the complexity of factors 

underlying the impacts of trauma may best be addressed through a variety of research 

efforts and methodologies to make further progress in this area.  

 

To add to the body of research focusing on how law enforcement agencies can 

support their members in the aftermath of an officer-involved shooting, I sought 

information from members of law enforcement who have been subjected to the 

trauma of a fatal shooting incident. By conducting qualitative interviews with these 

officers, I obtained firsthand accounts of the trauma they experienced, a description of 
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practices implemented by their respective agencies, and whether such interventions 

were helpful in assisting them cope with the impacts of the trauma exposure. From 

the mouths of those who have endured the crucible of one or more fatal police-

involved shootings came informed opinions about what was helpful and, equally 

important, what was not.  
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Chapter 3: Research Methods 
Qualitative Research: A Case Study Approach  
To document how law enforcement agencies can support officers in the aftermath of 

fatal shooting incidents, I employed a case study research approach. The case study is 

appropriate for research questions that seek “how” or “why” explanations rather than 

those that explore “who” and “where” questions (Yin, 2018). “What” questions, on 

the other hand, are either exploratory, which may be appropriate for the case study 

research approach, or, alternatively, a form of “how many,” “how much,” or “to what 

extent,” type of research questions, which may be best, addressed utilizing a survey or 

archival analysis research approach rather than a case study research approach. 

According to Creswell and Poth (2018), the case study research approach includes 

several defining features in addition to the type of research question. The case subject 

being researched must be bounded in some respects, such as time and activity. The 

intent of the case study could be to illustrate a unique case of interest—an intrinsic 

case study—or understand a specific issue or problem through analysis of a single 

case or multiple cases—an instrumental case study. Further, a case study involves 

drawing upon multiple data sources to inform the research (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  

 

I employed a case study research approach to explore the question of how law 

enforcement agencies can effectively support officers to cope with the trauma 

experienced during a fatal officer-involved shooting incident. Utilizing the structure 
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of an instrumental case study, I researched 10 cases wherein members of law 

enforcement discharged their firearm in the performance of duty and, thereby, caused 

the death of another person. Each incident is bounded by time and activity. The 

relevant period for each incident extends from the date of the respective officer-

involved shooting, which varies by case, to the date when I interviewed the officer. I 

conducted all the interviews in the months of November and December 2021. The 

subject matter activity in each of the 10 incidents described herein is comprised of the 

immediate events leading to the officer-involved shooting, the shooting incident, the 

officers’ subjective account of their agency’s policies and practices in response to the 

shooting incident, and the officer’s subjective account of the trauma they experienced 

and how they coped in the aftermath of the shooting incident. For each case, I drew 

upon multiple data sources, based on availability, including qualitative interviews 

with the involved officers that were both audio and visually recorded (with one 

exception, Officer Jeremiel’s webcam was not engaged during the interview), media 

accounts of the shooting incidents with limited social media commentary, and online 

mapping research on the location of the shooting incident. Using multiple sources of 

data to research the same case enhances triangulation, a method of data collection that 

informs an in-depth study of a phenomenon in its real-world context (Yin, 2018, pp. 

126–127).  

The Researcher 
I am a 27-year veteran of the Chicago Police Department (CPD). During my career 

with the CPD, I served in several capacities including positions in patrol, on gang, 
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housing, and tactical units, on mission teams, and with the Special Weapons and 

Tactics (SWAT) Unit. My command experience includes serving as the Commanding 

Officer of SWAT, the Office of Reform Management, and Acting General Counsel 

for the Office of Legal Affairs. I am currently assigned as the Commander of the 

022nd District, one of twenty-two districts in the Department’s Bureau of Patrol and 

rotate monthly into the position of on-call incident commander (OCIC). The duties of 

the OCIC are to serve as the incident commander on high profile incidents that may 

occur anywhere in the city. Typical incidents supervised by an OCIC include SWAT 

callouts, in-custody deaths, officer suicides, and officer-involved shootings.  

 

My formal education includes earning a Juris Doctor from Loyola University Chicago 

School of Law, Master of Science in Criminal Justice from the University of 

Oklahoma, and Bachelor of Science in Accounting from DePaul University. Also, I 

am a graduate of the FBI National Academy (FBINA), Session 270. During my 

studies at the FBINA and University of Oklahoma, I researched and wrote 

extensively on the topic of officer wellness. Due to my experience and education, I 

was selected to serve on the CPD’s team that negotiated the federal consent decree 

and assisted in negotiations on the topic of officer wellness. 

 

In my career with the CPD, I have served in various roles on the scenes of numerous 

officer-involved shootings. I have borne witness to the psychological and emotional 

toll such events take on my fellow officers and am sensitive to their struggle in 
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coping with all that a post-shooting aftermath potentially entails. Officer-involved 

shootings, though relatively infrequent in occurrence, are an unavoidable part of law 

enforcement. If not responded to and handled appropriately by law enforcement 

agencies, such incidents could be further catastrophic, career ending, and/or life 

altering for the involved officers. My lifelong devotion to this career and those in its 

service, my fraternal sisters and brothers, are what informs my research and motivates 

my interest in seeking policies and practices that promote officer well-being, or at 

least do not needlessly jeopardize it, after the smoke clears. 

Research Participants: The Officers  
I interviewed eight officers, each of whom discharged their firearm in the line of duty 

and struck an assailant who subsequently succumbed to their injuries. Three of the 

officers interviewed were each involved in two deadly shooting incidents. Officer 

Jeremiel is one of the officers involved in two fatal shootings. Officer Jeremiel’s most 

recent fatal shooting is currently the subject of ongoing civil litigation. Consequently, 

Officer Jeremiel is represented by counsel with respect to his most recent shooting 

incident. There are no pending legal matters regarding Officer Jeremiel’s first fatal 

shooting incident. Accordingly, my interview with Officer Jeremiel is limited to only 

his first fatal shooting incident as any discussion concerning his most recent shooting 

could potentially result in his statements being admissible in the current litigation 

against both him and his department. The other seven officers interviewed are not 

currently represented by counsel with respect to their fatal shootings as there are no 
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pending civil or criminal matters related to those incidents. Therefore, a total of 10 

cases involving eight members of law enforcement comprise the research study. 

 

To identify officers for participation in the research, I utilized purposive sampling in 

combination with a snowball sampling approach. Also known as judgment, selective, 

or subjective sampling, purposive sampling is a non-probability sampling technique 

in which researchers rely on their judgment when choosing members of the 

population to participate in the study (Dudovskiy, n.d.). This method of sampling is 

commonly used for difficult-to-reach, data-rich populations. In conjunction with 

purposive sampling, snowball sampling refers to how participants are acquired. 

Referrals for potential volunteers who may fit the desired population being researched 

are requested from likely or actual participants (Dudovskiy, n.d.). Accordingly, I 

solicited referrals from law enforcement contacts that I made during my career as a 

sworn member of the Chicago Police Department. I asked law enforcement 

acquaintances whether they had been involved in a deadly shooting or knew members 

who experienced such an incident and provided my contact information for sharing 

with prospective volunteers. Please note that none of the volunteers are current or 

former officers employed by my current employer, the Chicago Police Department. 

Also, I limited my request to officers who had been involved in a fatal shooting rather 

than a nonfatal shooting incident. The reason for this distinction is because incidents 

involving the killing of another person by members of law enforcement approach 

about one thousand per year and tend to garner substantial media coverage, pressure-
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test the efficacy of policies and practices of the involved members’ agencies, and 

present extraordinary psychological challenges to officer well-being (Berman et al., 

2020). As illustrated by Grossman (2009), the emotional impact exacerbated by the 

magnitude and intensity of guilt potentially involved in killing human beings presents 

immense challenges to officer well-being following a deadly shooting incident. In 

summary, officer-involved shootings involving death potentially present more 

psychological and emotional challenges than nonfatal officer-involved shootings or, 

in the words of Klinger (2002), “[K]illing citizens is more disruptive than wounding 

them.”  

 

After volunteers were identified by either contacting me by phone or text or by me 

contacting them after receiving their information from a referral, I engaged them in a 

brief phone conversation to ascertain their willingness to participate and the 

applicability of their shooting incident. Upon determining that the officer met the 

parameters for participation, I emailed them a research information sheet that 

provided further information about the research project and a link to a consent form 

created in Microsoft Forms which, once completed by the volunteer, provides 

documented evidence of their consent to participate. For copies of the research 

information sheet and consent form, please see Appendix A and Appendix B, 

respectively.  
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The Interviews 
Upon receipt of the completed consent form, I recontacted the volunteer and set an 

agreed upon date and time to conduct the interview. All eight interviews were 

conducted on Zoom and were documented by recording both audio and video, with 

one exception. One participant, Officer Jeremiel, did not appear on camera during his 

interview. The interviews ranged in duration from about 45 minutes to just under 

three hours. Interviews with participating officers who were involved in two fatal 

shooting incidents were longer in duration to allow for sufficiently capturing details 

of both incidents. The average length of an interview was approximately one hour and 

20 minutes. I asked the officers a series of questions designed to solicit detailed 

information about their shooting incident, their experience before, during, and after 

the incident, and how their agency responded during and after the incident. The 

questions were formulated in reference to an instrument developed by Klinger (2002) 

and used in his research of officer-involved shootings in connection with a National 

Criminal Justice Reference Service grant-funded study. However, it is important to 

note that questions were substantially modified to facilitate the conversational manner 

of the interview and lend a degree of consistency across the 10 cases included in this 

study. The interview questions can be found in Appendix C.  

Anonymity of Participants 
The identity of officers participating in qualitative interviews must remain 

anonymous. Following officer-involved shooting incidents, typically, up to three 

investigations are initiated and proceed simultaneously (IACP, 2016). First, officer-
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involved shooting investigations frequently involve a crime against members of law 

enforcement or the public. Such criminal incidents are often the event that 

precipitates an officer’s decision to use lethal force. Like all other criminal conduct, 

illegal activity leading up to an officer-involved shooting is subject to criminal 

investigation. Second, each time an officer uses deadly force, a second criminal 

investigation is conducted. This additional criminal investigation focuses on the 

officer’s actions to determine whether the officer’s conduct warrants criminal 

charges. Finally, following an officer’s use of deadly force (or, in most departments, 

any amount of force) an administrative investigation is conducted to ascertain 

whether the officer’s use of force conforms to agency policy and recommend 

discipline in the event of noncompliance. Given the amount of questioning (much of 

it under oath) to which an officer may be subjected pursuant to the use of deadly 

force, an officer will likely be reluctant to share details of their shooting incident, 

especially if the above-described investigations have not yet concluded. Even if the 

investigations have been completed, an officer will likely hesitate to share details of 

an incident that may be personally embarrassing. Consequently, anonymity is 

essential to the data collection process. 

 

To ensure anonymity, I thoroughly reviewed interview transcripts and redacted 

information as to the participating officer’s identity, agency, coworkers, and 

locations. For legal purposes, I recorded interview data onto a separate memory drive 

for transfer to Dr. Michael Manning, Director of Research and Professor at 
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Benedictine University, for secure and ultimate disposal after a period of seven years. 

Only Dr. Manning and I will have access to this data during the interim period prior 

to disposal. Any data shared in this dissertation, or any subsequent publications will 

be devoid of identifying information. 

Well-Being of Participants 
An additional concern was that the interview process may raise an officer’s stress 

level as they were asked to recount, in detail, their respective traumatic incident. To 

ensure that participants were not psychologically or emotionally harmed during the 

research process, I compiled a list of mental health resources to which I would refer 

the officer if they experienced distress. None of the officers interviewed as part of this 

case study exhibited significant signs of distress or expressed an interest in mental 

health resource referrals.  

Data Collection and Analysis 
Upon completing the interviews, I took several steps to collect and analyze the data. 

First, I uploaded to the audio file of the interview to Rev, a transcription service. 

Typically, a transcribed copy of the interview would be returned to me with two days. 

To ensure that participants remain anonymous, I scrubbed each transcript for any 

identifying information concerning the date, location, agency, or law enforcement 

members involved in the shooting incident. Thereafter, I reviewed each transcript and 

noted significant aspects of the incident and insightful officer quotes. The next steps 

involved coding the interviews, obtaining other sources of data that provide context to 
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the shooting incidents, and conducting both within-case and cross-case analysis to 

ascertain how law enforcement agencies can assist their officers in coping with the 

posttraumatic stress related to shooting incident.  

Coding qualitative interviews 
To distill the experiences of participants and apperceive policies and practices that 

facilitate the coping of officers involved in deadly force shooting incidents, data was 

coded and sorted into themes. After interviews were recorded, transcribed, and 

anonymized, I conducted a coding process by uploading transcripts to a web-based 

coding software, Quirkos. In Quirkos, data was sorted into one or more of 39 themes, 

referred to as “quirks.” I defined the themes to capture and categorize the nature of 

the content. A total of 1,666 selections of data were sorted among the 39 quirks. The 

two largest quirks are “Trauma & Stress” with 221 codes and “Interventions – Post 

Shooting” which contains 159 codes. A review of the data sorted in these two quirks 

and others helped clarify which policies and practices were ameliorative and which 

exacerbated the posttraumatic stress of the incident. See Table 1 for an overview of 

the coding process.  

Table 1: Summary of Coding Themes 
 

Quirk Title Description Total 
Codes 

Confidants - Family Family members provide support to officers 
involved in OIS. 31 

Confidants - Fellow 
Officers 

Members of law enforcement with whom the 
shooting officer confides. 49 
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Quirk Title Description Total 
Codes 

Confidants - Friends 
When officers involved in an OIS seek / 
receive support from friends that are not in law 
enforcement. 

17 

Continuing Support - 
Agency Response 

Support by agency in the weeks, months, and 
years following an OIS. 70 

Dedication Officer dedication to community or duty. 6 

Environment / Conditions Conditions at the time of the shooting 
(darkness, lighting, cold, etc.). 19 

Equipment Issues Difficulties experienced by an officer due to 
equipment. 15 

Escalation How the offender escalated the need for force. 27 

Immediate Agency 
Response 

How the agency responded to the shooting 
incident on or shortly after its occurrence. 59 

Injury to Officers Injuries suffered by officers. 17 

Interventions - Post 
Shooting 

Interventions by the agency or officer after a 
shooting incident. 159 

Litigation Civil suit following the OIS. 10 

Media Mainstream media coverage of shooting 39 

Medical Attention Medical attention related to / provided for the 
offender. 26 

Memory Impact Aspects of the OIS that have lingered / 
impacted in the officer’s memory. 28 

Notification of Officer’s 
Family 

How Officer’s family was notified about the 
shooting. 22 

Offender Actions Actions or tactics used by the offender. 52 

Officer Backup & 
Teamwork 

Officer’s actions of backing up / supporting 
other officers when the shooting occurred. 17 

Physical Conditions 
Offender physical conditions (size, age, 
strength) or in comparison to physical 
conditions of the officer. 

7 

Post Traumatic Growth Growth experienced by the officer following 
the incident. 46 
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Quirk Title Description Total 
Codes 

Post-Shooting 
Administrative 
Investigation 

Post shooting administrative investigation into 
the officer. 37 

Post-Shooting Criminal 
Investigation 

Post shooting criminal investigation into the 
officer. 59 

Prior Knowledge of 
Offender 

Knowledge about an offender that an officer 
possessed prior to the shooting.  20 

PTSD Diagnosis or experience indicative of PTSD. 81 

Racial Aspect Considerations of race - offenders and/or 
officers. 13 

Religion Officer mad at God, questioned God, changed 
relationship with God or formal religion. 8 

Resilience Measure undertaken to assist the officer’s 
coping and recovery from the incident. 71 

Sensations Sensations experienced by the officer during 
the encounter. 50 

Social Media Social media coverage of the event. 22 

Subject’s Offense The reason why an officer reported to a scene 
or engaged with the offender. 25 

Tactical Issues Tactical issues encountered by officers. 25 

Tactics by Officers Tactics used by officers. 97 

Thoughts During the 
Encounter 

What the officer was thinking through the 
encounter. 75 

Time Off Time off allowed / required by an agency for 
an officer following an OIS. 23 

Training Any general mention of training. 35 

Trauma & Stress Expressions of trauma related to the OIS. 221 

Unrelated Trauma - Post 
OIS 

Trauma experienced after the OIS that is not 
directly associated with the OIS. 33 

Verbal Commands Officers issued verbal commands to 
offender(s). 20 

Weapon Collection Information about how/when/whether the       35 
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Quirk Title Description Total 
Codes 

shooting officer’s weapon is recovered as part 
of the investigation. 

Total Number of Codes 1,666 
Total Number of Quirks      39 
 

Internet research of the shooting incidents 
In addition to coding interview data about each shooting incident, I performed an 

internet search for media accounts of the shooting incidents. Except for one shooting 

case where no media reports of the incident could be found, I collected multiple 

media accounts detailing the shooting incident. Some of these media accounts 

included comments by readers. I reviewed these accounts of the shooting incidents 

and incorporated them into the case descriptions in Chapter 4. Due to the need to 

maintain the anonymity of the officers, media accounts are not cited in this research. 

Rather, they were reviewed to contribute additional context to the data provided by 

officers during the interviews. It is worth noting that I did not detect any significant 

contradictions between media accounts and the information provided by officers. 

Frequently, the media accounts supplied only general information in comparison to 

the high level of case detail provided by the officers. Finally, utilizing Google Maps 

and its street view feature that provides a series of still photos of a map location, I 

explored the site of each shooting to gain further context of the incident and the 

environment in which it occurred. These efforts to collect additional data about the 

shooting incidents have two shortcomings. First, data is not always available or does 
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not provide a beneficial level of detail about the location of the shooting incident. 

Second, the visual depictions on Google Maps of the site where the shooting occurred 

could differ significantly from how the location appeared on the date of the shooting 

incident. In general, however, the Google Maps data was informative in terms of 

providing a visual of the shooting location and additional context for the case 

incident. 

Summary and analysis of the shooting incidents 
These data analysis processes yielded the development of recommendations. In 

Chapter 4 of the dissertation, I summarized the circumstances of each shooting 

incident based upon the various data collected. Each summary is bounded in time 

between the circumstances that gave rise to the shooting incident and how the officer 

is coping with the incident as of the date of the interview. The summary of each 

shooting incident is divided into two sections. The first section provides information 

about the incident until shortly after the shooting occurs. The second section details 

events and circumstances of the incident after the shooting occurred. A third section 

titled “Upon further reflection” is added to each case summary. This section offers a 

within-case analysis of themes and significant findings. The within-case analysis 

presented in Chapter 4 culminates in a list of recommendations for law enforcement 

agencies concerning officer-involved shooting policies and practices.  

 

Cross-case analysis is presented in Chapter 5. Drafting the case descriptions and 

analyzing data is a reflective process that enabled me to detect themes that are 
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interwoven through the case studies. I conducted a thematic cross-case analysis to 

facilitate interpretation and develop assertions that ultimately detail lessons learned 

and provide recommendations for law enforcement agencies to consider when 

implementing post-shooting policies and practices. Though the vast majority of law 

enforcement agencies follow generally prescribed officer-involved shooting policies 

and practices such as those advocated by the IACP (2016), the within-case and cross-

case analyses of the application of policies and practices by their respective agencies 

yielded specific and informed recommendations that bridge the gap between broad 

policy and practice guidelines and the lived experience of officers on the receiving 

(and perceiving) end of such policies and practices.  
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Chapter 4: Cases and Within-Case Analysis 
Case Summary and Within-Case Analysis: Angels in Disguise 
What follows is a detailed description of each of the 10 fatal shooting incidents that 

comprise this case study research. The case description was informed by interviews 

of the eight law enforcement members involved in shooting incidents, print media 

with limited social media commentary, and Google Maps overhead and street view 

depictions of the incident location. Case descriptions are each divided into two 

sections. The first section provides some background information of the involved 

officer and the circumstances that led to the shooting. The second section describes 

the aftermath of the shooting incident and covers a time period bounded by the day 

the shooting occurred and when the officers were interviewed. A third section labeled 

“Upon further reflection” contains a within-case analysis and concludes the section 

on each of the eight participating officers. Following the description of the 10 cases is 

a cross-case thematic analysis that details the life disruption endured by each of the 

eight officers stemming from reactions to trauma exposure. Further, cross-case 

analysis is performed with respect to interventions offered and/or imposed upon the 

eight officers by their respective agencies.  

 

The names of the people involved, locations, dates, references to incident accounts, 

and other identifying information have been omitted to ensure the anonymity of the 

research participants.  
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Officer Barachiel: Tracking a crew of bank robbers 
Officer Barachiel was a member of a team that for over two weeks had been tracking 

a crew of bank robbers. An eight-year veteran of law enforcement at age 30, Officer 

Barachiel was also a member of his agency’s Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) 

team. Moreover, before becoming a law enforcement officer, he served in the military 

as an infantryman. One morning, the bank robbery crew performed a stickup at 

another bank. Officer Barachiel’s team caught a break when they obtained a 

description of a vehicle used by the robbers. Later that afternoon, the vehicle was 

located and, nearby, two leaders of the robbery crew were observed eating lunch in a 

restaurant. Officer Barachiel and his team established surveillance and hastily 

assembled a plan to interdict when the two robbery offenders exited the restaurant. 

 

As planned, Officer Barachiel and his fellow investigators approached the two 

offenders as they exited the restaurant and walked toward their vehicle. The offenders 

entered their vehicle just as the officers identified themselves as members of law 

enforcement and drew their firearms. Officer Barachiel closed distance on the front 

seat passenger and shouted, “Don’t move! Show me your hands!” The driver 

immediately complied. The passenger began to comply by outstretching his arms 

toward the windshield and showing his hands. “Then, all of a sudden, he looked left 

and right, stared at me, and drew his gun for the last time. I had to shoot him down.” 

Though the entire incident occurred in a matter of seconds, Officer Barachiel 

experienced it in slow motion. He recalls his first shot being instinctive—little or no 
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conscious effort. As he squeezed the trigger, he heard the clack of the hammer on the 

metal frame of his gun, a sound that is barely audible under normal conditions. He 

adjusted his aim before taking a second a shot. Officer Barachiel discharged his Sig 

Sauer handgun twice from a distance of about six feet. Both rounds struck the 

offender who slumped to the side and dropped his gun on the car seat.  

 

After un-cocking and holstering his firearm, Officer Barachiel was immediately 

overcome with disbelief about what just occurred. He approached the offender’s car 

questioning in his mind whether the shooting actually occurred. Further, Officer 

Barachiel wanted to verify whether the offender possessed a handgun as he perceived. 

“His gun was there in front on the seat. So, it was not a nightmare, it was true.” 

Disbelief was followed by anger. In his mind, Officer Barachiel asked the offender, 

“Look, why did you do this? Why did you do this?” As best as he could, Officer 

Barachiel composed himself and concluded that he had to help the offender.  

 

“We don’t let an enemy die,” he told himself as he began to remove the offender from 

the car. Though bleeding profusely, the offender was still alive. The officers 

requested that paramedics respond to the scene. Meanwhile, Officer Barachiel and his 

supervisor administered cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) until the ambulance 

arrived. Despite their efforts, the offender died from his gunshot wounds on the side 

of the road. 
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Officer Brachial: The aftermath 
The post-shooting investigation was conducted by a separate government agency. 

After the shooting scene was secure, Officer Barachiel and his team supervisor drove 

back to the office. Within three or four hours of the incident, Officer Barachiel 

provided investigators with a statement as to his involvement, submitted to a blood 

draw to determine whether he was under the influence of any intoxicants, was 

relieved of his firearm as it had to be test-fired and processed for evidentiary 

purposes, and, at his boss’s urging, agreed to make an appointment to meet with a 

psychologist provided by the agency. 

 

That evening, Officer Barachiel returned home. Concerned about what was being 

broadcast in the media about the shooting incident, he called members of his family. 

He related to them, “You’re going to hear some things on the radio, on TV, don’t pay 

attention, we’re all good.” To his mother, he remarked, “Mom, I just shot a guy…. 

What’s going to happen, I don’t know. So please take care.” His mother asked 

whether the person that he shot was dead. Interestingly, Barachiel responded, “Not 

yet,” even though he knew the offender had died.  

 

Barachiel was very nervous the evening of the shooting and attributed his condition to 

being under adrenaline from the incident. He experienced sleep issues that night and 

during many nights that followed. “I repeated the film permanently [in my mind]. I 

struggled to find rest and fall asleep.” He related that he replayed the incident in his 
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head hundreds of times and doing so disrupted his sleep for several months following 

the incident. Also, years later, the replaying of the incident in his mind periodically 

returned. Nonetheless, Officer Barachiel insisted on going to work the following day 

after the shooting even though his agency encouraged him to take time-off. He never 

missed a single day of work in relation to the shooting.  

 

At the behest of his boss, Officer Barachiel met with a psychologist that worked with 

members of his agency and was experienced with officers who were involved in 

shooting incidents. Officer Barachiel reported a positive interaction with the 

psychologist, but ultimately felt that he did not need to attend counseling. Officer 

Barachiel recognizes the benefit of counseling for those who feel they need it. 

However, he respectfully declined to return for additional sessions. 

 

The shooting was ruled as a valid case of self-defense according to the local 

prosecutor. Officer Barachiel went on to have a long career on SWAT and is 

currently still a member of the law enforcement profession. 

Officer Barachiel: Upon further reflection 
When asked if his agency provided him with a substitute firearm as his was 

inventoried for evidentiary purposes, Officer Barachiel hesitated in his response. 

Then, a grin of satisfaction and gratitude filled his countenance. He replied, “No, […] 

my boss did, and it means a lot.” His boss reached into a safe in his office, retrieved a 

handgun, and presented it to Barachiel. “I trust you. Here is a spare gun. Take it.” 
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This gesture was clearly very meaningful to Officer Barachiel. With that one act, his 

boss met two significant and urgent needs of Officer Barachiel. First, this occurred 

within hours of the shooting incident when Officer Barachiel was still uncertain as to 

whether he would be held criminally and/or administratively liable for the shooting. 

Officer Barachiel needed reassurance from his supervisors that he acted appropriately 

and still had their trust. Second, a firearm is a hallmark of membership in the law 

enforcement profession. Having a firearm taken away without an immediate 

replacement may have caused additional distress to Officer Barachiel. “It’s important 

not to be deprived of my tools. My handcuffs and my gun, they are my tools.” 

Though the shooting incident occurred 20 years ago, Officer Barachiel still vividly 

remembers how his boss’s kindness made him feel.  

 

In addition to his supervisors, Officer Barachiel described how his fellow officers 

were very supportive of him after this incident. One specific reason cited, however, 

reveals how Barachiel feels about his performance during the incident as well as that 

of some of the other officers that were involved in the takedown of the bank robbers. 

Officer Barachiel stated, “I think there were two guys in front of the windshield who 

could have fired as well and they stayed frozen, in fact. So, I did the job alone.” He 

goes on to say how supportive and thankful they were. Perhaps this exchange 

provides some insight as to a possible second source of anger—in addition to the 

threat presented by the offender that forced Officer Barachiel’s hand—that he 

experienced immediately after discharging his weapon. Officer Barachiel, alone, 
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bared the burden of using deadly force and taking another’s life even though two 

other officers were in a position to do so. This may serve as a lingering source of 

resentment.  

 

Following the shooting, Officer Barachiel felt more confident in his abilities. “You 

pray that it [the need to use deadly force] doesn’t happen. But it may happen. […] 

Guessing you are able to do it and knowing that you can do it are different. I did it, so 

I grew.” Ultimately, Officer Barachiel credits his training for how he performed under 

the life-threatening circumstances he encountered. 

Sergeant Michael: Sometimes lightning strikes twice 
Sergeant Michael is a 34-year veteran of law enforcement and currently still active. 

During his career, he was involved in two fatal shooting incidents, both of which 

occurred while responding to domestic-related service calls. Each is described below. 

Sergeant Michael: 68 seconds that felt like an eternity 
In 2002, Sergeant Michael was assigned as a supervisor in a midsize police 

department. Among his field supervisor responsibilities was to respond to domestic 

disturbances, a frequent type of service call, to ensure proper handling of such 

incidents by officers.  

 

On one such service call, Sergeant Michael and three police officers received 

information from a 911 dispatcher that during an altercation a husband kicked his 

wife and was attempting to break down the locked bedroom door behind which his 
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wife was hiding. Upon arrival, Sergeant Michael, standing just inside the threshold at 

the front door, observed his officers located at the top of a stairwell leading down to 

the basement where they established a position from which they were communicating 

with the suspect. One of the officers related to Sergeant Michael that the suspect was 

in the basement and threatening to blow up the house and shoot any officers that 

came downstairs. Only seconds later, Sergeant Michael observed the officers that 

were positioned at the top of the stairs flee further into the home to take cover. The 

suspect climbed the stairs from the basement while pointing straightforward a .357 

caliber Colt revolver in his right hand. The suspect reached the top of the stairs, 

peered down the hallway toward the front door, fixed his gaze upon Sergeant 

Michael, and began closing the distance while looking down the barrel of his gun.  

 

Backing away from the front door and toward the sidewalk in front of the house that 

led to a side driveway, Sergeant Michael commanded the suspect to stop and drop his 

gun. The suspect, who was now standing on the front porch, stopped and lowered his 

handgun for a moment. Without speaking, the suspect stared at Sergeant Michael, 

again raised the handgun, and proceeded to walk toward Sergeant Michael in a slow 

and deliberate manner. Seeking cover, Sergeant Michael ran down the driveway 

toward the rear of the home where there was a car parked in front of an open garage 

door. He positioned himself behind the car with the open garage to his back and 

continued to command the suspect to drop the gun. Undeterred, the suspect lowered 

the gun but never stopped walking toward Sergeant Michael.  
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In recounting the incident, Sergeant Michael shared that because he had nowhere else 

to go and the suspect was closing the distance, he began to prepare himself mentally 

for the encounter. He thought to himself, “If he points that [gun] at me, I got to 

shoot.” Sergeant Michael related that, at this point of the encounter, everything 

seemed like it was happening in slow motion. Sergeant Michael raised his handgun 

and pointed it at the suspect. The suspect lowered his, but only momentarily, before 

raising it again and discharging a round at Sergeant Michael. Almost simultaneously, 

Sergeant Michael focused on the front sight of his handgun, moved the barrel over 

about an inch to acquire the suspect’s center mass, and pulled the trigger. Their 

distance apart at the time of the shooting was the length of the car that separated 

them. Nonetheless, Sergeant Michael did not hear the loud report from the suspect’s 

gun nor his own. The suspect’s round missed Sergeant Michael striking a wall inside 

the garage behind him. Sergeant Michael’s aim was true. The suspect suffered one 

gunshot wound to the chest and fell face-first to the ground out of Sergeant Michael’s 

field of vision. Tactically moving to the front of the car with his weapon still drawn, 

Sergeant Michael observed the suspect lying motionless with the gun still in his hand, 

“and then it kind of went back [from slow motion] to real time.” 

 

Officers and other supervisors who reported to the scene immediately summoned an 

ambulance, administered first aid to the suspect, and began implementing crime scene 

protection measures. In addition to the .357 Colt that the suspect fired, officers found 
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a second handgun protruding from the suspect’s front pocket. In addition, officers 

recovered 50 rounds of ammunition from his pockets. After loading the suspect into 

the responding ambulance, Sergeant Michael and the other department members still 

in disbelief stood around, “looking at each other, like, ‘What just happened?’” The 

subsequent investigation uncovered that just 68 seconds had passed from the time 

when Sergeant Michael arrived on scene to when, in defense of his life, he was forced 

to shoot the suspect. Despite the incredibly quick escalation of force driven by the 

suspect’s threatening actions, Sergeant Michael later concluded, “I probably should 

have shot him long before I did, and he should have never gotten a round off.” 

Sergeant Michael: The aftermath (1 of 2) 
Per department policy, Sergeant Michael was transported to the hospital for a basic 

examination. Though not injured, members of his department that are involved in a 

shooting are required to go to the hospital for an examination—a sound policy given 

the potential stress involved in such incidents. The department’s officer-involved 

shooting policy was being tested for the first time as this was the agency’s first 

incident where a member shot a suspect. Once at the hospital, Sergeant Michael was 

kept in a room that locked from the outside as it was normally used to house violent 

patients with mental health issues. It was the only room available as all the 

emergency room beds were in use, including one that contained the suspect that 

Sergeant Michael had just shot. “It’s weird though, because now I go to the same 

hospital where the suspect is, where they’re trying to save him.” Had the suspect’s 

family or associates accompanied the suspect to the same hospital where Sergeant 
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Michael was also receiving care, a confrontation and further conflict may have 

occurred. If possible, transporting the parties involved in a shooting incident to 

different hospitals is preferred. That said, Sergeant Michael was grateful that the 

soundproof room in which he was placed shielded him from the commotion in the 

emergency room as doctors to no avail attempted to save the life of the shooting 

suspect. The suspect died before making it into surgery.  

 

Contacting family members proved to be tricky business for Sergeant Michael. He 

attempted to notify his father who served as the undersheriff in a nearby county but 

could not reach him at his office. Sergeant Michael’s department’s dispatcher notified 

the county stating that the undersheriff must be contacted as his son was involved in a 

shooting and was now at the hospital. Naturally, Sergeant Michael’s father rushed to 

the hospital fearing the worst and grateful to find his son physically unharmed. 

Similarly, a detective went to Sergeant Michael’s home to notify his wife, who was 

six months pregnant with their first child, that Sergeant Michael was in a shooting 

and was at the hospital. Like Michael’s father, his wife rushed to the hospital and, to 

her relief, found him in good physical condition. Upon the arrival of his father and 

wife, Sergeant Michael experienced what he described as “a big adrenaline dump.” 

The three of them hugged, cried, and prayed with a chaplain, which Sergeant Michael 

found calming. 
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After his hospital release, Sergeant Michael reported back to the department to 

proceed with the investigation. They took pictures of him to show what he was 

wearing and prove that he was identifiable as a law enforcement officer. Investigators 

recovered Michael’s firearm and his department immediately provided him with a 

substitute as, “they didn’t want me to be without a gun.” He met with the chief of his 

department who explained to him what the procedures would be going forward. 

Sergeant Michael was placed on administrative leave. Before Sergeant Michael went 

home that night his chief warned him, “Just so you know, the press is all over this and 

they’ll be able to figure out who you are and where you live.” Consequently, Sergeant 

Michael arranged for his wife and him to spend the night at his parents’ home.  

 

The following day, Sergeant Michael’s department conducted a critical incident stress 

debrief for those involved in the incident. Sergeant Michael was unable to participate 

as he had not yet provided a statement to investigators about his involvement in the 

incident. He did, however, step into the room and allow everyone who was involved 

with the incident, including the responding officers, investigators, and dispatchers, 

see that he was okay. “The dispatcher was crying. The whole thing was really 

emotionally charged.” Michael thanked everyone for what they did and departed 

before the debrief began.  

 

That same day, accompanied by an attorney, Sergeant Michael voluntarily provided a 

statement to investigators from his department. Perhaps because this was the first 
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shooting incident in his department’s history, the detectives read him his Miranda 

rights as if he were an arrestee in custody (Miranda v. Arizona, 1966). This angered 

Sergeant Michael’s attorney who protested this measure. Once they got past this 

initial contention, Sergeant Michael provided his statement without further issues. 

 

In the days following the shooting while on paid administrative leave, Sergeant 

Michael experienced frustration. “This guy that I had never met before had put me in 

that position, but I was comfortable knowing that he made that decision and I had 

simply relied on my training to get us through it.” He related that for the first five 

days or so, the shooting was all he could think about. Over time, he started thinking 

about it less and less. Within two weeks, Sergeant Michael met with a psychiatrist as 

mandated by his department. Subsequent visits at six months and one year later were 

also required. Sergeant Michael found the visits helpful. The psychiatrist was very 

professional and worked regularly with members of law enforcement. To feel 

emotionally and mentally similar to how he did before the shooting incident took, “a 

better part of a year. That was kind of a journey….” He was extremely thankful for all 

the support he received from his chief, other supervisors, and officers. 

 

Approximately four months after the shooting incident, the investigation was 

completed. The local county prosecutor made a public statement that Sergeant 

Michael’s actions were within the law and that there were no indications of 

misconduct. Sergeant Michael’s chief also made a public statement welcoming back 
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Sergeant Michael to full duty status. This brought about a series of “firsts,” including 

getting back into uniform, receiving his gun back from the crime lab, attending roll 

call, going out on the road, and responding to a domestic disturbance. “You’re 

hypersensitive about what could happen … but trying to mask so that nobody sees 

that you are overly worried walking up to a house, [an action] that you’ve done 

hundreds of times already.” 

Sergeant Michael: “I don’t want to go through this again” 
A little over nine years after his first shooting incident, Sergeant Michael was 

working the midnight shift and responded to a dispatch of a subject threatening 

suicide in an apartment located in a large housing complex. Sergeant Michael, the 

first to arrive on scene, was soon joined by two officers. Together they figured out 

how to get an occupant of the building to allow them entry by buzzing them in 

through the locked apartment security door at nearly 2:00 AM. The three of them 

made their way to the apartment and knocked on the door. A woman who had 

obviously been sleeping answered the door and invited in the officers. They explained 

that they were there to check on the well-being of a suicidal subject. The woman 

indicated he was in the bedroom to the left. A dog was walking around in the 

apartment and the officers requested that he be secured. The woman led the dog to the 

dog cage, which was located just outside the subject’s bedroom door. After placing 

the dog in the cage, she, without providing any notice to the officers, immediately 

turned to the door behind which the suicidal subject was located and began to open it. 

The door forcefully swung open as if pulled by someone from the inside and out 
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walked a male subject in his forties who was holding a butcher knife in his right hand. 

The post-shooting investigation would later reveal that the dispatcher was aware that 

the subject had already cut himself with a knife, but that information was not shared 

with the officers who responded to the scene. Sergeant Michael stated that had he 

known the subject was armed with a knife and already cut himself, the officers would 

have never entered the apartment. They would have given themselves a sufficient 

reactionary gap before establishing communication with the subject. 

 

The subject was holding the knife over his head in a menacing posture and began 

moving toward the officers’ location. The officer closest to the subject forcefully 

directed the subject to stop and drop the knife. Regardless, the subject continued to 

advance toward the officers who were attempting to move backward in the confined 

apartment. Unfazed, the subject began making slashing movements with the knife 

repeatedly swinging it downward from above his head. Sergeant Michael and both 

officers drew and pointed their handguns.  

 

When the subject was within 10 feet, the closest officer fired seven rounds and 

Sergeant Michael instinctively fired once. Six of the eight rounds struck the subject 

and he immediately dropped to the floor. One of the officers kicked away the butcher 

knife from the subject’s grasp. Sergeant Michael immediately notified dispatch that 

there were shots fired by police and requested an ambulance. Another officer grabbed 

a roll of paper towels from the kitchen and began applying pressure to the subject’s 
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wounds. The fire department paramedics finally arrived on scene and took over care 

of the subject. Sergeant Michael locked eyes with one of the paramedics with whom 

he was acquainted and, without exchanging a word, both knew that the subject was 

not going to survive. In the small apartment, the smell of gun smoke hanged heavily 

in the air. The scent of eight firearm discharges in a confined space left an impression 

on Sergeant Michael. Angry that he found himself in another shooting incident where 

his hand was forced, Sergeant Michael punched a nearby apartment wall as hard as he 

could before composing himself for the long road ahead. 

 

As more officers showed up on the scene, Sergeant Michael quickly snapped out of 

the role of shooting officer and into the role of supervisor. He informed the officers of 

what post-shooting procedures had to be followed and ensured that the other 

discharging officer did not discuss the incident with anyone else. Before relocating to 

the hospital as required by department policy, Sergeant Michael sat in a squad car 

with his longtime friend who was also a fellow sergeant. Looking downward, 

Sergeant Michael exclaimed, “I don’t want to go through this again. … I know what 

we got to do … but I don’t want to do this.” His friend listened and reminded him 

that, most importantly, the officers were okay, and he had already been through this 

once and can get through it again. Sergeant Michael was comforted by his words. The 

two of them then drove to the hospital. 
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Sergeant Michael: The aftermath (2 of 2) 
In the history of his department, Sergeant Michael was now both the first and second 

officer to be involved in a fatal shooting incident. Not surprisingly, the post-shooting 

investigation proceeded in similar fashion to the first one Sergeant Michael 

experienced over nine years earlier. His department chief was the same person and, 

again, showed the same level of support to Sergeant Michael. There were, however, a 

few notable changes. The investigators were not from Sergeant Michael’s department, 

at least not all of them. To ensure unbiased investigations, Sergeant Michael’s 

department joined with several neighboring departments to form a task force that 

became responsible for conducting investigations of shooting incidents involving 

personnel from any of the member departments. This time, Sergeant Michael 

provided a statement to investigators after at least two sleep cycles and was not 

mirandized before his interview. The person who was so instrumental in helping 

Sergeant Michael cope with his first shooting—his father—had passed away four 

years earlier. Sergeant Michael did not call his wife from the hospital. He did not 

want to awaken her nor his two young daughters, ages 9 and 4, in the middle of the 

night. Though Sergeant Michael did not experience slow motion time during this 

incident, he did deal with auditory exclusion. He did not hear any of the eight 

gunshots, not even his own. Moreover, the investigation revealed that the subject was 

loudly encouraging the police to shoot him as he approached them with the butcher 

knife. Sergeant Michael never heard a word of it. Finally, the most recent incident did 

not play on a constant loop in his mind as long as his first shooting did. He related 
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that he recovered quicker both mentally and emotionally after the second shooting as 

compared to the first shooting. He attributed this to the fact that he knew what to 

expect during the post-shooting investigation on his second go around. 

 

The post-shooting investigation wrapped up in a more expeditious manner this time 

as compared to the first shooting. Within a month of the second shooting, the local 

county prosecutor made a public statement that Sergeant Michael and the other 

officer who discharged his weapon lawfully exercised deadly force to prevent 

imminent death or great bodily harm. Similarly, the chief issued a public statement 

announcing the return to full, active duty both members of the department who were 

involved in the shooting. Finally, Sergeant Michael was very pleased that his firearm 

was, again, returned to him at the conclusion of the investigation.  

Sergeant Michael: Upon further reflection 
For having undergone the crucible of two life threatening incidents that culminated in 

fatal shootings, Sergeant Michael is a bit of a best-case scenario. Though he faced 

many trials in the aftermath of both shooting incidents, he may have ultimately 

experienced some degree of posttraumatic growth. After returning to full duty 

following his first shooting incident, Sergeant Michael obtained permission from his 

department to prepare a presentation including actual radio communications and 

photos from the scene. The original three responding officers and Sergeant Michael 

presented the incident to all the members of the department and encouraged everyone 

to ask questions. Because it was the department’s first fatal shooting incident, 
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Sergeant Michael thought it was imperative that his department use it as a learning 

experience for the benefit of all members. The four involved members grew 

increasingly comfortable speaking publicly about their experience. All four agreed 

that this helped them cope and put the experience into proper perspective. One officer 

was really struggling with guilt in the aftermath of the incident. According to 

Sergeant Michael, the officer was, “so mad that he had let this guy out of the house 

and put me in that position.” After multiple public and private reassurances from 

Sergeant Michael, the officer continued to make peace with his actions. Debriefing 

this incident on multiple occasions gave Sergeant Michael additional confidence in 

his abilities and sparked his passion for teaching and providing in-service training for 

his department as well as leading critical incident debriefs for officers from other 

departments that were involved in shooting incidents.  

 

Looking back on his career, Sergeant Michael expressed few regrets. That said, he 

offered one insight in self-reflection. “In hindsight, I was as married to that job as 

anybody could be and I kind of regret that a little bit because I would work the 

overtime shifts whenever I could.” Sergeant Michael and his wife were divorced 

around six years ago. They still maintain an amicable relationship and Sergeant 

Michael is very close and devoted to his two daughters. He retired from his old 

department and currently works for a park district police department. His tours of 

duty are now a little less action packed. 
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Trooper Uriel: Up and down the use of force ladder 
At the time of her shooting incident, Trooper Uriel was 28 years old with over five 

years of law enforcement experience. She was patrolling in a rural area and, along 

with another trooper, was on the lookout for an offender. He was known all too well 

in the community. A drug user and convicted felon, he had multiple encounters with 

members of law enforcement where force had to be used to gain compliance. In other 

words, he had a reputation among the troopers as a police fighter. Most recently, his 

misconduct was escalating as he made several attempts to break into multiple houses 

in a small community. This prompted multiple 911 calls and placed the troopers at a 

heightened state of alertness. 

 

It was late on a cold January night when Trooper Uriel was flagged down by a 

passing car. The citizen related that the offender had been travelling in the area all 

night. During their conversation, a pickup truck passed by. The citizen informed 

Trooper Uriel that the offender just drove past them. Trooper Uriel began following 

the offender’s vehicle.  

 

He must have known he was being followed because the offender took several 

evasive movements but ultimately ended up stuck in a ditch adjacent to a rural 

roadway. Trooper Uriel along with another state trooper approached his vehicle on 

foot and began issuing verbal commands. “Stop, let me see your hands!” The 

offender could not open the driver’s door as it was pinned against the hillside. 
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Ignoring the troopers’ verbal commands, he climbed out the rear window, crawled 

down the bed of his pickup truck, and fled on foot. Trooper Uriel had her weapon 

pointed at the offender and tracked him as he moved out of his vehicle. She attempted 

to grasp him, but she had her firearm in her hand. He bodychecked her with his 

shoulder and then fled up the hollow on a narrow road. Trooper Uriel knew that he 

was running toward the location of the home where he grew up. She re-holstered her 

gun and pursued him on foot, joined by her good friend and fellow trooper. 

 

It was almost midnight, cold, and very dark in this rural area. Murphy’s law seems to 

work awfully hard against members of law enforcement and this occasion was no 

exception (Kulbarsh, 2013). During the foot pursuit, Trooper Uriel’s lapel 

microphone became dislodged, perhaps due to the bodycheck inflicted by the 

offender. As a result, the microphone cord swung down and became rapped around 

her legs. She retrieved the microphone and clipped it to her magazine pouch while 

still pursuing the offender. Ultimately, the microphone not being clipped to her lapel 

made it increasingly difficult for Trooper Uriel to communicate with her dispatcher. 

Running through the darkness, Trooper Uriel turned on her Maglite, a long cylindrical 

flashlight with a metal body. When the offender would not stop running, she 

instinctively, and perhaps out of frustration, threw her Maglite at him. To her 

surprise, it struck him in the back causing him to fall to the ground. After hitting its 

target, the Maglite rolled into a ditch and became inaccessible in the dark hollow.  
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Trooper Uriel saw her opportunity to place the offender into custody and took the first 

step in what would be a protracted physical confrontation. She attempted to pin the 

offender to the ground, but he immediately grabbed the handle of her holstered 

firearm. It was the first time anyone had attempted to disarm Trooper Uriel and 

signaled to her that the offender was willing do anything to escape, even use deadly 

force. Due, in part, to the retention features of her security holster, the offender was 

unable to obtain her firearm, He continued to pull on her holster causing her hips to 

shift. She struggled to maintain balance. Fearing that he would dislodge the gun, 

Trooper Uriel directed her fellow trooper to strike him in the head with her Maglite, 

an exercise of potentially lethal force given the weight and metal construction of the 

flashlight. The trooper swung her Maglite and struck him on his head. In the cold air, 

Trooper Uriel felt the offender’s warm blood splash across her face. The head strike, 

though true, was not effective in forcing the offender to yield. He kept struggling with 

Trooper Uriel.  

 

The offender had an undeniable physical advantage. He was over six feet tall, 

weighed more than 200 pounds, and had a muscular build. By comparison, Trooper 

Uriel is 5’2” and 170 pounds and her fellow trooper is 5’4” and a lean 130 pounds. 

Convinced that she could swing the Maglite harder than her partner, Trooper Uriel 

directed her partner to give her the Maglite (as Trooper Uriel’s Maglite was in the 

ditch). To subdue him, Trooper Uriel struck the offender in the head three times with 

the flashlight. She landed each blow and caused additional head injuries but then 
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paused her attack. “I was afraid I was going to beat him to death with a flashlight. 

[…] I don’t want to kill him. I’m trying to subdue him.” The offender persisted in his 

struggle with Trooper Uriel and, next, her partner discharged oleoresin capsicum 

(OC) spray, commonly known as pepper spray. At the time, it had little effect on the 

offender and, as usually happens when OC spray is discharged, the officers also 

suffered some exposure. Officer Uriel disengaged the offender just as he swung his 

elbow and stuck her in the forehead. She was slightly dazed by the blow but drew her 

extendable baton and delivered a series of strikes to the offender’s legs and back. The 

offender showed no reaction and Trooper Uriel cast her baton along the side of the 

road.  

 

Growing tired, the two troopers were running out of force options. In what may have 

been an ill-advised act of desperation, Trooper Uriel attempted to handcuff the 

offender. Normally, handcuffing is a technique that his employed upon a compliant 

subject. As ferociously as the troopers wrestled to gain control of his arms, the 

offender refused to present his wrists. Trooper Uriel pitched her handcuffs to the side 

of the road as the physical confrontation dragged on. Frustrated, Trooper Uriel drew 

her firearm a second time and told the offender, “I’m going to kill you. … Stop 

resisting!” Internally, however, she was still struggling with the decision: 

[A]t the end of the day, we’re not trained to kill people. We’re trained 
to defend ourselves and defend other people and sometimes it requires 
that. But to me, shooting him at that point felt like an execution 
because I was going to be shooting him in head. … [I]t’s so weird the 
things that you think about in a situation like that, but it seemed very 
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brutal. I mean I just felt like there had to be another way that we could 
get him under control. 
 

After further deliberation, Trooper Uriel again re-holstered, charged the offender, 

grabbed him around the waist, and pulled him back down to the ground. Her partner 

pulled on the offender’s hooded sweatshirt to, likewise, keep him on the ground.  

 

As the three continued to roll around, they inched closer to a creek. A trail of blood 

formed a semicircle on the ground marking where the fight started and covering the 

distance to their current creek-side location. Trooper Uriel recalled thinking, “[I]f he 

drags me in that creek, I’ll be done. If I get cold and wet. It’ll be over. He’ll end up 

killing us.” She drew her handgun a third time and warned her partner that she was 

going to have to shoot. Trooper Uriel’s partner was tangled in the offender’s hooded 

sweatshirt and attempting to keep him contained near the ground. Trooper Uriel 

pressed the muzzle of her .40 caliber Glock handgun against the bare back of the 

offender. She vividly recalled how white his back appeared in the darkness. “His skin 

was really like he’d never seen the sun. […] My sense of sight and touch were better 

than anything else. […] My hearing wasn’t good.” In fact, during the post-shooting 

investigation, Trooper Uriel could not recall anything the offender said during the 

melee. Her partner, however, was able to recall much of his yelling.  

 

The offender quickly turned and grabbed a hold of Trooper Uriel’s right arm and 

slowly worked his hands down toward her hand in one final attempt to gain control of 
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her firearm. Given that the offender was covered in blood and pepper spray, Trooper 

Uriel was able to quickly turn, jerk away her arm, and defeat his grip. She took a step 

back, stood up straight, extended her arms, and began firing. She started low and 

swept upward as she discharged her handgun four times. Three of the four rounds 

struck the offender along the side of his torso and ribcage. The two troopers 

disengaged as the offender collapsed on his back with his arms outstretched.  

 

Trooper Uriel finally had an opportunity to retrieve her radio microphone from her 

magazine pouch and communicated to the dispatcher their location and the 

circumstances of the encounter. The dispatcher asked if the offender was still alive. 

Trooper Uriel was surprised by the question and immediately was overcome with a 

sense of dread:  

The thing that’s going through my mind is I didn’t just go through all 
of that, that fight and him almost killing me, and him not be dead. […] 
Oh, my goodness if he survives this, I’ll have to deal with him again. I 
can’t go through that again. 
 

Out of caution, her partner handcuffed the offender, but he was showing no signs of 

life. An autopsy eventually revealed that one of the bullets severed his aorta. Due to 

their remote location, the two troopers had several minutes while waiting for backup 

and an ambulance to arrive. They took that opportunity to comfort one another and 

pray over the lifeless body of the offender. 
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Trooper Uriel: The aftermath 
The post-shooting investigation was conducted by the state police, Trooper Uriel’s 

agency. Once assistance arrived, Trooper Uriel and her partner performed a 

walkthrough of the scene with the investigators. They pointed out their flashlights, 

asp baton, OC spray can, and handcuffs strewn about the track of their struggle. An 

investigator relieved Trooper Uriel of her firearm while at the scene. One of the 

responding troopers gave her a spare firearm so she would not be without a weapon. 

Trooper Uriel commented, “That’s very important for us not to disarm somebody.” 

Her agency inventoried all weapons to which the discharging trooper had access (e.g., 

shotgun, rifle, secondary weapon in an ankle holster, etc.) to circumvent subsequent 

questions about which firearm the trooper used during a shooting incident. The 

weapons are test fired for ballistic evidence and held for investigation until the court 

process is completed.  

 

After the walkthrough, Trooper Uriel and her partner were taken to the hospital for 

medical treatment. Both were covered in the offender’s blood. Trooper Uriel 

described how she assisted her fellow trooper by cleaning the offender’s blood out of 

her ears. The troopers were concerned that exposure to his blood was biohazardous. 

Their suspicions were confirmed when the blood tests of the deceased showed that he 

was positive for hepatitis C. This was particularly distressing for Trooper Uriel 

because she had two children, ages 10 months and two-and-one-half years old, whom 

she was breastfeeding. She feared passing hepatitis C to her children. The two 
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troopers had to undergo testing over several of the following months before receiving 

confirmation that they were not infected. This waiting period added to Trooper 

Uriel’s stress. 

 

Trooper Uriel experienced some difficulties in the aftermath of the shooting. She was 

debriefed by her agency’s EAP personnel before going home and was placed on 

administrative leave for two weeks. During that time, she was required to undergo a 

follow-up session with the EAP. Though she found these measures helpful and 

periodically availed herself of the EAP services over the next several months, Uriel 

encountered issues that she did not anticipate. The evening following the shooting, 

she was watching the local newscast and saw coverage of the incident. What she did 

not expect to see was her academy graduation photo as part of the news story. 

Similarly, she recalled that shortly after the shooting, she saw her picture on the front 

page of the local newspaper while standing at a Wal-Mart checkout counter. Trooper 

Uriel was raised in the rural community where this incident occurred. She married her 

high school sweetheart, who is also a state trooper at her agency. Her parents still 

lived there. In other words, Uriel was well known in the community. Moreover, she 

and her partner were two of the only female troopers in the area, making them even 

more readily identifiable. Uriel did not have the benefit of anonymity. For years 

following the shooting, passersby would stop her when she was on patrol and say 

things like, “I know you. You’re that girl that killed [the offender].” Such interactions 

repeatedly served as unwanted reminders of the incident. 
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She found her partner to be the greatest source of support. Though married to a law 

enforcement officer, Trooper Uriel confided more often with her partner. Their shared 

experience created an incredibly strong bond between them. In Uriel’s words, “Like 

they say, pain shared is pain divided.” Her genuine love and concern for her best 

friend and partner is evidenced by her response to a question asked by one of the 

investigators about whether she would have done anything differently. “I actually 

responded that I should have shot him sooner because I almost got us killed.” 

 

Approximately eight months later, the shooting was presented to a grand jury for 

potential criminal charges. This is standard practice in Uriel’s agency. Conceptually, 

the hearing at the grand jury, comprised of local residents, affords the community an 

opportunity to judge the actions of their law enforcement personnel and, when 

deemed necessary, hold them accountable. Pursuant to a subpoena issued by the local 

publicly elected prosecutor, investigators from Uriel’s agency testified regarding the 

facts of the incident before the grand jury. Uriel knew she was legally justified in 

using deadly force. Nevertheless, she related that waiting for the case to be heard by a 

grand jury was a stress inducing situation. She was relieved when she finally received 

the news that the grand jury cleared her and her partner of any wrongdoing.  

 

Not all aspects of life after the shooting were negative. Feeling as if much of her life 

was out of her control, Trooper Uriel decided to spend her energy on matters she 
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could control and poured her efforts and attention into preparing for the next 

promotion exam. She achieved the highest score among all test takers in the state and 

was promoted away from her current area of assignment. Since then, she has been 

promoted two more times and currently serves at the rank of captain in her agency. 

She has worked with other troopers to start a peer support program and is consciously 

attuned to the well-being of her troopers, providing support whenever needed. 

Trooper Uriel: Upon further reflection 
The only female research participant, Trooper Uriel provided a unique and very 

candid perspective as to how exercising deadly force impacted her life. In the 

aftermath, her gender afforded her less anonymity among members of the public. In 

addition to the concerns all members of law enforcement have after a deadly force 

encounter, Trooper Uriel was burdened with the additional stress of being a young 

mother who worried about whether her exposure to the offender’s hepatitis C infected 

blood could result in a passing of the virus to her two young children as she nursed 

them.  

 

Trooper Uriel underwent an extremely traumatic encounter, one that was marked by 

guilt immediately following the incident. Discussed further below, Trooper Uriel 

remarked, “I didn’t want to drive my car home.” The context in which she shared this 

sentiment was as an expression of guilt. She did not want to be seen by others in her 

marked police vehicle after having been involved in the shooting. From a broader 

standpoint, however, whether it be due to guilt, anxiety, nervousness, preoccupation 
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of thoughts about the shooting incident, or some other symptom of posttraumatic 

stress, officers should be driven by members of their department following shooting 

incidents until they have had a chance to rest. This safety precaution benefits both the 

officer and the public. 

 

I the aftermath, Trooper Uriel struggled with overwhelming feelings of shame and 

guilt. “I didn’t want to be in that marked car. I didn’t want people looking at me. I 

didn’t want them to know who I was and what I had done.” Similarly, Trooper Uriel 

explained that she feared divine judgment for killing the offender. “God is going to 

punish me for what I’ve done.” Further, she dreaded the thought of having to 

someday explain her actions to her children. “One thing I worried about was how my 

kids would view me, what they would think about me.” Some of these thoughts and 

feelings passed within weeks of the shooting. Others lingered for years.  

 

People who experience interpersonal violence are subject to experience feelings of 

guilt and shame. According to Norman et al. (2019), guilt and shame are adaptive in 

response to trauma because they prompt survivors to reflect on their role in the event 

and consider whether they should behave differently in the future. Guilt stems from 

focus on one’s behavior or actions (“I did something bad”). Shame, on the other hand, 

focuses on characterization of the self and stems from negative self-evaluation (“I 

can’t believe that I am someone who would do that”) or concern about negative 

evaluation from others (“What would my kids think if they knew I did this?”). Intense 
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feelings of guilt and shame stemming from one’s personal assessment that they 

violated deeply held morals and values can produce moral injury syndrome, a 

psychological trauma most commonly experienced by war veterans and members of 

law enforcement who participate in killing or engage in other acts of violence 

(Norman, 2019, pp. 9–10). Problems arise for those who experience distress 

following trauma exposure and avoid associated thoughts and feelings. This avoidant 

coping behavior limits the possibility of processing guilt and consequent shame in an 

adaptive way. Over time, failure to adaptively process these feelings allows guilt and 

shame to linger over the long term and develop in more serious mental health 

concerns, including depression and PTSD (Norman et al, 2019).  

 

Trooper Uriel likely experienced some level of moral injury syndrome. Her fear of 

punishment from God for her actions is likely a product of her guilt stemming from 

what she feels is a violation of her deeply held belief that is reaffirmed in the 

statement, “[W]e are not trained to kill people.” Likewise, not wanting members of 

the public to see her in the squad car and concern over having to tell her children that 

she killed a person indicate that Trooper Uriel experienced significant shame in the 

aftermath of her shooting. She reiterated multiple times during the interview that it 

took about five years before she stopped experiencing symptoms of PTSD. She 

likened it to a grieving process that takes times before one can reach the final stage of 

acceptance. She was never formally diagnosed with PTSD. Given the nature and 

duration of her symptoms, however, it is possible that she meets the criteria for 
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diagnosis or did at some point in the aftermath of her incident (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013).  

 

Today, Trooper Uriel continues to cope with stress by exercising. During her lunch 

break, she and her lieutenant—who was her partner on the night of the shooting 

incident—occasionally go to a nearby mountain and hike for an hour. They discuss 

work issues and life’s daily stressors and burdens. Trooper Uriel confided, “I dig a 

hole, like figuratively, I dig hole and I bury a lot of stuff on that mountain.”  

Officer Jegudiel: A tale of two shootings 
A Marine Corp veteran and member of a midsize police agency, Officer Jegudiel 

bears the distinction of being involved in the first fatal shooting incident in the history 

of his department. A mere 18 months later, he was in the second fatal officer-involved 

shooting in his department’s history. The aftermaths of these two incidents were 

dramatically different. 

Officer Jegudiel: Suicide by cop 
Around 9:00 PM on an early spring evening, Officer Jegudiel responded with lights 

and sirens to a call of a home invasion in progress. The caller related that two male 

black subjects were kicking in the back door of his apartment. The apartment was 

located on the second floor of a government subsidized housing complex. Upon 

arrival, Officer Jegudiel and other officers from his department did not recognize 

anything unusual. Residents of the complex were moving about, and no one was 

acting as if anything was out of the ordinary. Officer Jegudiel knocked on the 
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apartment door and waited patiently, but no one answered. He recontacted the 

dispatcher to confirm the address and verify that he was at the right location. After 

doing so, he knocked on the door a second time. He heard a male’s voice from inside 

the apartment calmly respond, “Come on in.” Such a response to a home invasion 

service call was not typical and it raised a red flag in Officer Jegudiel’s mind. Officer 

Jegudiel thought to himself, “Okay, I’ll play. But my Spidey-sense is already 

tingling.” 

 

After opening the door slowly, Officer Jegudiel surveyed the apartment from the 

threshold. He related in great detail the layout of the apartment and prevailing low 

light conditions. Close to the kitchen, Officer Jegudiel saw a shirtless black male in 

his forties sitting on the floor with both of his legs outstretched in front of him. 

Officer Jegudiel asked, “What’s going on, sir?” The man responded, “Not too much. 

Not too much, sir.” Looking across the kitchen Officer Jegudiel saw a black female 

lying on the floor. She was motionless. Her head rested on a tennis shoe and a large 

pool of blood encircled her upper body. 

 

Officer Jegudiel immediately went into action. He contacted the dispatcher and 

requested medical assistance for the injured woman. He then turned back toward the 

male subject to ask more questions. The male subject was now standing and holding a 

rifle at his side. Apparently, the rifle was secreted behind his outstretched leg when he 

was seated on the ground, thereby accounting for why Officer Jegudiel did not detect 
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it during his initial scan of the room. Officer Jegudiel commanded him eight times, as 

verified during the post-shooting investigation, to drop the rifle. The subject ignored 

the commands and slowly paralleled Officer Jegudiel who, without conscious effort, 

drew his Glock 22 handgun and raised it to the high ready position. The subject then 

made eye contact with Officer Jegudiel, paused just a moment, spun from his hips, 

and pointed the rifle at him. Officer Jegudiel discharged his weapon three times in 

quick succession. The subject dropped to ground but still did not heed verbal 

commands. While Officer Jegudiel covered the subject with his handgun, other 

officers moved in cautiously and handcuffed the subject. The subject was still alive, 

and officers noticed that he was bleeding form his left bicep. 

 

The responding officers then switched to crime scene protection mode. They searched 

and cleared for threats the upstairs bedrooms and remainder of the apartment. Next, 

they identified any items of evidentiary value and cleared a path for the paramedics to 

enter. After checking on the subject, one of the paramedics shared a glance with 

Officer Jegudiel. Without words, the glance informed Officer Jegudiel that the subject 

was already dead. 

 

The post-shooting investigation uncovered the facts behind the incident. The subject 

was a convicted felon who had served multiple prison sentences. The woman lying on 

the kitchen floor was the subject’s wife. Approximately two hours before Officer 

Jegudiel responded to the home invasion dispatch, the subject’s wife informed the 
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subject that she filed for a divorce. This was the second time that she filed for 

divorce. The couple reconciled after her first filing. In response to this news, the 

subject shot and killed her with the long barrel rifle that he pointed at Officer 

Jegudiel. Apparently, the subject attempted to shoot his wife a second time but the 

bolt inside the rifle cracked, rendering the rifle inoperable.  

 

Over the next couple of hours, the subject unsuccessfully attempted to commit 

suicide. The investigators and coroner noted self-inflicted superficial cuts on the 

subject’s wrists, neck, and abdomen. When these attempts failed, he concocted the 

home invasion story for the 911 operator to draw in the officers and prompt a suicide 

by cop scenario. One of the three .40 caliber rounds fired by Officer Jegudiel struck 

the subject in his left bicep. The other two rounds missed and were located in a tight 

grouping on the wall behind where the subject stood. The one round that stuck him 

shattered his left humerus, severed his brachial artery, penetrated his left lung, heart, 

and right lung, and lodged in his chest cavity. When the subject’s family members 

were interviewed by investigators, one relative remarked that they were not surprised 

by the subject’s actions: “We knew he would do this one of these days.” 

Officer Jegudiel: The aftermath (1 of 2) 
Even though this was the first fatal officer-involved shooting in the department’s 

history, everything went very smoothly in Officer Jegudiel’s estimation, with one 

exception. After the scene was secure, Officer Jegudiel was placed in an ambulance 

to have his vitals checked as a precautionary measure. Approximately 45 minutes 
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after the shooting, a sergeant from his department relieved Officer Jegudiel of his 

firearm. Though acting in a professional, supportive, and courteous manner, the 

sergeant did not have a replacement weapon to provide. “When they take your 

weapon on scene, as I’m getting out of the ambulance and getting into the chief’s car, 

I’m unarmed. You feel naked.” After driving back to the station with the chief, 

Officer Jegudiel was issued a replacement firearm from the department’s armory and 

had it for his drive home. 

 

The State police did not have any questions for Officer Jegudiel. The entire event was 

audio recorded as Officer Jegudiel was wearing a microphone that was connected to 

his in-car camera system. The camera did not record video of the incident given the 

indoor location at which it occurred, but it captured an audio account. It was a 

straightforward investigation. Officer Jegudiel spent the first week after the incident 

on administrative duties including completing his incident report. At the end of the 

week, he participated in a required fitness for duty evaluation with the department’s 

psychologist. The evaluation was for the benefit of the department. Its intent was to 

determine whether Officer Jegudiel was physically, mentally, and emotionally 

prepared to return to full duty. The chief offered counseling to Officer Jegudiel but 

did not require it. Officer Jegudiel declined the chief’s offer to attend counseling. 

Furthermore, there was no specific amount of time he was required to be off from 

work. Officer Jegudiel stayed in close communication with his chief who assessed 
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Officer Jegudiel’s readiness for return. Approximately two weeks following the 

shooting incident, Officer Jegudiel returned to full duty.  

 

He did not experience many of the common ill effects of trauma exposure. His sleep 

was not disturbed. He maintained his daily routines including exercise, family 

responsibilities, social habits, etc. Upon returning to work, he was not apprehensive, 

did not avoid engaging with others, and maintained a high level of performance. He 

attributed much of this to the support he received from his chief who provided him 

with his personal cellphone number and remained accessible and helpful throughout 

the process. Also, Officer Jegudiel felt just in his actions and cited that the subject 

whom he shot had a long criminal record, had just murdered his wife, and 

intentionally drew in the police knowing what the likely outcome would be after 

pointing a rifle. Officer Jegudiel empathized with the subject’s three adult children 

for their loss but was somewhat surprised by his lack of empathy for the subject:  

But yeah, just the numbness that you can take another human being’s 
life and the fact [is] that I slept fine. It struck me as odd. And you do 
some personal reflection that we do a tough job. We see a lot of ugly 
things. And sometimes we’re forced to become physical, fighting and 
stuff like that. But yeah, just, it struck me as odd […] the lack of 
empathy. And that bothered me a little bit, trying to make sense of it, I 
guess, and I rationalized it and still [do] to this day. 
 

Officer Jegudiel’s second shooting, however, brought him an entirely different set of 

challenges and coping experience. 
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Officer Jegudiel: Threats come in all shapes and sizes 
About 18 months after his first shooting incident, Officer Jegudiel responded to a 

domestic disturbance at approximately 1:30 AM involving a 19-year-old girl who was 

refusing to leave the home of her ex-boyfriend. The two broke up three or four 

months prior. The young lady was distraught and wanted to rekindle their 

relationship. Her ex-boyfriend was less than interested and called the police when she 

refused to leave his residence. Upon arrival at the scene, Officer Jegudiel and another 

officer spoke with the boyfriend who explained the situation and indicated that his ex-

girlfriend was in the vicinity somewhere outside of the house but did not know where. 

They located her in the backyard behind a shed. She was crying, shaking, and very 

upset. Utilizing his crisis intervention training, Officer Jegudiel actively listened to 

her concerns and spoke to her in a calm and reassuring tone. “She was sobbing 

relentlessly. […] She’s just very overwhelmed, and I felt for her.” Officer Jegudiel’s 

training and experience led him to believe that she was suffering from mental health 

issues and would benefit from medical attention. However, he did not have a 

sufficient basis to involuntarily commit her for an evaluation. Instead, the officers 

contacted by phone her mother, explained the situation, and arranged for her mother 

to collect her at the police station. The young lady willingly rode to the police station 

in a squad car while another officer drove her car and parked it at the station. As 

planned, her mother arrived at the station and drove home the young lady. The girl’s 

car remained parked at the station.  
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Approximately 45 minutes later, one of the officers who responded to the initial 

service call saw the same girl driving a pickup truck. He broadcasted on the radio his 

observations and attempted to conduct a traffic stop. She refused to stop and evaded 

the officer’s pursuit. Officer Jegudiel suspected that she would head back to her ex-

boyfriend’s house and positioned his vehicle on a roadway near his home. His 

suspicion was confirmed when he saw the pickup truck approaching. What he did not 

anticipate was that she would swerve in an attempt to ram his squad car. He skillfully 

avoided her vehicle and began to pursue her. She drove back to her ex-boyfriend’s 

home and stopped the pickup truck in his driveway.  

 

Preventing her from fleeing any farther, Officer Jegudiel parked his squad car behind 

the pickup truck’s bumper, thereby pinning it between his vehicle and the garage. 

This tactic, however, set the stage for a confrontation. She flung open the driver’s 

door, leading Officer Jegudiel to believe that she was going to flee on foot. He exited 

his vehicle, drew his weapon in the low ready position, and approached the driver’s 

side of the pickup. The girl remained seated in the pickup truck looking straight ahead 

and repeatedly said that she wanted to see her ex-boyfriend.  

 

Next, she said, “I have a gun.” Officer Jegudiel activated the rail light on his handgun 

(which the chief purchased for the whole department after Officer Jegudiel’s first 

shooting incident, which took place in low light conditions), illuminated the cab of 

the pickup truck, and saw a small, silver semiautomatic handgun in her right hand. 
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She was pointing the gun toward the glovebox. He directed her several times to drop 

the gun and, for the safety of responding officers, broadcasted on the radio that she 

was armed. She then turned her head, looked at Officer Jegudiel, and pointed the gun 

at him. He discharged his firearm four times. She was struck in the palm of her right 

hand (the hand with which she held the gun), her collarbone, and her left cheek. An 

autopsy later determined that the round in her cheek lodged in her brain stem. One of 

the rounds missed and lodged in the passenger side door. She died almost instantly 

with the gun still in her hand.  

 

It was 2:55 AM, and for 59 seconds there was silence—no birds chirping, no sound of 

traffic, just eerie silence. It took 59 seconds for the first backup unit to arrive on 

scene. It was the longest 59 seconds of Officer Jegudiel’s life. As he continued to 

cover the girl with firearm, he became transfixed watching the gunshot wound to her 

cheek. He was struck with disbelief, “Did this just happen again?” He clarified for the 

dispatcher that he was not injured. The first backup officer checked for a pulse and 

any signs of life. None were detected.  

Officer Jegudiel: The aftermath (2 of 2) 
The routine back at the station after this shooting was much like that of the first 

shooting, but that is where the similarities end. Learning from the first go around, the 

department waited until officer Jegudiel was back at the station, rather than in the 

field, before relieving him of his weapon. He went home that morning but had a 

difficult time sleeping, as would be the case for the next several days. Again, he was 
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on paid administrative leave and completing incident reports that were required by the 

state police, the investigating agency. Two days after the incident, the chief called and 

informed Officer Jegudiel that newspaper reporters came to the chief’s house and 

were likely going to his house next. Jegudiel loaded his wife, two young children, and 

his mother-in-law who was visiting from out of state into his minivan and left his 

home. Later that evening, his next-door neighbor told him that reporters were at the 

house two minutes after they left. The following day and for about a week thereafter, 

Officer Jegudiel’s name was on the front page of the local newspaper and the 

shooting was covered on the nightly newscast. By the end of that first week, the 

media discovered that Officer Jegudiel was the officer who was involved in the 

shooting 18 months earlier. This kept his name in the news cycle a few days longer. 

“I shot and killed this young, innocent blonde, 19-year-old white girl. The first guy 

was a 46, 47-year-old black guy. […] [When] you shoot a white girl who’s 19, they 

[members of the media] come unglued.”  

 

Officer Jegudiel made the mistake of reading all the media accounts of the incident 

and, even worse, the anonymous comments to the online stories and social media 

posts. The many negative comments painted him as a trigger-happy cop. A group of 

the deceased’s girlfriends posted on the internet Officer Jegudiel’s home address. He 

feared for his family’s well-being:  

My kids’ bedrooms both face the street, just the way the layout is. I got 
to worry about my kids laying in their bed and what might happen. So, 
we slept downstairs for probably a good solid week. I got a finished 
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basement, so we just made it a little camp in the basement, just kind of 
made it fun for the kids, but things just got really hot. 
 

His chief recommended that Officer Jegudiel take his family out of town for a while. 

Officer Jegudiel explained that his wife was a stay-at-home mom with his two 

children and the police department was his only income, so he could not afford a 

vacation. The chief provided him with the department’s credit card and authorized its 

use. Officer Jegudiel went for a much-needed getaway out of state to a waterpark. In 

another act of showing great concern for Officer Jegudiel’s well-being, the chief paid 

for the installation, and one year of monitoring, of a home security system at Officer 

Jegudiel’s house. These two gestures by his chief gave Officer Jegudiel incredible 

peace of mind when he needed it most.  

 

After about three weeks, Officer Jegudiel returned to work. Unlike after the first 

shooting incident, he was more apprehensive to engage in proactive policing such as 

investigatory stops and traffic enforcement. He was distracted and suffered periodic 

intrusive thoughts about shooting the girl. He kept replaying the scenario in his head. 

He felt guilty about being distracted because he was worried that he would not have 

the level of mental preparedness needed to provide adequate backup for his fellow 

officers on the watch. During the year following the second shooting, the chief 

allowed Officer Jegudiel to take several paid administrative leaves of one- or two-

weeks duration without using his accumulated vacation time. 
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Every development in the case—the coroner’s inquest, state police investigation, 

grand jury hearing, etc.—would start a new round of media stories and re-arouse 

Officer Jegudiel’s feelings of stress. Ultimately, Officer Jegudiel’s actions were found 

to be lawful and consistent with his department’s use of force policy. The post-

shooting investigation provided a backstory about how the girl came to be at her ex-

boyfriend’s house on the night of the shooting. Her toxicology report indicated that 

her blood alcohol content was 0.11, well above the legal limit for an adult. She was 

likely intoxicated the first time officers encountered her that evening. After her 

mother picked her up at the police station, they drove to the girl’s father’s house. Her 

father woke-up, let her into the house, and went back to bed. When her mother 

departed, the girl immediately retrieved one of her father’s handguns, which was not 

secured, took the keys to his pickup truck, and started driving back toward her ex-

boyfriend’s house. Her cellphone records showed that while en route, she texted her 

best friend that she was going to kill her ex-boyfriend. She intended on hurting him 

because he hurt her feelings. Her friend advised her not to go because her ex-

boyfriend would call the cops. She replied that she hoped the police would come and 

kill her. Apparently, she had already been planning her boyfriend’s murder and 

conducted a practice run. Two days before the shooting, she entered her ex-

boyfriend’s house when he was not at home and discharged a firearm at his bed 

mattress. Ballistic testing showed she used the same gun on that occasion as the one 

she possessed on the night of the shooting. A review of her medical records revealed 

that, approximately 18 months prior, her family hospitalized her for mental health 
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treatment. She was suicidal and diagnosed with depression and anxiety. Further, her 

toxicology report indicated that she was not compliant with her prescribed 

medications on the night of the shooting. 

 

Finally, after about a year, Officer Jegudiel began to experience a return to normalcy 

until the father of the deceased girl, who was experiencing his own set of coping 

issues, was arrested for trying to shoot his estranged wife’s boyfriend. While speaking 

with detectives, the father of the deceased girl stated that his greatest desire in life 

was to see Officer Jegudiel dead for taking his daughter’s life. The father was charged 

with reckless discharge for shooting at his estranged wife’s boyfriend but was 

released on bond three months later. Again, Officer Jegudiel’s anxiety was 

heightened as he worried about what the girl’s father might do to him or a member of 

his family. The chief, also fearing that Officer Jegudiel may be subject to ambush 

while on patrol, changed his assignment to a position in auto theft investigations. 

Though grateful for the chief’s concern, Officer Jegudiel found himself removed from 

an assignment where he truly loved the work as well as the talented group of officers 

and supervisors with whom he formed a strong bond. He did not care for his new 

assignment in the auto theft task force. As it turns out, however, the chief’s judgment 

was sound. Investigators from the department developed information from an 

informant that the girl’s father and one of his associates had previously placed Officer 

Jegudiel under surveillance on multiple occasions. Officer Jegudiel obtained driver’s 

license photos of the father and provided them to social workers and security 
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personnel at the schools of his two children. He had to explain to school officials why 

he feared this man may try to harm his kids. All this was difficult for Officer Jegudiel, 

as he valued his personal privacy. 

 

The mounting stress upon Officer Jegudiel began manifesting in several ways. There 

was a marked increase in tension between Officer Jegudiel and his wife, which 

eventually led to their separation and divorce. This, in turn, created a new set of 

stressors. Jegudiel sought professional psychiatric help and was diagnosed with PTSD 

in the year following the shooting. He began taking a series of antidepressant 

medications in trial-and-error fashion to find one that works well with minimum side 

effects. His performance at work continued to decline as evidenced by his annual 

performance evaluations. While both on and off duty, he encountered friends of the 

deceased girl on multiple occasions over the succeeding years. Once, he responded to 

a domestic disturbance and the caller told him to leave her house because he had 

killed her friend. Another time, he was grocery shopping off-duty with one of his 

children and a friend of the deceased recognized him and called him a baby killer. 

The ongoing encounters stilted his coping process. His psychiatrist pointed out that 

his decreasing work performance measured by a reduction in traffic stops and 

responses to service calls was likely indirectly driven by his fear of confronting 

reminders of the shooting. He drank more, socialized less, and became withdrawn. 

For no discernable reason, he would sometimes experience an increase in heart rate 
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and sense of panic. He felt that he did not have much energy left and his zeal for life 

was waning. 

 

Seven years after the shooting, Officer Jegudiel was diagnosed with chronic PTSD, 

anxiety, and depression. He contemplated taking his own life on multiple occasions 

but his love for and devotion to his children stayed his hand. He tried several 

interventions, including various medications, CBT, EMDR, and comfort 

animal/equine therapy, with varying degrees of success.  

 

A fentanyl exposure that occurred during a narcotics investigation nearly resulted in 

his death. He was off from work for several weeks and, upon return, had to undergo a 

fitness for duty evaluation. While answering test questions he candidly admitted that 

he had thoughts about killing himself. He knew that admission would lead to the end 

of his law enforcement career. He was right. Shortly thereafter, he was granted a 

disability pension and bid farewell to the only job he ever wanted. 

 

Officer Jegudiel is taking his recovery one day at a time. He speaks publicly to 

audiences (mostly comprised of law enforcement members) about his experiences and 

road to recovery. To his extraordinary pride and pleasure, he is very active in the lives 

of both of his children. 
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Officer Jegudiel: Upon further reflection 
To some extent, Officer Jegudiel’s characterization of his first shooting incident as a 

less traumatic, more business-as-usual event is likely colored by his comparison to 

the significantly more disruptive second shooting incident that occurred just 18 

months later. After the first shooting, he felt a degree of confidence in his ability to 

make difficult use of force decisions when circumstances warranted and related that 

he garnered an increase in respect from his fellow officers. They held him in high 

regard because he was someone who had been through the crucible of a deadly force 

incident and thrived in the aftermath. This description is common according to 

Klinger (2015) who found that many officers experienced a sense of elation after their 

shooting, not because they survived, but because they had proven their mettle to 

themselves and their fellow officers. It is possible that his lack of empathy is a normal 

reaction to his first shooting incident, as many (if not most) officers wonder how they 

might react when confronted with a threat of deadly force. Miller (2012) describes 

this concern as part of the first phase of a shooting incident. Many members of law 

enforcement experience this sense of curiosity before they encounter a lethal force 

incident. The second phase is the actual killing experience. Like in Officer Jegudiel’s 

case, the killing takes place in a reflexive manner or, in other words, like being on 

autopilot (Grossman, 2009). In the wake of the deadly encounter, some officers 

experience elation over the fact that they survived. Some are pleased with their 

performance as they feel that they have proven their ability and put into action their 

training. The corresponding adrenaline surge may even lead some officers to 
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conclude that the killing produced a rush of good feelings. Grossman (2009) referred 

to this as the exhilaration phase. In the exhilaration phase immediately following a 

killing incident, officers and combat veterans reported feeling a great sense of 

satisfaction. It is possible that Officer Jegudiel’s recognition that he did not feel 

empathy toward the subject of his first shooting may be a normal reaction to his 

skilled performance under the pressure of the incident. However, Officer Jegudiel’s 

admission concerning his surprising reaction to his lack of empathy toward the 

subject may also be an indication that his recovery was not quite as routine and 

unremarkable as he portrayed it, especially given that he cannot help but compare it 

to the second shooting due to the relative proximity in time of the two incidents. 

 

His recognition of his lack of empathy may be indicative of a fourth phase that police 

psychologists have termed as the recoil and remorse phase (Miller, 2012). This phase 

is often associated with a close-range kill as is common in law enforcement 

encounters. Feelings of guilt or self-recrimination may arise in circumstances when 

an officer’s hand is forced, such as in response to suicide-by-cop situations. This 

phase may include physical and/or mental posttraumatic symptoms. These symptoms 

may resolve in a few days or weeks or continue into a prolonged posttraumatic phase. 

Notably, among the possible physical symptoms is muscle tension (Miller, 2012). 

Perhaps not coincidentally, Officer Jegudiel complained of substantial muscle tension 

in his back and shoulders within hours of the first shooting incident. It persisted for 

days afterwards. In fact, before going home after each of his shootings, he underwent 
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a workout in the department gym to relieve the muscle tension. Regarding the night 

of his first shooting incident and days thereafter, Officer Jegudiel related, “I 

recognized the muscle tightness. Sometimes, I’d get up. I’d just go for a walk, kind of 

stretch it out, just recognizing it.” Thus, even after the first shooting incident that 

Officer Jegudiel described as a less traumatic event, he likely experienced significant 

posttraumatic symptoms in its wake. The first shooting may have been less traumatic 

in his opinion, but only in comparison to the second shooting. Despite Officer 

Jegudiel downplaying it, the first shooting was, nonetheless, impactful and may have 

served to exacerbate the PTSD symptoms experienced in the aftermath of the second 

shooting. 

 

One other aspect of the interview with Officer Jegudiel that this researcher found to 

be quizzical was his surprise at the incommensurate treatment he received from the 

media, public, and families of the two deceased individuals. The two scenarios bear 

an incredible number of similarities. Both incidents involved a domestic disturbance 

with subjects who had suicidal tendencies, if not outright intent. Officer Jegudiel 

responded to both incidents in his official law enforcement capacity with the intent to 

assist or provide service. Both subjects threatened Officer Jegudiel’s life with a 

deadly weapon and, essentially, offered him little choice other than to exercise deadly 

force in self-defense.  
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The differences between the two situations, though relatively few in number, are 

significant. The first shooting incident involved a black man in his mid-forties who 

was a convicted felon, already served multiple criminal sentences, and murdered his 

wife. On the other hand, the second shooting incident involved a white, 19-year-old 

girl with no criminal history who had not injured anyone, at least not yet. In the eyes 

of Officer Jegudiel, however, he walked into remarkably similar situations, both of 

which had the potential to cost him his life:  

She’s a pretty 19-years-old white girl. Take all the fluff out - she’s 
really sad and all this stuff. I get it. What happens when you point a 
gun at a cop? There are two outcomes. And the second one? I’m going 
home [alive]. […] They’re so drastically different. I mean, the makeup 
between the guy and a girl, black, white, young, middle aged. […] The 
media was so polar opposite. I mean, just there, I’ve had two perfect 
shoots that took two totally different directions. 
 

The public hardly had an appetite for the story of the first shooting. It garnered little 

media coverage. The second incident saw extended and often repeated coverage over 

the following years. The family of the deceased in the first shooting incident never 

expressed any ill will toward or filed a lawsuit against Officer Jegudiel or his 

department for the death of their loved one. In contrast, for years following the 

second shooting, friends of the deceased chastised and embarrassed Officer Jegudiel 

in public and online for his role in the incident. The deceased girl’s father wished 

death upon Officer Jegudiel and placed him under surveillance on multiple occasions. 

The deceased girl’s parents filed a wrongful death suit against Officer Jegudiel and 

his department that dragged on for years. Officer Jegudiel found it so remarkable that 

two factually similar shooting incidents had such different outcomes. Officer Jegudiel 
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views the two situations in an unbiased manner and reasons that the circumstances of 

both incidents left him no option but to use deadly force. Investigators and the local 

prosecutor both agree with Officer Jegudiel’s view. However, the media, many of its 

consumers, and the family members of the deceased girl have a much more biased 

view of the second shooting incident.  

Officer Selaphiel: One of the worst days 
An eight-year Army veteran and four-year member of a midsize police department, 

Officer Selaphiel encountered what is one of the worst days an officer can 

experience—the murder of a fellow officer. Just before midnight, Officer Selaphiel 

responded to a call of a man threatening people with an AK-47 rifle at a pool behind 

an apartment complex. Upon arrival, they identified the assailant who had made his 

way back into his apartment and would not comply with direction from officers. 

When it was apparent that the assailant would not cooperate and remained barricaded 

with the rifle, the officers called a code 10, a SWAT standoff. Officer Selaphiel 

originally responded as a patrol officer but was a member of his department’s SWAT 

Team, as were two other responding officers. The assailant fired one round through a 

window at Officer Selaphiel but did not strike him. Thereafter, the assailant exited the 

front door of the apartment, acted apologetic for firing the round, indicated that he 

was going to surrender, but then turned back toward the apartment. To prevent him 

from re-entering, an officer tased the assailant and caused him to fall inside the 

apartment. Two officers who were also members of the SWAT Team pushed into the 

apartment doorway with Officer Selaphiel following behind them. Upon crossing the 
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threshold, one of the first officers inside alerted the others that the assailant was 

reaching for his rifle. The first two officers turned to exit the front door and created a 

bottleneck in the doorway. The assailant then opened fire on the officers. One of the 

first two officers through the door took a round in what appeared to be his shoulder 

area. Another round hit a SWAT officer who ran toward the apartment after hearing 

the initial gunfire.  

 

Relocating outside the apartment and establishing a view of the assailant’s position 

from a window near the doorway, Officer Selaphiel observed muzzle flash from the 

assailant’s rifle. The assailant was secreted behind a wall. Based on the muzzle flash, 

Officer Selaphiel gauged his position and commenced firing through the drywall. He 

discharged his M-4 carbine rifle 12 times estimating the assailant’s location on the 

other side of the wall. The assailant dropped to the ground. An autopsy would later 

show that Officer Selaphiel struck the assailant nine times.  

 

During the incident, Officer Selaphiel experienced perceptual distortions. Initially, 

when the assailant fired at the officers, Officer Selaphiel felt angry. “I remember 

getting pissed off, like, how are you shooting at us kind of a thing.” As Officer 

Selaphiel positioned himself by the windowpane and began firing his weapon, time 

seemed to slow down. He heard the buffer spring recoiling in his rifle with each 

discharge and saw glass from the window blowing into the apartment from each 

round he fired. Ironically, of the 12 rounds he fired, Officer Selaphiel only heard one 
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loud report from his rifle. When the gunfire stopped, Officer Selaphiel automatically 

resorted to his SWAT training. “I immediately went into what steps that we needed to 

do. […] My mind went very structured like; we need to do ABC […].” 

 

In the aftermath of the shooting, there was confusion as to what to do next given that 

there were two officers shot in addition to the assailant. Officer Selaphiel took charge 

of the incident and reminded officers on scene that the apartment has not yet been 

cleared for additional threats: 

We approached, put him [the assailant] in handcuffs. Everybody 
started freaking out because the other officer got hit. I told them, “He 
has his body armor on, don’t worry about him,” and started to clear 
this apartment so we can get medics in here. I grabbed one of the tact 
guys that was on scene, and we cleared the apartment, came back out, 
and that’s when EMS started working on the other officer. 
 

Later, Officer Selaphiel learned that the officer in front of him in the doorway that 

was shot in the shoulder died from his injuries. The round severed his carotid artery 

and he bled to death.  

Officer Selaphiel: The aftermath 
Because he and one other officer discharged their weapons, they were immediately 

segregated from everyone else at the scene. When this shooting occurred, Officer 

Selaphiel’s department conducted the post-shooting investigation. Since that time, his 

department amended their policy. Currently, the state police investigate all officer 

shooting incidents. While seated on a tailgate of a department vehicle, Officer 

Selaphiel did not discuss the shooting with anyone on scene and patiently waited for 
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investigators to arrive. His chief approached and in an all too nonchalant manner 

informed Officer Selaphiel that his fellow SWAT Team member, “didn’t make it,” 

and then walked away. 

 

Investigators arrived on scene. Officer Selaphiel performed a walkthrough whereby 

he literally walked through the scene and described for investigators how the incident 

unfolded. The purpose was to assist investigators in determining what occurred and 

where they might search for forensic evidence. The walkthrough is not a formal 

statement. Officer Selaphiel provided a formal written statement three days later after 

consulting with his attorney provided by the Fraternal Order of Police. He was 

relieved of his rifle while still on the scene. However, he remained armed with his 

handgun. As he had on-call duties related to his SWAT team assignment, he was soon 

issued another rifle. 

 

Officer Selaphiel was awake nearly 40 hours before he had an opportunity to go to 

sleep. After he departed from the scene, he had to provide a urine sample and 

breathalyzer to internal affairs investigators to test for the presence of intoxicants. 

Next, he returned home for a quick shower and then hopped in a squad car with 

another officer and drove 90 minutes north toward the nearest large municipality to 

where the hearse was transporting his fallen comrade for an autopsy. They waited 

until the autopsy was completed and escorted the fallen officer back south to their 

town. Upon arriving at his home where he lives alone, Officer Selaphiel felt fatigue 
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set in and then experienced what he described as an emotional dump. “It sounds 

callous, I guess, but I didn’t think so much about the suspect, but more of my 

partner.”  

 

In terms of post-shooting interventions, Officer Selaphiel was required to meet with a 

department psychologist within days of the shooting. It was more for the 

department’s benefit than that of his personal mental health as the purpose was to 

assess whether he was fit to return to full duty. There was no specific duration of time 

for which he was required to be off from work. In fact, he returned to full duty within 

five days of the incident. Approximately six months later, the department arranged for 

a mental health professional to meet with members of the SWAT team and discuss 

the incident. She offered one-on-one appointments. He saw her on only one occasion. 

She performed EMDR on him. He remarked that it did help him remember some 

parts of the incident that were previously inaccessible to him. However, he did not 

feel that he benefited much from his visit and elected not to return.  

 

Upon returning to full duty, Officer Selaphiel was apprehensive in the field. He 

experienced nervousness when responding to services calls. “I overplayed calls in my 

head as I was going to them.” He found himself worrying excessively about what 

might happen and was over-concerned on nearly every call about being shot. He did 

not experience such concerns prior to the shooting incident. It was about a year before 

this heightened state of apprehension began to fade.  
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Also, in that first year following the shooting, Officer Selaphiel experienced 

posttraumatic stress that manifested, at times, in anger. There were a couple of 

sources of this anger. First, he was angry at the two officers who entered the 

assailant’s apartment. When they saw the assailant reaching for the AK-47, rather 

than engaging him with their rifles, they chose flight over fight and attempted to leave 

the apartment thereby causing a bottleneck in the doorway that resulted in one of 

them being killed and a second officer outside the doorway being shot. Officer 

Selaphiel was angry that they failed to follow their SWAT training. SWAT Officers 

have a strong debrief culture wherein they are encouraged to admit their own tactical 

shortcomings in a group debrief setting or risk having another member of the team 

call them out publicly on their errors. The point of these sometimes confrontational or 

harsh debriefs is to improve tactics and make the entire team better as a unit. The 

SWAT Team debriefed this shooting, but the debrief was lackluster. Out of respect 

for their dead teammate, neither Officer Selaphiel nor any other team members were 

willing to discuss the tactical errors committed by the first two officers who entered 

the apartment. No one was interested in calling out the other officer who first entered 

the apartment as he was already mourning the loss of his teammate and likely realized 

that his tactical choices may have played a role in the tragic outcome. This lingered as 

a source of animosity among team members and led to some officers leaving the 

team. This conflict among team members was a consideration of Officer Selaphiel 

when he chose to leave SWAT approximately two years after the shooting. 
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A second source of anger stemmed from a possible case of survivor’s guilt. Officer 

Selaphiel was angry that he survived but his partner was killed:  

I know for a long time that was one of my biggest things was not so 
much that I shot this guy, but I was mad, and I held ... I guess they call 
it survivor’s remorse or whatever. But I was pissed-off that he was the 
one who got killed. He had a wife, kids, and all that, and I didn’t have 
any of that. 
 

Officer Selaphiel never married and has no children. He has no family that lived near 

him and was not close with his parents. These circumstances may have contributed to 

his survivor’s guilt as his deceased partner was 32 years old and left behind a young 

wife with two children, ages four and one.  

 

Adding to the guilt was his actions in the moments after the shooting when the scene 

was still very active and potential threats were still unknown:  

Not only did I just shoot this guy and watched my partner get shot, 
[but] I was very angry at myself at the time. Because it’s on me, [I 
said,] “People, hey, he’ll be fine. He has armor on. We got to clear this 
house.” I was very angry at the time, because I’m telling everybody 
he’s going to be fine, where really, he’s over there bleeding out. 
 

Thus, rather than immediately attending to the medical needs of his wounded partner, 

Officer Selaphiel followed his training by clearing the premises for any additional 

threats so paramedics could enter the scene safely and provide medical attention. 

Based on the lethal nature of the gunshot wound suffered by his partner, the order of 

tasks would not have saved his partner’s life. Nevertheless, Officer Selaphiel 
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experienced serious guilt over his decision to first clear the apartment. Despite that 

this one decision made in the heat of the moment would not have changed the 

outcome, Officer Selaphiel is left with the burden of second-guessing himself, an all-

too-common fate that befalls those who must make split second, life-or-death 

decisions.  

 

Officer Selaphiel’s survivor’s guilt was prevalent for three or four years after the 

shooting. It was exacerbated by reminders of the incident like the honors funeral for 

the deceased officer and the press coverage of the grand jury finding that was 

announced seven months later. The grand jury determined that Officer Selaphiel and 

other responding officers acted lawfully in using deadly force. Further, around the 

one-year anniversary of the officer’s death, Officer Selaphiel participated in a 

memorial bike ride with the officer’s widow during Police Week in Washington DC. 

This event re-aroused his feelings of survivor’s guilt. 

 

To this day, over eight years after the shooting incident, Officer Selaphiel still has 

flashbacks of the shooting. The flashbacks occur regularly when he is engaging in 

particularly strenuous workouts. He was a competitor in CrossFit tournaments and 

often participated in intense exercise sessions. When at his weakest during such 

times, flashbacks of the shooting incident would spontaneously occur. He found 

himself using the emotionality generated by the flashbacks as motivation to help him 

complete the difficult exercise routine. 
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When asked if after the shooting he engaged in any high-risk behavior that was not 

typical of him before the shooting incident, he responded in the negative. He 

mentioned that his alcohol consumption increased slightly for approximately two 

months following the shooting, but it never became problematic. He did, however, 

discuss a change in his outlook on life. He stated that he began to “live for the day.” 

He now worries less about the future, “[I] live day by day and think more of the 

realization that anything could happen at any given moment.” He does not seem to be 

pessimistic about his future, just less concerned about it than he was prior to the 

shooting incident. Also, he casually mentioned that he began skydiving about 18 

months after the shooting. “As the years went by, afterwards, my mentality changed 

to enjoying the moment versus living for the future. Then that’s when I got into 

skydiving. I was like, this is amazing. Here’s my wallet. Let’s go.” To date, Selaphiel 

has 210 jumps.  

 

Officer Selaphiel related that, since the incident, he has increasingly become 

emotionally numb. A few years after the incident, his long-term relationship with his 

girlfriend ended. He admits that he did not show her the emotional support that she 

was seeking in the relationship. “I care about people and all that. But that love feeling 

or whatever and all of that is just ... I mean, and that’s one of the reasons that we split 

up. That deep love or that passion feeling, and all that, just isn’t there.” He confided 

that he is not emotionally impacted by incidents that many other officers consider 
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traumatic. He does not feel with the same level of emotion as compared to the way he 

experienced emotions prior to the shooting incident. As for discussing the shooting 

incident today, Officer Selaphiel contends that doing so does not evoke emotions as it 

once did. “When I talk about it now, it’s just like talking about another call.” The 

personal impact of the incident on him has waned as the years have passed. 

 

Regarding department requirements about attending counseling after an officer-

involved shooting incident, Officer Selaphiel is supportive of such interventions but 

believes that it should be voluntary rather than required. He contends that policies 

requiring that officers attend counseling are more driven by legal liability 

considerations of the department than the welfare of officers. He sees the value in 

periodic phone calls whereby a counselor checks in with the officer but opposes 

mandatory meetings outside of circumstances where the officer is manifesting signs 

or symptoms of mental health issues. 

Officer Selaphiel: Upon further reflection 
The officer-involved shooting incident survived by Officer Selaphiel is incredibly 

traumatic and dreaded by nearly every person who carries a badge. Violently losing a 

partner in addition to taking the life of another person combines two of the most 

extreme situations an officer can experience. The layered, complicated mix of 

emotions deriving from such an incident are potentially career ending.  
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Officer Selaphiel suffered from survivor’s guilt for years after the loss of his fellow 

officer and SWAT team member. According to Artwohl and Christensen (2019), 

some officers who survive an event that killed a fellow officer or civilian might 

question why they survived instead of the deceased. Such thoughts may be borne out 

of feelings that they did not deserve to live in comparison to the deceased. Further, 

those who suffer survivor guilt for an extended length of time often experience 

numbness and find it difficult to maintain close personal relationships (Ryan & 

Brewster, 1994). Officer Selaphiel’s survivor guilt may have been brought on by 

regrets related to his choice to clear the residence rather than attend to the injury of a 

fellow officer who subsequently died. Asking himself why he lived rather than the 

deceased officer who was married with two children, seems consistent with the 

description of survivor guilt by Artwohl and Christensen (2019). Subsequent 

memorials honoring the fallen officer, such as the bike ride with the widow of his 

deceased partner, likely impeded Officer Selaphiel’s ability to cope mentally and 

emotionally with and recover from the tragedy. Though there is insufficient evidence 

to conclude that Officer Selaphiel’s relationship with his long-term girlfriend was 

impacted by his survivor guilt, his candid statements about how he does not deeply 

feel emotions may indicate that he still experiences a sense of numbness in the 

aftermath of the incident.  

 

Moreover, the assailant in Officer Selaphiel’s shooting incident was a military veteran 

who had served his country honorably in the Middle East conflict and was 
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experiencing mental health issues connected to reintegration into civilian life. The 

taking of any human life is tragic and traumatic. However, when the life that is taken 

is someone who has engaged in what is universally considered to be evil or bad acts, 

especially when there is a significant history of such conduct, officers seemingly cope 

better in the aftermath. Broomé (2014) referred to this post-shooting reasoning 

exercise performed by officers as the “good-guy/bad-guy” dichotomy. When 

engaging in the important task of self-reflection and meaning making in the aftermath 

of a shooting incident, officers often view themselves in relation to the suspect. The 

more clearly the officer can verify that the suspect was a malevolent person, the more 

the fatal outcome makes sense, and the officer can reaffirm their self-concept as a 

good and just protector of the public. However, if the deceased did not have a history 

of criminal conduct or, alternatively, suffered from a mental illness, then the officer 

may begin to perceive the suspect as more of a victim. This perception challenges the 

officer’s self-concept as the “good guy” and can lead to a prolonged period of 

emotional disruption (Broomé, 2014, pp. 175–176).  

 

In this case, Officer Selaphiel may have experienced some ambivalence when 

reflecting upon the shooting incident. The deceased assailant was a military veteran 

who was experiencing mental health issues stemming from his service. This cuts 

against characterizing him as a “bad guy.” Officer Selaphiel, a fellow military 

veteran, is not afforded what little comfort is conveyed by believing that the person 

killed was more deserving of his fate. Yet, as sympathetic as his circumstances are, 
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the assailant did fire upon and murder a member of law enforcement, which 

ultimately justified Officer Selaphiel’s use of deadly force from both a legal and 

moral point of view. The facts of this case immersed Officer Selaphiel in a situation 

that resulted in him experiencing a complex array of mixed emotions, thereby 

contributing to his persisting struggle to cope. 

Operator Raphael: Big risks in small spaces 
In 2016, SWAT Operator Raphael responded to a domestic disturbance call involving 

a son who was high on methamphetamine. The father and the son, who was 33 years 

old, were arguing when the son threatened to shoot his father with a shotgun. The 

father fled the home just as his son discharged the shotgun but did not strike him. The 

son then barricaded himself in the home and would not respond to the direction of 

arriving police officers. That day, Operator Raphael had already worked nearly a full 

day at a part-time security job at a liquor store when he first learned about the 

incident. A member of his department’s SWAT team, Operator Raphael was 

dispatched to the scene of the barricaded suspect. 

 

As with every barricaded suspect job, after securing the scene the responding SWAT 

operators attempted to establish communication. They introduced a throw phone 

device into the residence. This particularly throw phone was equipped with a two-

way listening device allowing SWAT team members to monitor any audio in the 

residence regardless of whether the suspect uses the telephone. They heard nothing. 

Operator Raphael and others suspected that the shot heard by the father as he exited 
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may have been the son committing suicide. After probing the house with no response, 

Operator Raphael and the entry team breach the door and methodically clear the 

residence. No one was located. After regrouping, they noted that the doors and 

windows were locked from the inside and concluded he must be secreted somewhere 

in the house. The home had recently undergone some renovation including the 

addition of a screened-in back porch. The entry team’s point man, who was carrying a 

ballistic shield, noted that a rug on the floor in the back porch area was askew. The 

point man pulled up the rug revealing an open trap door. From below the floor, the 

barricaded suspect immediately discharged his shot gun at the point man. The 

suspect’s round was absorbed by the ballistic shield sparing the officer from injury. 

The point man, who was also a trained negotiator, immediately established 

communication with the suspect and a four-hour conversation ensued. 

 

The SWAT team members continued gathering information during the four hours of 

communication. They learned that there was a crawl space underneath the home with 

multiple storage areas separated by doors. The suspect had a trap door in his bedroom 

leading down to the crawlspace where he hid illegal narcotics and to where he 

retreated to get high. In fact, the suspect appeared to be under the influence of 

narcotics during the standoff. He vacillated multiple times between surrendering and 

declaring that he would kill every officer. The negotiators lured him multiple times to 

the trap door to retrieve water, food, cigarettes, and a lighter. After retrieving the 

desired object, the subject would quickly recede back into the crawl space.  
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The assistant SWAT commander devised a plan. The next time the suspect came to 

the trap door in the floor to retrieve an object, officers would tase him. 

Simultaneously, officers in the crawlspace would approach him from the far end of 

the house and detain him. The assistant SWAT commander directed Operator 

Raphael and two other SWAT operators to enter the crawlspace at the opposite side 

of the house from where the suspect was located and wait until he was tased. Standing 

at 6’5” tall and weighing 260 pounds. Operator Raphael, a SWAT medic, and an 

operator equipped with a noise-flash diversionary device (NFDD), commonly known 

as flash-bang, entered the crawlspace. An NFDD causes temporary, partial visual and 

auditory impairment. NFDDs are deployed by SWAT operators to provide a window 

of opportunity to safely move through breach points and/or gain an element of 

surprise against others. Due to the confined nature of the space, the operators had to 

leave behind their rifles as they literally had to crawl to move through the space under 

the house. They were armed with flashlight equipped pistols. An access door stood 

between their location in the crawlspace and where the suspect was secreted.  

 

The suspect approached the trap door to retrieve some food and the plan was initiated. 

The operators on the main floor discharged their taser at the suspect down in the 

crawlspace. Hearing the taser discharge, on cue, the three-man SWAT element 

initiated their assault. The medic breached the access door, and a second operator 

pulled the pin on the NFDD and attempted to roll it through the breach. On full 
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display, Murphy’s law began working against the officers. The NFDD struck a lipped 

frame around the access door and rolled back toward the three operators. They turned 

their heads and closed their eyes as the NFDD detonated. Operator Raphael was not 

wearing his noise cancellation headphones and was temporarily deafened by the 

detonation. Dust and smoke clogged the air in the confined crawlspace, thereby 

impairing the officers’ vision and breathing. Undaunted, the first operator crawled 

through the breach toward the suspect and Operator Raphael followed closely behind. 

As luck would have it, the suspect was not under the Taser’s incapacitating charge. 

The taser probes did not make sufficient contact with the suspect to render him 

defenseless. As the operators approached, the suspect was shouting something but, 

with his ears ringing from the NFDD, Operator Raphael could not hear anything. The 

suspect raised his shotgun and pointed it toward the SWAT medic. Operator Raphael 

and the SWAT medic both discharged their pistols multiple times striking the suspect. 

Members of the SWAT team immediately removed the suspect from the crawlspace 

and paramedics who were staged nearby provided medical attention. The suspect was 

pronounced dead on the scene.  

Operator Raphael: The aftermath 
The shooting was investigated by a statewide law enforcement agency. The 

investigation revealed several details. As the three-man SWAT element approached, 

the suspect repeatedly yelled, “Don’t make me do this!” as he raised his shotgun. 

Deafened by the NFDD, Operator Raphael discharged his firearm 11 times. He did 

not hear any of the gunshots (including those of the SWAT medic who discharged his 
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pistol 10 times) and does not have a distinct memory of pulling the trigger after the 

initial shot. Given the threat posed by the suspect, Operator Raphael related that he 

would not have acted any differently had he been able to hear what the suspect was 

saying. He contacted his legal representative and explained what occurred. The chief 

checked on Officer Raphael to make sure he was okay and asked if he needed 

anything. Operator Raphael was appreciative of his chief’s show of concern. Operator 

Raphael called his wife from the scene, notified her that he had been involved in a 

shooting incident but is okay. He was driven from the scene back to the precinct 

station where a chaplain was waiting. After a brief prayer, Operator Raphael and the 

SWAT medic went home. Approximately one week later with the assistance of 

counsel they provided formal statements to investigators. Overall, Operator Raphael 

was impressed with how the post-shooting investigation was conducted. 

 

In the immediate aftermath of the shooting, Operator Raphael was exhausted. He 

recalled lying on the ground outside the house and being grateful that he made it 

through the incident without injury to himself or his fellow operators. By the time he 

arrived home after the incident, he had been awake for well over 24 hours. He was 

concerned about how the shooting would affect him and whether he would experience 

any immediate reactions such as nightmares or inability to sleep. However, that was 

not the case. He slept soundly. 
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Operator Raphael experienced posttraumatic stress in the wake of the shooting 

incident. He constantly replayed the incident in his mind during the days following 

the shooting. Though he did not hear it, when Operator Raphael learned that the 

suspect repeated, “Don’t make me do it,” before he was shot and killed, that tended to 

be the focus of his thoughts for several days. He was also bothered by negative 

comments posted on media sits that reported the incident. Though the comments were 

misinformed about the facts of the incident, Operator Raphael found himself getting 

upset when reading them. In particular, when friends of the suspect would in a post 

ask for prayers for the suspect, Operator Raphael would at least temporarily feel 

guilty in thinking, “Man, I did that.” He did, however, feel a measure of relief when 

he learned that the suspect’s father, upon learning of his son’s death, related that he 

knew that death was a likely outcome due to the unreasonable manner in which his 

son was acting.  

 

In terms of interventions, Operator Raphael was on administrative duty for 

approximately three weeks following the incident. During that time, the state patrol 

agency sent peer support counselors to Operator Raphael’s department. The chief told 

members of the SWAT team that they had to participate in the debrief. Operator 

Raphael was grateful for the experience. In fact, due to their experience from this 

shooting incident, members of Operator Raphael’s department started their own peer 

support program. In Operator Raphael’s opinion, the most helpful coping measure 
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was having his partner and friend, the SWAT medic who was also involved in the 

shooting, available for frequent conversations as both were on administrative leave: 

Luckily, I had a partner that I had went through it with, so me and him 
went fishing pretty often. We get into kayaks and go fishing and we 
talk about these things. We talk about like, “Hey, you good?” He’s 
like, “Yeah, I’m good.” Back and forth, we would talk about it. That 
helped a lot, I would say. 
 

According to Operator Raphael, sitting home by himself with nothing but time to 

dwell on the incident would have been difficult. He would have obsessed about such 

concerns as whether he would be cleared in the subsequent investigation, how is 

family would cope, and whether is kids would be threatened at school given the 

publicity around the event. Having his partner available to discuss his feelings and 

concerns was truly a valuable resource. 

 

After the post-shooting investigation was completed by the state agency, Operator 

Raphael was cleared to return to work. In his first week back, he slowed down a bit 

from his usual level of proactive enforcement activity. In hindsight, he concluded that 

he may have been cautious due to concern about the possibility of being involved in 

another shooting incident so soon. As a field training officer, however, Operator 

Raphael realized that he owed a responsibility to new officers. He could not be 

apprehensive as it was his duty to prepare a new officer to work alone. He wanted to 

build their confidence. Accordingly, after about a week, he resumed his customary 

rate of activity. In addition, he avoided the location of the incident for his first couple 

of weeks back. He was concerned that the suspect’s father would recognize him and 
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be angry. In time, however, his duties would bring him to the area and his concerns 

lessened. 

 

Operator Raphael also noted some positive outcomes from the incident. His self-

confidence increased, as did the confidence placed in him by others, especially on the 

SWAT team. “Once your department knows, or your guys know that you’re not 

scared to handle business when it comes to you, you get called all the time.” 

Supervisors thereafter selected Operator Raphael to be on entry team during SWAT 

jobs, a clear vote of confidence by his supervisors about his abilities. Moreover, the 

SWAT team realized that this critical event occurred and, in response, increased and 

intensified its level of preparation and training. By and large, he felt this incident 

tested both him and his SWAT team and felt good about he and his team performed. 

Moreover, he was proud of his department and felt very supported by his chief and 

chain of command. 

Raphael: Upon further reflection 
Operator Raphael, though subjected to posttraumatic stress, seemingly coped well in 

the aftermath of this high-risk shooting incident. I cannot help but wonder, however, 

if his perception of this incident is colored by comparison to another traumatic 

incident that he experienced approximately three years later. While on routine patrol, 

Operator Raphael provided backup for two other officers on a domestic disturbance 

call. The responding officers saw a woman lying on the floor of an attached garage. It 

appeared that she needed medical assistance. One officer kicked in the front door to 
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the house to get to the woman in the garage and was immediately met with gunfire. 

He was shot in the chest and hip. A second officer standing near the front door was 

nearly struck by gunfire coming from the front window of the home. Operator 

Raphael approached the home while armed with a rifle and sought cover behind a 

tree. The offender opened fire and struck Operator Raphael in his right hand. His 

middle finger was nearly severed from his hand. He was rushed to a hospital and 

required surgery to reattach his finger. Operator Raphael spent 11 minutes on the 

scene of what became a 17.5-hour standoff. The post-shooting investigation revealed 

that the woman in the garage was pregnant with the offender’s child. The offender 

shot and killed her as well as her 16-year-old son the prior evening and then 

proceeded to set a series of small explosives in the home and awaited the arrival of 

police. He fired 120 rounds at law enforcement before taking his own life. 

 

Unlike the aftermath of his first shooting, Operator Raphael experienced more 

difficulty in coping with this second traumatic incident. He regularly experienced 

nightmares and anxiety attacks. Due to his injury, he was unable to return to his 

department to work in the field. He felt helpless, depressed, and worried about his 

ability to provide for his family. In response, he started self-medicating with pain pills 

and alcohol, which led to marital issues. Eventually, Operator Raphael sought 

counseling and underwent EMDR. He began to improve and place the incident into 

proper perspective. He never returned to his department. Instead, he took a peer 
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support position with a statewide law enforcement agency and now helps other 

members of law enforcement cope with traumatic events.  

 

Compared to the latter incident, Operator Raphael’s shooting three years earlier 

seems to have been significantly less traumatic. I suspect that in assessing how he 

coped with each occurrence, Operator Raphael cannot help but compare them and 

conclude that his prior shooting was less impactful than when he was shot, which is 

likely true. However, to some extent, there may be a cumulative effect of stress and 

trauma at work, which hindered his ability to cope after being wounded in the later 

incident. Stinchcomb (2004) compared the cumulative effect stress to the relentless 

pounding of the surf eroding beaches along the shoreline that eventually takes a toll 

on one’s physical, mental, and/or emotional health. Repeated exposure to traumatic 

events can lead to posttraumatic stress symptomology and may develop into PTSD 

(Marshall, 2019). Seemingly, the accumulated impact of both incidents, rather than 

merely the second incident where officer Raphael suffered an acute injury, 

contributed to the psychological and emotional burden that resulted in a PTSD 

diagnosis.  

 

An incredibly resilient individual, Operator Raphael now assists on a fulltime basis 

members of the profession he loves. 
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Officer Jeremiel: Kids pull triggers too 
In his mid-twenties with two years of law enforcement experience, Officer Jeremiel 

was working the afternoon shift on a spring day. At a location near Officer Jeremiel’s 

patrol area of responsibility, a young man had been loitering in the vicinity of a 

popular commercial strip of retail stores and entered a cellphone store once it was 

largely free of customers. The young man perused various devices displayed on 

shelves and told the clerk that he was waiting for a friend. When the last customer left 

the store, the young man removed his backpack from his shoulders, placed it on the 

counter, and demanded that the clerk fill it with all the Apple iPhones that were 

located behind the counter. The clerk hesitated until the young man related that he 

had a gun. Though he never saw a gun, the clerk went to the backroom to retrieve the 

iPhones and told his manager that the store was being robbed. Peering into the lobby 

of the store, the manager obtained a description of the robber and called 911.  

 

Officer Jeremiel responded to a dispatch of a robbery in progress at the cellphone 

store involving a suspect described as a young black male wearing a plaid shirt and 

carrying a backpack. Officer Jeremiel was the second officer to arrive on scene. The 

two officers took-up positions outside the all-glass window exterior of the cellphone 

store with their guns drawn and waited for the suspect to exit. Within a few seconds 

of their arrival, a young black man exited the store. He was wearing the backpack and 

holding a plaid shirt in his hand. The officers placed him at gunpoint and commanded 

him to get on the ground. The robber looks in the direction of the officers, hesitates, 
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and then begins running through the shopping mall parking lot. Officer Jeremiel 

holstered his gun and pursued the robber on foot with two fellow officers providing 

backup. 

 

As he pursued the robber through the crowded mall parking lot, Officer Jeremiel 

focused on the robber’s hands. Initially, the robber’s hands appeared empty. While 

still running, the robber brought both his hands toward the center of his body. Officer 

Jeremiel could no long see his hands. Suddenly, the robber’s right hand raised up over 

his left should while still running and Officer Jeremiel saw that he was pointing a gun 

at the pursuing officers. Officer Jeremiel immediately sought cover behind a parked 

car and the robber began discharging his firearm. One of the other pursuing officers 

returned fire toward the robber. No one was hit. Officer Jeremiel drew his weapon 

and took aim but did not shoot as the parking lot was crowded and he feared 

accidently shooting an innocent person. He again re-holstered his gun and continued 

pursuing the robber.  

 

The robber ran through a car dealership service and repair shop. Officer Jeremiel 

monitored his location through the large glass service doors and headed him off at the 

exit. When the robber emerged from the exit, Officer Jeremiel raised his handgun and 

commanded the robber to get on the ground. In response, the robber began to fire at 

Officer Jeremiel. Likewise, Officer Jeremiel raised his handgun and immediately 

started firing. He does not know how many shots he fired but continued to fire until 
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the threat was neutralized, and the robber fell to the ground. Officer Jeremiel 

continued to issue verbal direction, but the robber was not moving. Closing the 

distance, Officer Jeremiel did not see any chest rise and fall from the robber and knew 

he was very seriously injured. He stepped on the gun that was still in the robber’s 

hand and removed it from his grasp. Suspecting that the robber was dead, Officer 

Jeremiel began cussing to himself. “Even though I trained for it to happen, you just 

don’t ever think it’s going to happen to you. I just remember being upset, thinking 

like, ‘Wow, this just happened.’" Upon arriving, a supervisor directed Officer 

Jeremiel to step away from the scene and the post-shooting investigation began. 

Officer Jeremiel: The aftermath 
An outside agency conducted the post-shooting investigation. High-ranking members 

of Officer Jeremiel’s department reported to the scene and checked on his well-being. 

He appreciated the support he received from his department and noted that the chief 

of the department was not on the scene. Moreover, his fellow officers were kind to 

him and related that they were not going to ask him a bunch of questions because they 

did not want to delay him from going home to his wife and one-year old son. He 

contacted his union and a legal representative arrived on scene about 45 minutes later. 

He was also permitted to call his wife and father, who was a lifelong member of law 

enforcement at a neighboring agency. His father came to the scene, remained with 

Officer Jeremiel during the post-shooting investigation, and was a great source of 

comfort for him. The lead investigator for the state police informed Officer Jeremiel 

that they would take a formal statement from him in three-to-five days because he 
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probably would not recall as many facts just after the incident compared to later in the 

week.  

 

The involved officers were kept on scene for several hours. Late in the evening, the 

investigators conducted a walkthrough of the scene with Officer Jeremiel: 

I actually tried to follow the path in which I ran through the parking 
lot, but it was a little hard to do that. But as I started walking the 
approximate path in which I ran, we went around the corner, and they 
saw the body there with a blanket over it. They didn’t bother putting 
any barricade up. They just went right to the corner. My legal rep is 
like, "Oh my gosh, the body’s right there." I probably would’ve 
preferred not to have seen him again, but I wasn’t sure how the process 
went. Being a young kid, I wasn’t sure. I thought that was for sure how 
the process went.  
 

Investigators determined that Officer Jeremiel discharged his firearm six times. The 

robber fired three times at Officer Jeremiel. He observed the bullet holes located in 

the wall behind him and was confused about how the bullet holes got there because 

he did not hear the robber’s gunshots. He also did not hear his own gunfire though he 

recalls feeling the recoil of his gun in his hand as he fired. Additionally, Officer 

Jeremiel experienced the perceptional distortion of slow motion. Even when the 

robber was running through the lot, Officer Jeremiel perceived it as a slow jog. 

 

Upon completion of the investigation on the scene, Officer Jeremiel returned home. 

He did not know what to expect and recalls having a loss of appetite and some 

difficulty sleeping the first two nights after the shooting. Watching television helped 

him take his mind off the incident and eventually fall asleep. On the third day, 
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however, he was notified that the robber was identified. He was 15 years old. “That 

made me lose a little sleep for a couple more of days knowing that I just engaged in a 

gun fight with a 15-year-old and ultimately took his life.” He kept reviewing the 

incident and asking himself what he could have done better and began to feel 

depressed. Officer Jeremiel was thankful for several of his fellow officers who 

convinced him that he was right in using deadly force because he had to make it home 

to his wife and son. The robber, though only 15 years old, was committing “grown 

man” criminal acts. 

 

The robber had a troubled life. At the time of the shooting, he was on probation for 

aggravated robbery. Officer Jeremiel related that the robber’s parents were either 

incarcerated or deceased. The robber was raised by his grandparents. There was not 

any civil litigation. In fact, about five or six days after the shooting, the robber’s 

grandparents apologized to the department for the way their grandson acted. 

Specifically, they wanted to apologize to Officer Jeremiel for what their grandson did. 

Hearing that from the robber’s grandparents brought a measure of comfort to Officer 

Jeremiel and helped him cope in the aftermath of fatally shooting a 15-year-old kid.  

 

Within the first few days following the shooting, the incident gained some media 

attention. People claiming to be part of the Black Lives Matter movement organized a 

protest at the shopping mall where the shooting occurred. The protest was lightly 

attended and not much of an issue though Officer Jeremiel’s department spent a 
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significant amount of effort preparing for it. Officer Jeremiel’s name was never 

publicly released. Out of caution, he changed his name on his social media accounts 

and avoided social media for several days. Further, his department emailed all 

members of the department about the shooting:  

The PD actually sent an email to everybody saying, "Hey, this is who 
was involved. Please do not message them. Just be kind and courteous 
and be thoughtful with their emotions. Don’t hit them up and ask them 
what’s going on. Just let them have their time with their families.” 
 

This effort by the department reduced the number of reminders of the incident that 

Officer Jeremiel had to confront in the days following the shooting. 

 

Officer Jeremiel was pleased with how his department supported him after the 

shooting. The day after the incident, his department had an edible arrangements 

bouquet delivered to his home. He was on administrative leave for three days that 

extended his previously scheduled time off. He did not return to duty until nine days 

after the incident. The department did not require him to see a counselor or debrief 

the incident, but Officer Jeremiel noted that his department’s policy has since 

changed. Officers involved in shootings are now required to visit a psychologist 

before returning to duty. Over a year after the incident, Officer Jeremiel received a 

notification to report to his department’s internal affairs unit. He was unaware of the 

reason for the visit, which created some anxiety. At the meeting, Officer Jeremiel was 

informed that the ballistic test results confirmed that the robber was killed by gunfire 
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from Officer Jeremiel’s pistol. Receipt of this news brought back thoughts of the 

incident:  

At the time, it wasn’t really in my mind. I felt like it was a wound that 
healed over. But getting that confirmation pulled the scab back just a 
little bit. […] That made me start thinking about it again. I was like… I 
had to start finding ways to stop thinking about it because I had just 
started to forget. I wasn’t thinking about it, but being called in the 
office and being told, "Yep. It was you," kind of reopened the wound. 
 

Officer Jeremiel knew he was responsible for the death of the robber. As time seemed 

to slow down when he was firing, Officer Jeremiel observed the impact of his rounds 

as they struck the 15-year-old. It was one of his enduring memories. He left the 

meeting at internal affairs and returned to duty. Finding himself preoccupied with the 

information he received, Officer Jeremiel had to actively focus on collecting himself 

to finish his tour. Intrusive thoughts of the incident continued to haunt him for days 

after the meeting. 

 

In the aftermath of the shooting, Officer Jeremiel undertook measures to assist him in 

coping with the trauma he experienced. Openly sharing his feelings and thoughts with 

his wife and father helped him place the incident in proper prospective. Officer 

Jeremiel describes himself as someone who likes to keep busy. He feared that having 

time off after the shooting would force him to dwell on the incident when he was 

already eager to get past it. His father frequently took him hunting and fishing in the 

weeks after the incident. A 30-year law enforcement veteran, Officer Jeremiel’s 

father reassured him that his actions were just, lawful, and necessary to ensure that he 
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went home safely to his wife and son. These outings with his father provided great 

comfort to Officer Jeremiel. He also found some inner peace by attending more 

church services and activities. Officer Jeremiel was in the process of converting to 

Catholicism when the shooting occurred and credits his involvement with the church 

as a positive contribution to his coping efforts. Finally, before his tour of duty, 

Officer Jeremiel started exercising with a group of fellow officers. He found it to be a 

supportive environment that increased camaraderie with his coworkers. He noted that 

when he was running through the parking lot prior to the shooting, he felt fatigued 

and winded. He did not want that to happen again and endeavored to enhance his 

physical fitness. “I think the whole working out part, being outdoors, being with 

friends and family definitely saved me from having to go seek [and] needing any type 

of anxiety medication or anything like that.” 

 

Officer Jeremiel contends that he has fully recovered, mentally and emotionally, from 

the shooting incident, but the process took one-and-one-half to two years. He credits 

the experience with making him more confident in his decision making and 

increasing his level of maturity and ability in the eyes of his peers.  

Officer Jeremiel: Upon further reflection 
Officer Jeremiel’s recovery from this incredibly traumatic incident that nearly cost 

him his life and resulted in him taking the life of another was further challenged by 

the news that the deceased was only 15 years old. When officers envision themselves 

in a life-or-death situation, they rarely anticipate the adversary being a teenager or a 
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person who is not an evil intent-harboring criminal as is the case with individuals that 

struggle with mental health issues (Broomé, 2014). The realization that he took the 

life of a teenager challenged the coping and recovery process as Officer Jeremiel had 

to confront the reality that his identity as a member of law enforcement is someone 

who may have to use deadly force against a juvenile. Integrating that reality into his 

identity took time and likely contributed to the one-and-a-half to two years it took 

Officer Jeremiel to achieve some level of peace with the shooting incident. 

 

Officer Jeremiel remained on the shooting scene for several hours after the incident. 

During a walkthrough of the scene with investigators, Officer Jeremiel was surprised 

to see the remains of the deceased robber had not yet been removed hours later. For 

the sake of all officers present, removal of a deceased individual as soon as possible 

without compromising forensic processing is ideal. Further, transporting the involved 

officer(s) away from the scene of a shooting incident without undue delay to a 

supportive environment reduces the potential for further trauma exposure (IACP, 

2016). Though very complimentary of how his department handled the shooting 

incident, Officer Jeremiel offered his thoughts about what the Department could have 

done better:  

The only thing that they could have done a little bit better at the time, 
and knowing it now, probably would’ve been to remove us completely 
from the scene. Maybe taking us back to the actual headquarters - got 
us out of the area, in general. That way, we would not have to deal 
with the scene. 
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Officer Jeremiel’s father and wife were essential to his coping with this incredibly 

traumatic incident. As has been repeated throughout the prior cases, when reflecting 

upon the trauma incident, officers often seek the ear of fellow officers. There is a 

prevailing belief by many members of law enforcement that civilians are incapable of 

understanding what officers face. Besides fellow members of law enforcement, 

officers often look to family members for consolation and comfort in their time of 

need. Kirschman (2007) described family members as the true first responders when 

it comes to their officer who is suffering from trauma exposure. Family members are 

often the first to recognized subtle changes in behavior or mood. This early warning 

system often leads to discussion and could prompt the impacted officer to seek 

professional help if needed. In addition to a loving and attentive wife, Officer 

Jeremiel is blessed with a caring father who also happens to be a 30-year veteran of 

law enforcement—a two-in-one benefit to assist Officer Jeremiel with his coping.  

 

Since this incident occurred, Officer Jeremiel was involved in another incident where 

he had to discharge his firearm. He was a member of a team that was serving a 

narcotics search warrant on a residence when officers came under fire. Three officers 

returned fire killing the target of the search warrant. Officer Jeremiel was one of those 

three officers. At the time of this writing, this incident is garnering significant 

attention from the media and social justice organizations such as Black Lives Matter. 

Officer Jeremiel, two fellow officers, and their department are named defendants in a 

civil lawsuit. Due to the ongoing litigation, I made no inquiries of Officer Jeremiel 
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with respect to this most recent shooting incident and expressly advised him to limit 

his responses to his first shooting incident. That said, his perceptions about his first 

shooting incident may be influenced to a degree by his experience in the second 

shooting incident that occurred approximately two years later. 

Sergeant Gabriel: Officers do not rise to the challenge—they revert to 
their level of training 
A 19-year law enforcement veteran at the time of his shooting incident, Sergeant 

Gabriel was on patrol doing what he had done hundreds of times in the past: he 

responded to a request for assistance from fellow officers. A suspect in a murder 

investigation was evading arrest by fleeing from pursuing police officers. Monitoring 

the state police frequency, Sergeant Gabriel quickly exited his department’s station 

and relocated to an intersection where he thought the fleeing suspect may pass. Units 

from multiple nearby jurisdictions were already in the area when Sergeant Gabriel 

arrived. Shortly thereafter, the fleeing suspect’s vehicle approached the intersection 

with officers in pursuit. One of the police units managed to box-in the suspect. 

Anticipating that the suspect would attempt to go around the blocking vehicle, 

Sergeant Gabriel positioned his vehicle to the left of and slightly behind the suspect’s 

vehicle and mentally prepared himself to ram his squad car into the suspect’s car to 

prevent an escape. Instead of attempting to escape, the suspect began firing rounds at 

responding officers.  
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This development, being fired upon, took Sergeant Gabriel by surprise. An aggressive 

officer, a firearms instructor, and an assistant team leader with 17 years of SWAT 

experience, Sergeant Gabriel anticipated that the suspect would try to escape. He had 

good reason to think that as he had been in similar situations hundreds of times and, 

based on his experience, suspects almost always resorted to escape, not fighting:  

I’m running these scenarios through my head and, unfortunately, the 
shooting part didn’t come through my head because, like I said, I’m at 
hundreds of felony stops at this point in my career. This wasn’t 
something new to me: cases, bailing out of cars, no matter what, 
homicide suspects, robbery suspects. I just had not been engaged like 
this before. So, this page really isn’t in my Rolodex at this point. 
 

Sergeant Gabriel felt like he was already behind the curve as officers were taking 

gunfire. He contemplated driving closer to the suspect’s vehicle and firing through 

the window at the suspect. However, he was concerned about being trapped inside his 

car if the suspect fired at him and, consequently, opted to exit his vehicle and seek an 

opportunity to gain the upper hand. 

 

Sergeant Gabriel positioned himself on the suspect’s left flank and began assessing 

his options. The suspect remained in the driver’s seat of the vehicle and was turning 

from left to right as he fired rounds at approaching officers. To Sergeant Gabriel, the 

circumstances started to feel like a training scenario. When the suspect turned his 

attention toward officers on the right side of his vehicle, Sergeant Gabriel saw his 

opportunity. Though he felt like he was playing catch-up as the suspect was already 
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firing, Sergeant Gabriel raised his pistol and shot his first round low. It struck the 

bottom of the suspect’s car door:  

I was walking the rounds right up the door. […] Then, I like found the 
front site [of my pistol] and, like I said, I pounded him in the chest a 
couple times, and I did see those rounds impacting. I could see the 
fluff of it, the poof of his shirt popping up. So, I knew I was on track 
then. 
 

Sergeant Gabriel fired nine rounds. He did not hear any of them. Time appeared to 

slow down slightly as he was able to see his rounds impacting the suspect’s chest. 

Also, he experienced significant visual distortion. He felt like he was looking through 

a toilet paper tube, especially when he focused on his pistol’s front site. He did not 

see detail along the periphery of his field of vision. He was hyper-focused on his front 

site and the targeted suspect. A total of 38 rounds were fired by members of law 

enforcement. After being hit by multiple gunshots, the suspect fell back in the 

driver’s seat and his foot slipped off the brake. His vehicle slowly rolled forward and 

eventually came to rest. After retrieving a ballistic shield from his vehicle, Sergeant 

Gabriel and three other officers moved methodically toward the suspect, cleared the 

suspect’s vehicle for any further threats, and determined that the suspect succumbed 

to his injuries. 

Sergeant Gabriel: The aftermath 
Sergeant Gabriel’s shooting incident was the first officer-involved shooting on his 

department in the prior 20 years. His deputy chief and lieutenant arrived on scene. 

They were supportive of Sergeant Gabriel but asked him a series of questions. 
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Prepared for such an occurrence, Sergeant Gabriel, in a firm but respectful tone, 

reminded his supervisors that, without a direct order, he is required to provide 

responses only to questions related to public safety concerns. Any further inquiries 

unaccompanied by a direct order to respond would have to wait until he had an 

opportunity to confer with legal representation. Sergeant Gabriel, who was also the 

union president for his department, was aware of his rights in the event that he was 

involved in a shooting, perhaps more so than his supervisors. Accordingly, Sergeant 

Gabriel was afforded some latitude as to how the post-shooting investigation 

proceeded, at least within his own department. As the state police was involved in the 

vehicle pursuit and shooting, the internal affairs unit of the state police became the 

lead investigative agency. 

 

As a matter of protocol, Sergeant Gabriel was transported by ambulance to the 

hospital for a basic examination, a blood draw, and alcohol testing. To ride in the 

ambulance, he had to relinquish his firearm to another officer who was assigned to 

stay with him. Though reluctant to handover his firearm, he agreed to do so as it was 

still nearby in the custody of his escorting officer: 

It was under kind of like my control. It wasn’t like nobody was taking 
it off me because I know where you’re going with that because I’ve 
heard that could be more detrimental or scarring to guys. You’re 
basically telling them they did something wrong by taking their shit 
away, like we all know, like you strip somebody. […] It automatically 
seems like we’re guilty of some shit. And it’s more scarring than it is 
helpful. 
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Sergeant Gabriel called his wife from the ambulance to advise her that he had been in 

a shooting and was okay. A schoolteacher, Sergeant Gabriel’s wife was already at a 

vacation home owned by her brother a little over an hour away as it was the last day 

of the school year and they had plans to get away for the weekend. She was worried 

about Sergeant Gabriel and drove to the hospital to meet him. While at the hospital, 

Sergeant Gabriel was visited by several officers, some from other nearby 

departments. None of them asked him about the shooting. They were there to support 

him, raise his spirits, and help him get his mind off the shooting, at least for a few 

minutes. “[T]hat was exactly what I needed at that point. […] It was just like busting 

balls and the jocularity we come to expect on the job, and that really did help out.” 

His wife collected him from the hospital, and they decided to return to the lake house. 

 

That evening while in the company of his wife and two young sons at the lake house, 

Sergeant Gabriel felt distracted. His cell phone alerted him to a persistent stream of 

phone and text conversations with officers checking on him and wishing him well. 

Sergeant Gabriel is well known, as he is involved in training in several multi-

jurisdictional law enforcement organizations. He has earned an exceptional reputation 

in the law enforcement community. Many of those in his personal and professional 

networks were concerned with his well-being as news of the incident spread. Though 

appreciative of the support, Sergeant Gabriel was pulled away from his family during 

their lake house weekend and denied the peace of mind he likely needed in the wake 

of the shooting.  
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During their getaway weekend, Sergeant Gabriel began to receive calls from law 

enforcement friends who viewed the video footage from the shooting incident. 

Multiple police vehicles on scene were equipped with in-car camera systems that 

recorded the shooting incident from multiple angles. Though the videos were not 

made public, officers with video system access contacted Sergeant Gabriel and 

discussed how great the incident looked on video. Watching the video was all 

Sergeant Gabriel could think about during his lake house weekend. “I’m having 

trouble sleeping. It has nothing to do with the shooting. […] I need to know I did it 

[the shooting] right.” On Sunday, he submitted a request to his department to watch 

the video before providing his formal statement to the state police. He had to wait 

until his request was approved by the town’s legal department but was granted access 

and watched the videos before giving his formal statement. Watching his performance 

on video was very helpful to Sergeant Gabriel. It refreshed his memory regarding 

certain details of the incident, helped him to begin the coping process by allowing the 

event to be placed in perspective, and provided him with peace of mind regarding his 

performance. 

 

Approximately five days after the shooting, Sergeant Gabriel reported to the state 

police headquarters to provide a formal statement. At the time of the shooting 

incident, the Black Lives Matter movement and public push for criminal prosecution 

of officers involved in shootings were in the daily news. The political environment 
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heightened concerns for members of law enforcement, including Sergeant Gabriel. 

On the way to state police headquarters, he had a conversation with his union 

representative. During the conversation, the union representative talked about an 

upcoming contract negotiation. This angered Sergeant Gabriel who responded, “I 

don’t care what negotiation you got going on today. The only thing I’m […] 

concentrating on is on staying out of jail.” The stress of providing a formal statement 

in a shooting investigation that resulted in a death could be seen in Sergeant Gabriel’s 

interactions. The two state police investigators were younger and likely less 

experienced than Sergeant Gabriel. They opened the interview by improperly 

providing Sergeant Gabriel with Miranda warnings, a criminal procedure that is 

appropriate when asking a suspect who is in custody questions about involvement in a 

criminal act (Miranda v. Arizona, 1966). Again, becoming angry, Sergeant Gabriel 

stood from his seat and declared his intent to leave. He told the investigators that if 

they were seeking to charge him criminally for his involvement in the shooting then 

he would not be providing a statement. Surprised by his reaction, the state police 

investigators dispensed with the Miranda warnings and assured him that they have no 

reason to believe that Sergeant Gabriel had engaged in criminal conduct. Thereafter, 

Sergeant Gabriel calmed down and completed his formal statement in approximately 

30 minutes. Approximately seven months later, Sergeant Gabriel learned that the 

post-shooting investigation was completed, and the local prosecutor declined to seek 

criminal charges against the involved officers, including Sergeant Gabriel. 
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Before returning to work, Sergeant Gabriel was required to meet with a mental health 

professional. He contacted a few officers he knew that were involved in past police 

shootings and received a referral to a psychologist who specializes in working with 

members of law enforcement and was, herself, previously a police officer. Sergeant 

Gabriel found the session with the psychologist to be immensely helpful in addressing 

his concerns. In fact, he decided to make a follow-up appointment for him and his 

wife who was also impacted by the shooting. During that session, Sergeant Gabriel 

learned that during her one hour and ten-minute drive from the lake house to the 

hospital, his wife was overcome with worry that Sergeant Gabriel would be 

imprisoned, and she would have to raise their two sons by herself. Further, he learned 

that his wife too needed information about the investigative process to put her mind at 

ease. During the entire weekend at the lake house, she felt shutout by Sergeant 

Gabriel, as he was preoccupied with phone calls, texts, and constant thoughts about 

what may be recorded on the videos of his shooting incident. After learning of his 

wife’s concerns through their joint counseling session, Sergeant Gabriel reflected 

upon his priorities. He realized that he was spending too much time and mental 

energy on work, not just with respect to the shooting but regarding his daily routines. 

He experienced a bit of an epiphany and endeavored to be more attentive to his wife 

and two sons, recognizing that his sons would soon be young adults and he did not 

want to be absent during their developmental year. 
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In less than two weeks following the shooting, Sergeant Gabriel returned to full duty 

status at work. He did not indicate that he suffered lingering effects of trauma. He 

was comfortable with his decisions and actions surrounding the shooting incident. His 

most significant source of stress was the possible administrative consequences of his 

actions as well as the political environment at the time of the shooting. Since his 

shooting incident, he has received multiple promotions and still works for the same 

department. 

Sergeant Gabriel: Upon further reflection 
Police-involved shootings are often controversial and warrant scrutiny. Anytime 

deadly force is employed, the circumstances should be investigated to determine 

whether the officer’s actions are lawful. That said, Sergeant Gabriel’s shooting was 

not particularly controversial. The suspect was wanted for murder. He was fleeing 

police detention and, ultimately, used deadly force by firing a weapon at officers to 

facilitate his escape. Moreover, the suspect, a non-black male in his forties, did not 

meet the demographic that was the focus of the prevailing social justice movement, 

Black Lives Matter. At the time, Sergeant Gabriel was a supervisor with 19 years of 

experience, an assistant team leader on a large, multijurisdictional SWAT team, and a 

firearms instructor with substantial amounts of advanced training in the use of force 

and tactics. Despite all these factors, Sergeant Gabriel’s shooting incident served as a 

considerable source of stress for him and his wife. Sergeant Gabriel’s story 

demonstrates the inescapable fact that police-involved shootings, even under the most 
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favorable circumstances and outcomes, are among the most stressful and traumatic 

events a law enforcement officer may encounter. 

Within-Case Analysis: Recommendations 
As discussed in the above case summaries of each participant, the within-case 

analysis has yielded insights as to policies and practices that law enforcement 

agencies should either implement to further support officers or avoid so officers do 

not suffer unnecessary posttraumatic stress. Table 2 provides a summary of insights 

gleaned from dissecting each participant’s shooting incident(s). The summary 

consists of policy and practice recommendations for law enforcement agencies and 

supporting references drawn from the within-case analysis.  

Table 2: Recommendations from Within-Case Analysis  
 

Participant Reference Recommendation 

Sergeant Michael “It’s weird though, because now 
I go to the same hospital where 
the suspect is, where they’re 
trying to save him.” 

To avoid further conflict 
and/or trauma exposure, if 
feasible, ensure that 
involved officer(s) and 
suspects are transported to 
different hospitals for 
medical attention. 

Sergeant Michael The department dispatcher 
eventually contacted Sergeant 
Michael’s father and provided 
only limited information that 
Sergeant Michael was involved 
in a shooting and currently at the 
hospital, thereby causing his 
father undue worry. 

Allow officers who have 
been involved in a 
shooting to, if able, 
personally contact their 
loved ones. 

Trooper Uriel “I didn’t want to drive my car Given the potential trauma 
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Participant Reference Recommendation 
home.” exposure of an officer-

involved shooting 
incident, ensure that any 
involved officers are 
driven (to the hospital, 
agency facility, home, 
etc.) by another officer or 
supervisor for the duration 
of the day of occurrence. 

Officer Jegudiel “When they take your weapon 
on scene, as I’m getting out of 
the ambulance and getting into 
the chief’s car, I’m unarmed. 
You feel naked.” 

Given that an officer must 
surrender for forensic 
testing their firearm that 
was discharged during a 
shooting incident, law 
enforcement agencies 
should ensure the weapon 
is recovered while the 
officer is in a safe 
environment and 
immediately replaced. See 
Chapter 6 for additional 
discussion regarding the 
removal of an officer’s 
weapon following a 
shooting incident and its 
impact on officer identity. 

Officer Selaphiel “I’m sitting on a tailgate. He [the 
chief] walked over. He’s like, 
‘Hey, [your partner] didn’t make 
it,’ and then just walks off. […] 
It was very callous. I think it was 
because he didn’t know how to 
process it. He was just like, hey, 
this is it, and that’s it, and 
walked away, versus being 
actively engaged, ‘Hey, 
unfortunately, he didn’t make it. 
What can we do? How are you? 
And that stuff.’” 
 

Following an officer-
involved shooting 
incident, communications 
from supervisors and the 
chain of command should 
be trauma-informed 
(empathetic and 
supportive) and frequent. 
See Chapter 6 for 
additional discussion 
regarding agency 
communications and 
identity considerations. 
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Participant Reference Recommendation 

Officer Jeremiel “But as I started walking the 
approximate path in which I ran, 
we went around the corner, and 
they saw the body there with a 
blanket over it. They didn’t 
bother putting any barricade up. 
They just went right to the 
corner. […] I probably would’ve 
preferred not to have seen him 
again, but I wasn’t sure how the 
process went.” 

When conducting the 
post-shooting 
investigation, minimize 
the involved officer’s 
exposure to the scene. In 
the case of a fatal 
shooting, ensure the 
deceased is removed prior 
to conducting a 
walkthrough with the 
involved officer(s). 

Sergeant Gabriel Officer-involved shootings are 
commonly reviewed by the local 
prosecutor and, in some 
jurisdictions, a grand jury. Yet 
very few police-involved 
shootings result in an officer 
being criminally charged. The 
investigators of Sergeant 
Gabriel’s shooting opened his 
interview with Miranda 
warnings. Issuing Miranda 
warnings to an officer who is not 
in custody and will not likely be 
charged criminally for their 
involvement in a shooting serves 
no investigatory purpose and 
potentially causes the officer 
undue stress and anxiety.  

While interviewing an 
officer who was involved 
in a shooting, an 
investigator should not 
serve the officer with 
Miranda warnings unless 
the officer is in custody 
and being asked about his 
involvement in a criminal 
act. 

 

The above policy and practice recommendations for law enforcement agencies derive 

from the within-case analysis of the shooting incidents as described by the research 

participants. Additional recommendations from cross-case analyses are discussed 

below in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5: Cross-Case Analysis 
The deadly force encounters described in Chapter 4 offer rich and sometimes raw 

firsthand accounts that provide valuable guidance for agencies establishing policies 

and practices governing response to officer-involving shootings. To extract such 

guidance, several procedures were undertaken including data coding, conducting 

within-case analysis, and engaging in cross-case analysis. This chapter presents the 

findings derived from data analysis conducted across shooting incidents. The 

following cross-case analysis discusses law enforcement agency policies and 

practices that facilitate coping after trauma exposure, or at least prevent further 

exacerbation posttraumatic stress. 

Cross-Case Analysis: Disruption After the Shooting 
Involvement in a deadly shooting frequently produces a notable disruption in officers’ 

lives. An officer’s personal timeline is indelibly marked with the date of the shooting 

incident. When asked to provide the date of her shooting, Trooper Uriel replied, 

“You’re probably not going to interview anybody that doesn’t remember those dates.” 

She was right.  

 

Trauma exposure, being the focus of investigations, the possibility of criminal 

charges and job loss, and judgment by peers, supervisors, the public, and others await 

a police officer on the other side of a shooting incident (Van Maanen, 1980). These 

concerns and others contribute to the radical life disruption brought about by a police-
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involved shooting. Van Maanen (1980) indicated that even the most noncontroversial 

police-involved shooting can appreciably disrupt the life of a police officer in that it 

will likely result in broken routines stemming from unplanned administrative leave, 

removal from daily fieldwork, and a temporary change in assigned duties. 

Exacerbating this deep disruption is the potential impact of unexpected physical and 

emotional responses to trauma that are experienced by officers after a shooting.  

 

Through the implementation of informed policies and practices, law enforcement 

agencies are uniquely positioned to support officers by facilitating coping with the 

disruption that stems from a police-involved shooting. Making available or, in some 

cases, mandating participation in certain interventions can assist officers to salutarily 

cope and integrate the event into their self-conception. Spoiler alert: due to the 

unpredictable and complex nature of the effects of trauma exposure and one’s 

reaction to those effects, no single intervention exists that will promote coping in all 

cases. That said, some of the more common interventions with a track record of 

positive outcomes are discussed below. 

Reactions to trauma exposure 
Officers commonly experience various psychological, emotional, and/or physical 

reactions to trauma. According to Klinger (2002), officers experience a wide variety 

of responses to trauma exposure including psychological or emotional reactions such 

as elation, sadness, numbness, recurrent thoughts about the shooting, fear of physical 

safety, fear of legal and/or administrative problems, anxiety, and nightmares. 
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Common physical responses to trauma exposure include nausea, loss of appetite, 

headache, fatigue, crying, and sleep interruptions (Klinger, 2002, pp. 47-48). 

 

Many of the reactions to trauma exposure observed by Klinger (2002) were present in 

the 10 case studies included in this research. Officers in the 10 case studies expressed 

some degree of experience with intrusive thoughts/replaying the incident in one’s 

mind (8), stress/anxiety (6), anger/frustration (5), interrupted sleep (4), fear of 

physical safety (4), guilt (4), elation (3), sadness (3), crying (2), numbness (2), fatigue 

(2), withdrawal (1), and suicidal ideation (1). It is worth noting that all eight officers 

experienced at least two psychological, emotional, and/or physical reactions to trauma 

exposure in each of the 10 cases. Six of the officers experienced four or more 

reactions per incident. Given this degree of reaction to trauma exposure, law 

enforcement agencies would be well served by implementing policies and practices 

that assist officers with the coping process. 

Salutary interventions 
In coping with the disruption brought about by trauma exposure, the eight officers 

involved in this research reported an array of opinions, mostly positive, about their 

experience with various interventions. Following the 10 shooting incidents described 

in this case study, officers participated in several interventions including time away 

from work often referred to as administrative leave (9), some form of 

counseling/psychotherapy (8), fitness for duty evaluation (4), EMDR (3), family 

counseling (2), critical incident stress debrief (1), peer support (1), and CBT (1). In 
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addition to these agency-sponsored interventions, officers also found comfort in 

confiding with fellow officers and family members and engaging in physical exercise. 

Additionally, two officers, Jegudiel and Raphael, were prescribed multiple 

medications for the treatment of anxiety and depression. Every officer participated in 

at least one intervention after each shooting incident. Most participated in two or 

more. Below is further discussion of the interventions that were received by two or 

more case study participants. 

Paid administrative leave: Time off 
Time off after a shooting incident is common and either voluntary or mandated. The 

duration of time off varies by agency. Among the participating officers, time off 

ranged between three days and three weeks. According to Miller (2019), 

administrative leave after a shooting is critically important, as it allows for an 

assessment of any adverse psychological reactions by a qualified mental health 

professional. Noting that officer-involved shootings can cause heightened physical 

and emotional reactions requiring a respite from work to marshal natural coping skills 

and manage the emotional impact of the incident, the IACP (2018) has recommended 

a minimum of three days leave prior to a return to duty. Though it may disrupt their 

daily routine, most officers appreciate the time off. That was the case with the 

participants in this study, except for Officer Barachiel. Officer Barachiel’s supervisor 

recommended that he take some time off. Officer Barachiel, however, expressed his 

desire to keep working: 
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I think the most important thing they all did was to reassure me with 
their trust. I kept on working, I never stopped and one day later it was 
like the day before, it was the same. It was a continuum. Yeah, so 
what’s the best thing to do for an agency to treat a guy who’s been 
involved in a shooting or something like this - the same way he had 
been treated before. I think it’s important. 
 

For Officer Barachiel, being allowed to work after the shooting represented a 

symbolic gesture of his agency’s trust in him and, additionally, would keep him 

occupied, avoid further disruption, and take his mind off the shooting. Thus, perhaps 

a sound approach for law enforcement agencies includes requiring some mandatory 

minimal time off (e.g., 3 to 5 days) that will allow an officer a measure of recovery 

time, even if they are unaware that they need it, followed by a planned return to full 

duty that is determined with input from the officer. This approach would allow the 

involved officer a measure of autonomy in the decision to return. Notably, allowing 

an officer to provide input as to the timing of their return to full duty may not be an 

option in jurisdictions that require completion of the shooting investigation, a 

charging determination by the local prosecutor, or a grand jury hearing. 

Counseling 
The agencies of all eight officers either offered or mandated some form of counseling 

after the shooting. Counseling is structured differently in each agency. For example, 

Officer Jeremiel was not required to attend counseling after his first shooting:  

As I progressed through my career here, it seemed like the policy was 
changing on how they wanted to handle it [counseling] with the 
officer. At that particular time, I don’t recall going to talk to a 
counselor or a psychologist or anything like that. 
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The respective agencies of Officers Barachiel, Jegudiel, and Raphael offered 

counseling but did not require participation. On the other end of the spectrum, 

Sergeant Michael related that counseling in his agency was mandatory according to 

policy. “I had mandatory [counseling]. I had to meet with a psychiatrist like two 

weeks after the event, six months after the event, and then one year after the event.” 

Except for Officer Selaphiel, all participants found counseling helpful in coping with 

their exposure to trauma. Officer Selaphiel’s agency sent him to counseling nearly six 

months after his shooting as opposed to other agencies that arranged for counseling 

within the period of the officers’ time off immediately following the incident, 

whether it was required or by request. Referring to the counselor, Officer Selaphiel 

related, “She came in, she offered, I guess, counseling sessions and all that. I went to 

talk to her once. It didn’t do a whole lot for me, so I never went back.” Though 

Officer Selaphiel’s agency did not offer counseling in a timely manner for his benefit, 

he was required to submit to a fitness for duty evaluation upon returning to work. 

Fitness for duty evaluation 
A fitness for duty evaluation is conducted by a mental health profession with a goal 

of determining whether an officer is emotionally and mentally fit to perform their 

duties. Failing to carry out the duty of ensuring officers are psychologically fit to 

handle the rigors of law enforcement work can result in legal liability for an agency. 

However, according to Trompetter et al. (2013), the employer’s duty must be 

balanced against the employee’s constitutional, civil, and property rights. If found 

unfit for duty, an officer may eventually be separated from employment. According to 
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the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, a law enforcement agency must 

have a fact-specific, individualized reasonable basis before mandating that an officer 

submit to a fitness for duty evaluation (as cited in Trompetter et al., 2013). A typical 

legal justification that meets the ADA fact-specific, individualized reasonable basis 

requirement is objective evidence that an officer has a known or reasonably suspected 

mental health condition. However, a law enforcement agency policy that enforces a 

blanket requirement that all officers involved in a shooting incident must submit to a 

fitness for duty evaluation is inconsistent with federal law. Yet, according to 

Trompetter et al. (2013), some departments still enforce such a requirement, as did 

the departments of Officers Jegudiel, Raphael, and Selaphiel at the time of their 

respective shootings. Officer Selaphiel joked in the following passage: 

You had to go see a shrink to make sure you weren’t losing it. But it’s 
like one of those I-don’t-like-to-kill-cats kind of things. One of those, 
like a psych test that, I’m sure you’ve seen it, check the box – I’m fine. 
 

Accordingly, a fitness for duty evaluation is an intervention that is primarily for the 

benefit of the law enforcement agency rather than officer. 

EMDR 
EMDR provides the brain with another opportunity to process traumatic memories 

that remain frozen in the nervous system (Logan, 2019). It is particularly well-suited 

for members of law enforcement because EMDR bypasses the typically strong 

defenses routinely used to compartmentalize emotion—an adaptive skill for officers 

who must always be mentally ready for whatever challenge the next service call 
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brings—and gains access to where the trauma is stored. Logan (2019) notes that with 

EMDR there is no need for extensive, top-down talk therapy that many officers seek 

to avoid. Research conducted by Lansing et al. (2005) showed that police officers 

who had been in shootings, suffered moderate to severe PTSD symptoms, and 

received three or four EMDR treatment sessions experienced effective clinical results 

and notable brain imaging changes.  

 

The participants in this study who received EMDR treatments reported positive 

benefits. Three officers in this case study received EMDR treatment. All of them 

suffered prolonged reactions from trauma exposure after their shooting incidents. 

Officer Raphael did not receive EMDR after his fatal officer-involved shooting. 

However, after being shot and seriously injured in a subsequent incident, he 

experienced frequent nightmares and was on multiple medications to treat his anxiety 

and panic attacks. After receiving his first treatment, Officer Raphael related, “I slept 

that night. I’ve slept every night since. […] And I’m telling you, it has saved my life. 

I’m able to process things. I’m able to talk about these things.” Officer Jegudiel 

talked at length about his experience with EMDR: 

I had EMDR, and I’ll have to admit that at first, I was like, "What kind 
of hocus-pocus stuff is this?" […] They kind of hear your story and 
that way they can kind of gauge what questions to ask and you watch 
this stupid little light go back and forth. […] I gave it its fair shake, 
and yeah, I was pleasantly surprised, you know? Just kind of took 
some of those very heavy moments, and diminished the weight that I 
was giving them, you know? Just kind of taking rocks off the scale, 
just making it lighter, and I was shocked. 
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Officer Selaphiel saw some value in his EMDR session but did not realize the same 

benefits as Officers Raphael and Jegudiel. He received EMDR at the only counseling 

session he attended several months after his shooting incident. “It [EMDR] gave me a 

headache. I don’t remember it actually creating any closure or anything like that. It 

just maybe helped me remember some of the stuff [from the shooting incident] 

better.” Due to its ease of administration and the relatively few sessions required to 

realize benefits, EMDR will likely grow in use in the law enforcement profession for 

treatment related to trauma exposure. 

Family counseling 
Family counseling is one of the most requested psychological services that can be 

provided by a law enforcement agency but, due to the high cost, is not always an 

option (Super, 1994). An officer’s spouse and other family members are crucial to the 

officer’s support network. Accordingly, law enforcement agencies are increasingly 

aware of the need to support their employees by offering interventions, like family 

counseling, which help maintain their officer’s support network (Kannady, 2007). 

Fortunately for Officer Raphael and Sergeant Gabriel, their respective departments 

provided counseling to spouses. Their respective shooting incidents placed a burden 

not just on them but also on their spouses. Only upon attending family counseling did 

Sergeant Gabriel learn of the toll his shooting incident was taking on his wife. “So, I 

think my wife was having a harder time with the shooting than I was.” Both had the 

opportunity to openly express their feelings in a supportive environment and came 

away from the experience in a better place in their marriage. Similarly, Officer 
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Raphael’s wife attended counseling and an EMDR session with him. As Officer 

Raphael had historically been reluctant to burden her with his traumatic experiences, 

these sessions were some of the first instances where his wife became aware of some 

of the reasons why he was suffering posttraumatic stress symptoms. “I came out of 

that [EMDR session], and my wife says, ‘Man, I wish you would’ve told me some of 

those things. That would’ve explained a lot.’” Facilitating mutual understanding 

between officers and their spouses, family therapy is an investment that agencies 

should prioritize to support the well-being of their officers. 

 

Interventions such as the ones described above are necessary to maintain the mental 

and emotional health of officers, especially when they are confronted with the life 

disrupting event of an officer-involved shooting. Though law enforcement agencies 

are incapable of preventing such disruptions, their commitment to officer well-being 

in the aftermath may save the careers of officers and, more importantly, their lives. 

Cross-Case Analysis: Recommendations 
The above cross-case analysis highlights interventions commonly administered 

pursuant to the policies and practices of eight agencies following the 10 shooting 

cases described by the research participants. With one exception—mandated fitness 

for duty evaluations administered as a liability precaution for the agency—the above-

described interventions promoted coping in the aftermath of police-involved 

shootings and were well received by participants. Accordingly, it is recommended 

that law enforcement agencies adopt the above-described policies and practices in 
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support of officers following their involvement in a shooting incident. Table 3 

provides a summary of policy and practice recommendations derived from the cross-

case analysis that salutarily support officers. 

Table 3: Recommendations from Cross-Case Analysis 
 

Intervention Number of Times 
Administered Out 

of 10 Shooting 
Incidents 

Recommendation 

Administrative leave 9 Following a shooting, an involved 
officer should be placed on mandatory 
paid administrative leave for a 
minimum of three days. Additional 
paid administrative leave should be 
determined by the agency with input 
from a mental health professional and 
the involved officer. See Chapter 6 for 
additional discussion regarding 
administrative leave, agency 
communications, and officer identity 
considerations. 

Counseling 8 Following a shooting, an involved 
officer should be required to attend a 
counseling session with a qualified 
mental health professional 
experienced in providing care to 
members of law enforcement. A 
portion of the required counseling 
session should be devoted to 
psychoeducation about the effects of 
posttraumatic stress and trauma 
exposure. Subsequent counseling 
sessions should be voluntary on the 
part of the officer. Periodic check-ins 
by phone performed by a mental 
health professional during the first 
year following the shooting are 
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Intervention Number of Times 
Administered Out 

of 10 Shooting 
Incidents 

Recommendation 

recommended.  

Fitness for duty 4 Fitness for duty evaluations should not 
be mandated following an officer-
involved shooting. Any such 
evaluation should only be performed 
pursuant to objective evidence that an 
officer has a known or reasonably 
suspected mental health condition. 

EMDR 3 When posttraumatic symptoms persist 
more than 30 days (per DSM-5 criteria 
for PTSD) following a shooting 
incident, a qualified mental health 
professional should evaluate the 
officer for a determination of whether 
EMDR treatments are appropriate. If 
so, such treatments should be 
administered at the expense of the law 
enforcement agency.  

Family Counseling 2 Pursuant to a shooting, posttraumatic 
stress may impact not only the 
involved officer but also their family. 
Accordingly, a law enforcement 
agency, at its expense, should offer 
counseling services to an officer’s 
family members. 

 

The above policy and practice recommendations for law enforcement agencies derive 

from the cross-case analysis of the shooting incidents as described by the research 

participants. Several of the recommendations proceeding from within-case and cross-

case analyses are concerned with maintaining and supporting an officer’s identity as a 

member of the law enforcement profession. Chapter 6 discusses the relevance of 
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identity and what role it should play in the development of policies and practices by 

law enforcement agencies.  
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Chapter 6: Interventions: Viewing Policies and 
Procedures through the Lens of Identity 

The concept of identity comes into sharp focus in the aftermath of a police-involved 

shooting. Police-involved shootings are fraught with risks for an officer. Besides the 

obvious risk of life and physical harm that accompanies most lethal force situations, 

officers are also exposed to career risk (Miller, 2019). As previously discussed, 

outside law enforcement agencies and local prosecutors often review officer-involved 

shootings to determine whether criminal charges are appropriate. Internal reviews 

may lead to administrative charges. Both criminal and administrative reviews 

potentially could place in jeopardy an officer’s continuing employment in the law 

enforcement profession. When ongoing membership in the law enforcement 

profession is at risk, officers may become especially sensitive to questions of identity. 

According to Miller (2019), at best, an officer may be able to put such concerns out of 

mind and hope for a favorable outcome. At worst, however, these concerns about 

career and the accompanying professional and personal identity related ramifications 

commonly cause feelings of panic, anger, helplessness/hopelessness, and guilt and 

give rise to clinical syndromes including depression and PTSD. To avoid 

exacerbating the psychological and emotional challenges that officers may experience 

in the wake of police-involved shootings, law enforcement agencies would be well 

advised to contour policies and practices with an eye toward minimizing threats, 

perceived or real, to officer identity during the post-shooting investigatory process.  
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Some post-shooting investigatory policies and practices are amenable to officer 

identity considerations. Of the policy and practice recommendations derived from the 

above within-case and cross-case analyses, three have potential implications for 

officer identity. Officer-involved shooting policy and practice recommendations 

related to recovering an officer’s weapon for forensic processing and the combination 

of placing an officer on administrative leave and yet maintaining open and frequent 

agency communications with the officer may result in negative outcomes if not 

implemented with due consideration of impact on officer identity. Looking through 

the lens of identity as established in police culture, I further discuss these 

recommendations below.  

Police Culture: A Blending of Occupational and Personal 
Identity 
After starting employment with a law enforcement agency, new officers soon learn 

that they joined a profession that will become the central and defining aspect of their 

life (Gilmartin, 2002). Their personal life and who they were before becoming an 

officer may be pushed aside in favor of a new social group and an identity that carries 

with it a unique culture and set of values. According to Woody (2006), in the police 

academy, new recruits are subjected to an “us and them” mentality. The predominant 

message conveyed is that law enforcement is all that stands between good and evil. 

They are joining the thin blue line and their survival depends on taking care of each 

other. Any conflict between the values of police culture and non-law enforcement 
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ideas are to be resolved by identifying with and committing to their fellow brothers 

and sisters in blue (Woody, 2006). The long hours, dangers and risks of duty, and 

camaraderie galvanize members of the profession and reinforce a shared sense of “us” 

(Hoggett et al., 2018). Highlighting symbols of the profession like badges and batons 

and participating in rituals such as memorializing the fallen further contribute to the 

identity that officers are all members of the same extended family (Sierra-Arévalo, 

2019). For many, the demands of the career coupled with deep immersion into police 

culture results in officers losing ties with their former civilian life and those who were 

part of it. Unless they make a conscious effort to maintain social ties to their life 

before law enforcement, the officers’ occupational identity eventually overtakes their 

personal identity. 

 

This merger of occupational and professional identities though possibly quite 

beneficial to navigating a career in law enforcement could have some downsides. For 

example, organizational dimensions of the profession such as shift work, 

unpredictable schedules, and required overtime results in officers having to spend 

excessive amounts of time away from their home and alienation from their families 

(Kirschman, 2007). The occupational demands are a contributing factor to the divorce 

rate among members of the profession. Where the national average of marriages 

ending in divorce is around 50 percent, some statistics show that divorce rate for 

members of law enforcement is upwards of 70 percent (Wetherington, 2021). Thus, 

many members of the profession are profoundly invested in their identity as police 
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officers, sometimes to the extent of prioritizing the job over their spouse and family. 

Accordingly, threats, real or perceived, to their identity as members of the law 

enforcement profession can be a source of great distress and detrimentally impact an 

officer’s well-being.  

Officer-Involved Shootings and Threats to Officer Identity 
Every officer-involved shooting poses personal and professional risks to the officer. 

As detailed in Chapter 3, officer-involved shooting incidents typically require three 

separate, simultaneous but overlapping investigations. One of the three investigations 

is geared toward any criminal conduct by a non-law enforcement member that likely 

led up to and/or precipitated the officer involved shooting. The other two 

investigations, however, review the intent and actions of the shooting officer (IACP, 

2016). Whenever an officer discharges a firearm in the line of duty, the officer 

becomes the subject of a criminal investigation aimed at determining whether their 

use of force warrants any criminal charges. In addition to a criminal investigation, the 

officer undergoes an administrative investigation to ascertain whether their use of 

force conforms to agency policy. In other words, every police shooting carries with it 

the possibility that the involved loses their freedom, career, or both. Losing a career 

in law enforcement is a monumental threat to the identity of an officers, especially if 

their personal identity is largely defined by their occupational identity (Miller, 2019). 

 

In addition to the risk of losing their career (and freedom), officers may face another 

threat to their identity stemming from a fatal shooting incident. The act of killing a 
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person can cause an identity crisis. “For some, the act of killing another human being, 

even when the shooting is justified, may create moral pain and run against the grain 

of an officer’s most essential values” (Kirschman, 2007, pp. 125). Killing a person 

may result in the officer questioning his or identity. Though the officer may have 

contemplated the possibility of involvement in a fatal shooting, actually engaging in 

the act of killing may cause the officer to undergo the process of redefining their 

identity due to losing what had previously been an enduring sense of self. For 

example, when asked if he positively or negatively changed in the wake of his fatal 

shooting incident, Officer Barachiel responded in the following way:  

Positively or negatively, I don’t know. I changed for sure. It’s not our 
job to kill somebody. We are to protect people, not kill them, but 
maybe sometimes we have to do it. So, I’m not the same. I’m not the 
same. I don’t know if I’m better or worse. 
 

Officer Barachiel captured the essence of how many members of law enforcement 

feel in the aftermath of a deadly shooting incident. It is a life-changing event that 

defines the way an officer views their personal storyline. Besides the psychological 

and emotional shock that occurs in the wake of a fatal shooting, officers are left with 

the task of sensemaking, reconciling who they were before the event with the person 

they have become after surviving it (Kirschman, 2007). 

 

Because their career is at risk, their sense of self is in flux, and they are interrogating 

their pre-shooting identity in an attempt to integrate their trauma exposure, officers 

may exhibit hypersensitivity toward any agency policy or practice that impinges upon 
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their conceived identity as members of the law enforcement profession. Law 

enforcement agencies could be more cognizant in their efforts to support officers who 

are burdened with these concerns by reviewing through an identity lens any policies 

and practices concerning agency response to officer-involved shooting incidents. 

It is not just a firearm 
A law enforcement officer’s tools of the trade include handcuffs, a baton also known 

as a “billy club,” and a gun. These serve as both tools and symbols of identity and 

belonging in the fraternal order of law enforcement (Miller, 2019). The gun, in 

particular, is the ultimate symbol of police authority. There is hardly another 

profession that mandates its members to carry a lethal firearm as part of their daily 

equipment. In his research on the personal impacts of police shootings, Van Maanen 

(1980) brilliantly described the symbolic importance of the firearm to the law 

enforcement profession: 

[I]t is the revolver carried on and off duty which serves as the 
omnipresent symbol of membership within the community. 
Dispatchers in the radio room wear guns, public information officers 
wear guns, “Officer Friendly” visiting the local elementary school to 
lecture on bicycle safety wears a gun, administrators wear guns, the 
police psychologist and chaplain – if they are sworn officers – wear 
guns, even the Chief of Police often wears a gun. To not be armed, no 
matter where one is or where one is located in the organization, is a 
potential sign that the person no longer cares about the job, about his 
social position in the police community, or, perhaps, about his very 
own colleagues.  
 
This symbolic presence of guns is related to the idealized and almost 
ritualized sense of risk clung to by most officers. To the police, 
occupational risk involves something physical, violent, and ultimate. 
The mission, when all else is stripped away, is seen as getting the bad 
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guys, and as such, it is assumed that the bad guys will be interested in 
getting the police as well. There is a psychology of the extreme at 
work in police agencies, and the philosophy that underlies it is 
inescapably existential. 
 

In other words, from a psychological standpoint, an officer’s gun is closely linked not 

just to their identity, but their survival given that their duties involve encountering 

violent lawbreakers who have every interest in not being confronted. Not unlike the 

firefighters at the deadly 1949 forest fire in Mann Gulch, Montana who lost their life 

after refusing to drop their heavy tools so they could outrun the quickly spreading fire 

even though they were in sight of a safe area (Weick, 1996), police officers identify 

closely with their tools and will be hypersensitive to any policy or practice that calls 

for surrendering their firearm. Weick (1996) noted that the tools of firefighters are 

meaningful artifacts that define the occupational culture and essence of being a 

firefighter. Likewise, the firearm and a police officer’s identity form a unity without 

seams. Separating the two can cause an existential crisis. 

 

How police officers identify with their firearms should inform a law enforcement 

agency’s policy and practice regarding its need to collect an officer’s firearm for 

evidentiary purposes after a police-involved shooting. Officers understand that their 

firearm will be inventoried after a shooting but will nevertheless be adversely 

impacted if the collection procedure is not performed in a thoughtful manner that 

minimizes any affront to their comingled personal and professional identity. As 

conveyed by Officer Barachiel, “I think that I knew that […] I had to give my gun 
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away to be tested for analysis. It’s a part of the proceedings, but before you have 

another spare one, it may take some time.” Officer Barachiel leaves little room for 

misunderstanding his feelings about having to relinquish his firearm. “It’s important 

not to be deprived from, from my tools. My handcuffs and my guns, they are my 

tools.” 

 

Case study officers expressed personal thoughts about the firearm collection process. 

A sergeant on the scene of Officer Jegudiel’s first shooting incident collected his 

firearm on scene: “[W]hen they take your weapon on scene, as I’m getting out of the 

ambulance, getting into the captain’s car, I’m unarmed. You feel naked.” As it was 

the first officer-involved shooting in recent memory and the first fatal officer-

shooting shooting in the history of Officer Jegudiel’s department, the agency’s 

weapon collection policy was understandably inattentive as to the impact on Officer 

Jegudiel’s identity. The chief made sure that the policy was updated as demonstrated 

in the aftermath of Officer Jegudiel’s second shooting when he was allowed to retain 

his weapon until he returned to the police station. “They pulled another one [firearm] 

out of the armory, but all this took place at the PD, versus out on scene. Again, the 

benefit of having played this game a year and a half earlier.” Similarly, after Sergeant 

Michael’s first fatal shooting incident, which was also the first officer-involved 

shooting in the history of his agency, a supervisor attempted to relieve Sergeant 

Michael of his firearm while still at the scene of the incident. Sergeant Michael 

pushed back. 
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No, honestly, there was a sergeant that tried to take my gun at the 
scene [...], but he was a good friend of mine. He was just trying to 
follow a protocol. I’m like, "How about we wait on that until I get over 
to the hospital." And he was great about it. 
 

After his second shooting, Sergeant Michael’s agency too had adjusted their policy to 

be more identity informed: “And then at some point they had to take the gun away 

from you, but they didn’t do that until they had another gun to give me, because they 

didn’t want me to be without a gun.” Sergeant Gabriel expressed his dismay about 

having to go to the hospital without a firearm immediately following his shooting due 

to his department’s weapon collection policy:  

I’m not going to the hospital in full uniform without a pistol on. I’m 
still the police. There was a lot of things going on and although I had a 
police officer with me, I don’t know. Our policy, like I said, I’m the 
first officer involved shooting in like 22 years. So, this isn’t something 
we deal with on a day-to-day basis. 
 

In contrast, Trooper Uriel expressed satisfaction with her agency’s weapon collection 

policy as the shooting officer is made to feel whole due to immediate replacement of 

the firearm from a collection of agency “spares.” “On the scene they’ll swap them 

with you. Somebody on the scene will give you theirs that way you’re not left without 

a weapon.”  

 

It bears noting that act of weapon collection after a shooting resembles another 

common police practice that involves limiting an officer’s ability to carry a firearm. 

Informally known as “stripping” an officer, pursuant to either a disciplinary 

investigation or a negative fitness for duty evaluation an agency may exercise its 
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discretion to restrict an officer’s authority to exercise police powers. This restriction 

commonly includes the authority to carry a firearm either on or off duty (Babwin, 

2020). Stripping an officer is a step in the process usually precedes separating them 

from employment with their agency. This is yet another reason why officers 

experience distress around the weapon collection process pursuant to a shooting. In 

their trauma-exposed state, officers may misinterpret the necessity of evidentiary 

weapon collection as some form of negative prejudgment by their agency about the 

officer’s actions related to the shooting incident. Sergeant Gabriel’s thoughts on this 

topic plainly express the concerns of officers in this situation. 

[T]hat could be more detrimental or scarring to guys. You’re basically 
telling them they did something wrong by taking their [pistol] away, 
like we all know, like you strip somebody. It doesn’t matter. So-and-so 
just shows up. He’s 47 minutes into the incident. He shows up to block 
a position and he sees me or you getting our pistols taken away. […] It 
automatically seems like we’re guilty of some shit. And it’s more 
scarring than it is helpful. 
 

Given the strong ties between an officer’s identity and their firearm, law enforcement 

agencies would be well served by contouring weapon collection policies and practices 

to be more considerate of psychological impacts at a time when their member is in 

desperate need of support and reassurance.  

Administrative leave: Out of sight but, hopefully, not out of mind 
As discussed in Chapter 4, in nine of the ten shooting case studies, officers were 

placed on administrative leave immediately following the incident. The exception is 

Officer Barachiel’s shooting. His agency offered but did not mandate administrative 
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leave. With officers being placed on leave for weeks and possibly even months after a 

shooting incident, it is critical that the agency keep open official lines of 

communication with the shooting officer. Informal lines of communication such as 

those that may occur between the shooting officer and fellow agency members who 

check in due to concern or personal friendship may well occur and are beneficial 

toward reinforcing the law enforcement identity. However, formal communications 

such as those with the chief or other members in the command ranks are critical to the 

shooting officer’s mental state. Officers want to be informed about the status of post-

shooting investigations and where they stand in the eyes of their agency. Fear of 

discipline, job loss, and other threats to their identity as members of the law 

enforcement profession may prompt officers to misconstrue a lack of communication 

as an attempt by their agency to distance itself from the officer or conceal negative 

conclusions about their performance that may be uncovered during the post-shooting 

investigation (Van Maanen, 1980). In a nutshell, officers who are already suffering 

from the aftereffects of trauma exposure, experiencing intense life disruption, and 

perceiving a lack of control in the post-shooting investigatory process may feel 

further isolated by a lack of communication with their agency (Danieli, 1994). Such 

formal agency communications and updates may provide much needed reassurance 

and reinforce an officer’s membership in and sense of belonging to the agency. 

Further, such communication supports an officer’s self-conception and identity as a 

law enforcement professional. 
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The experiences of officers in this case study shed light on the importance of 

communications with their agency officials while on administrative leave and 

throughout the post-shooting investigation. Trooper Uriel was pleased with her 

agency for keeping her informed about the status of the post-shooting investigation: 

As far as the Lieutenant keeping in contact with us and letting us know 
what was going on with the investigation and when it was being 
presented to the grand jury and keeping us in the loop, I think overall 
the agency had done a pretty good job. 
 

Likewise, Officer Jegudiel credits his agency chief for being communicative and 

accessible during the post-shooting investigation:  

And that gave me some piece of mind, because being a cop for a long 
time, the chain of command sometimes, it gets bogged down. And this 
guy has got to ask this guy, this guy, and this guy. And just having that 
direct line access was great. […] It was so monumentally important to 
me that, for mental health reasons, having that open-door policy was a 
huge, huge benefit to me. […] The direct line access to the chief was 
such a huge piece of mind, and I wish other agencies would remove 
some of that red tape for the officers’ well-being. It’s something that it 
doesn’t cost a dime, but it’s such a huge benefit. 
 

With respect to communication with his department while on administrative leave 

after his fatal shooting incident, Officer Raphael was grateful: 

I would say it was pretty good, I think because it was a SWAT 
incident. The SWAT commander was checking in and he was a 
captain, and my sergeant would check in. I didn’t feel like I was on an 
island if that makes sense. 
 

Though not included in this current case study research because it did not meet the 

fatal officer-involved shooting case criteria, the event where Officer Raphael was shot 
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and seriously injured provides an example of an agency’s failure to meet the 

communicative needs of its officer: 

But there’s some expectations, I guess, in my head that, I’ve done 
these things for this department. I’m wounded. Someone, not every 
day, but once a week, hey, calling and checking on [me]? But it wasn’t 
happening. 
 

A thoughtful expression of concern goes a long way with an officer in the aftermath 

of a shooting. Officer Jeremiel’s agency provided two exceptional examples while he 

was on administrative leave following his shooting: 

[T]he PD actually sent an email to everybody saying, "Hey, this is who 
was involved. Please do not message them. Just be kind and courteous 
and be thoughtful with their emotions. Don’t hit them up and ask them 
what’s going on. Just let them have their time with their family." 
That’s another thing that I didn’t mention that [the department] did a 
good job of, I think, sending out that email. […]  
 
And then they actually sent me an edible arrangement [fruit basket]. I 
thought that was nice too. I remember getting a knock on the door and 
my wife was like, "Hey, this is from the department, for us." And it 
was a real big edible arrangement. I think that was the day after [the 
shooting]. 
 

The post-shooting period challenges the pre-shooting identity of police officers. To 

integrate the trauma, an officer must mentally construct a creditable account of the 

shooting that will protect their sense of self. Ultimately, this sensemaking of the event 

and the officer’s role in it is shaped by the officer’s relationship with his colleagues 

and organization (Van Maanen, 1980). By maintaining open communication channels 

with an officer during this crucial time of identity reconciliation, a law enforcement 
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agency aids the coping process and reduces the likelihood that the officer suffers 

avoidable feelings of anxiety and isolation. 

In Conclusion: Identity Counts 
Law enforcement agencies can assist officers cope in the aftermath of a fatal police 

shooting incident by offering interventions pursuant to policies and practices designed 

with an eye toward helping them accept their new reality and identity as a survivor of 

a traumatic, life-altering event. Because they chose a profession that often calls for 

more time, attention, and effort than they want to give, identity as a member of law 

enforcement quickly becomes the central theme of their daily existence. This self-

concept may be questioned when officers confront the reality that their life may 

forever be changed by the act of killing and impacts of trauma that follow this 

extreme but sometimes necessary violent action. By implementing interventional 

policies and practices modeled upon principles of identity maintenance, a law 

enforcement agency can support their officers who are navigating through 

posttraumatic stress. Simple but often overlooked gestures like immediately replacing 

an officer’s duty weapon and maintaining supportive and informative 

communications in the aftermath of a fatal shooting incident will prioritize and 

promote officer well-being for the mutual benefit of both the officer and agency. 
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Chapter 7: Boundary Conditions and 
Implications for Future Research 

Boundary Conditions 

Sampling method 
The participating officers voluntarily shared their experiences with the researcher. 

They comprise a purposive sample obtained through my law enforcement and 

personal acquaintances. The Benedictine University Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

seeks to ensure the consensual nature and psychological well-being of research 

participants by requiring voluntariness among participants. However, in response to 

my broad solicitation of law enforcement contacts for interested volunteers who meet 

the research criteria, participants simply self-selected when they agreed to share their 

subjective thoughts and opinions on sensitive and often deeply personal matters that 

stem from coping with the trauma of killing another person. This raises the question 

of whether undisclosed motivations or factors particular only to those members of the 

population who are willing to self-select are contained in the data obtained through 

the qualitative interview process. The risk is that such motivations or factors may not 

sufficiently represent the overall population of officers meeting the research criteria. 

My suspicion is that all eight officers who agreed to participate in the research offered 

the benefit of their experience for no other reason than the hope of informing 

improvements to law enforcement agency policies and practices that will benefit 

future officers who find themselves struggling in the aftermath of a fatal shooting. 
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However, I cannot confirm the motivations or identify nonrepresentative factors, if 

any, of officers who volunteered to participate in this research. 

Sample size 
This case study involves 10 shooting incidents and eight research participants. As 

qualitative research traditionally involves smaller sample sizes than and is not subject 

to the same statistical tests as quantitative research, the reader is advised that the 

sample of participants may not be representative of the population to which the 

results are purportedly generalizable.  

On being native 
A 27-year veteran of law enforcement, I am a native of the profession. In that time, I 

have been exposed to numerous shooting incidents and witnessed how officers have 

coped with trauma exposure. Moreover, I have witnessed, with varying degrees of 

success and failure, agency leadership design and implement policies and practices 

detailing how post-shooting investigations are to be conducted, what interventional 

measures will be made available to whom, and how they will be administered. In 

other words, I bring my knowledge and experience to this research gained over the 

course of decades-long immersion in the police culture.  

 

Naturally, my native status raises a question of what, if any, tradeoffs may underlie 

the research undertaken here from an emic perspective versus a researcher who would 

approach this topic from a more objective, removed, or etic perspective. Kanuha 

(2000) described the emic perspective of a native researcher as subjective, informed, 
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and influential, which contrasts with the distant, logical etic methodological 

approach. The distance between these the emic and etic perspectives is the ground 

from which the question of tradeoffs derives. Does the nature of a native’s shared 

experience with the participants enable or obscure the research process? On the one 

hand, the native researcher shares cultural traditions, linguistic anachronisms, and 

common ground with the study participants. This type of insider status often enhances 

the authenticity of indigenous research studies (Kanuha, 2000). Yet, the insider may 

be in jeopardy of losing the objective, inquisitive eye that is often needed to notice, 

uncover, and delve deeper into the phenomena under study. For example, a native 

qualitative interviewer must be conscious of and on guard against accepting vague or 

coded responses from participants such as “you know what I mean” or “you know 

how it is.” Overlooking and failing to probe these responses with follow-up inquiries 

because the native researcher believes they are well capable of intuiting the 

participant’s meaning may lead to unearthed gems or, even worse, 

misunderstandings. Such outcomes may be less likely under the removed perspective 

of the “outside” researcher whose dogged pursuit of such ambiguities may be the 

source from which deeper insights and significant findings emerge (Kanuha, 2000). 

Accordingly, I was conscious in my efforts during interviews to actively listen and 

engage in follow-up when participant responses were vague or cryptic. Maintaining 

such a guarded posture over the course of, in some cases, hours long interviews did 

present challenges. Despite such challenges, the insider’s point of view, especially 

with certain populations, may tip the tradeoffs scale in favor of the native researcher. 
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As discussed in Chapter 6, long enforcement officers are member of a profession with 

a unique and strong culture. The police culture vigorously emphasizes commitment to 

one another and the profession. An outsider who asks questions of officers about law 

enforcement subjects such as those related to this research is likely to be viewed with 

skepticism and receive superficial information if a substantial amount of time and 

effort is not first invested in relationship building (Van Maanen. 2011). The 

advantage of being an insider in certain cultures like law enforcement is that building 

trust with participants comes far quicker. As stated by Van Maanen (1981), “[T]he 

informant game turns not on candor or mutual regard per se, but on trust.” Thus, not 

only does a native have an informed basis to know what points of inquiry are critical 

to arrive at research findings that contribute to the body of knowledge in a subject 

matter area, the insider by virtue their standing in the culture also has a shorter 

distance to travel to gain the trust of a participant who is being asked to provide 

details of an incredibly intimate experience such as the one studied in this 

dissertation. On balance, though my membership in the law enforcement profession 

presents certain methodological challenges to the research process, it also conveys 

certain advantages that the nonnative researcher could overcome only after 

appreciable time and trust-building efforts with participants, and still may not be 

achieved even after making such an investment.  
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Implications for Future Research 
Data provided by research participants endorse the assertion that agencies could 

better support officers in coping with the impacts of trauma experienced in the 

aftermath of a fatal police-involved shooting by implementing policies and practices 

that are informed by considerations of officer identity. If implemented by law 

enforcement agencies, identity-informed post-shooting policies will assist officers by 

facilitating the coping process. Concomitantly, law enforcement agencies will benefit 

from having a more psychologically and emotionally fit work force. The efficacy of 

identity-informed post-shooting policies and practices could be measured through 

survey data obtained by utilizing posttraumatic stress assessment instruments to 

survey officers about their experience with identity-informed policies and practices. 

Such quantitative research could further guide the development and implementation 

of salutary law enforcement agency policies and practices in response to trauma-

inducing events other than officer-involved shootings. 

 

Development, implementation, and evaluation of policies and practices such as those 

discussed herein require transparency, training, and funding. The topics of 

transparency, training, and funding are foundational in the 2015 Final Report of the 

President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing. President Barack Obama convened 

the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing comprised of law enforcement 

officials, technical advisors, youth and community leaders, and nongovernmental 

organizations, to strengthen community policing and trust among law enforcement 
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officers and the communities they serve (Office of Community Oriented Policing 

Services, 2015). The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing developed 

recommendations organized around six “pillars:” Building Trust and Legitimacy 

(through transparency), Policy and Oversight, Technology and Social Media, 

Community Policing and Crime Reduction, Officer Training and Education, and 

Officer Safety and Wellness (Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, 

2015). One of the pillars, Policy and Oversight, advocates use of force policies that 

are currently practiced in many police agencies today. Such policies include 

mandating external independent investigations of officer-involved shootings and use 

of external and independent prosecutors to review officer-involved shooting cases 

(Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, 2015). This pillar has gained 

traction with both the public and law enforcement agencies across the country. I 

would like to see future progress and research on recommendations around three 

other pillars as they pertain to officer-involved shootings, Building Trust and 

Legitimacy, Officer Training and Education, and Officer Safety and Wellness.  

Building trust and legitimacy through transparency 
The Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing discusses 

transparency as a means to building trust and legitimacy (Office of Community 

Oriented Policing Services, 2015). Mostly, however, the report focuses on building 

trust with the public. Transparency is also critical when it comes to building trust and 

legitimacy within police agencies. Regarding officer-involved shooting policies, law 

enforcement agencies would be providing a benefit to its officers by being more 
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transparent about what officers should expect in the aftermath of an officer-involved 

shooting incident. Unfortunately, many officers, particularly early in their career 

before gaining experience, are unaware that if they are involved in a shooting their 

actions will be reviewed for consideration of criminal charges by a prosecutor and 

perhaps even a grand jury, depending upon the jurisdiction. Having knowledge of this 

and other officer-involved shooting policies and practices in advance of such an 

incident would likely reduce posttraumatic stress as some of the uncertainty about the 

post-shooting investigation would be removed. Proliferation of knowledge and 

understanding of officer-involved shooting policies and practices is best 

accomplished through training. 

Officer training and education 
Both law enforcement agencies and officers would benefit from robust pre-incident 

training. Comprehensive pre-incident training for officer-involved shootings includes 

tactics, simulated force-on-force scenarios, critical incident debriefs, and illustrative 

discussions about posttraumatic stress and the conduct of post-shootings 

investigations. Providing this level of training on an annual basis familiarizes officers 

with how they might react under such circumstances and helps inoculate them against 

the effects of stress (Sewell, 2019a). Further, experiencing in a training environment 

visual and auditory distortions common to high stress incidents such as officer-

involved shootings could lead officers to change their expectations about their 

performance and how such incidents may develop, occur, and be experienced. 

Knowing what to expect if an officer-involved shooting occurs will better prepare 
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officers to cope should they be involved in a shooting (Sheehan et al., 2007). Such 

advanced training offered annually, however, requires a significant investment in 

resources.  

Officer safety and wellness requires investment 
More needs to be done in the area of officer safety and wellness. Though it was one 

of the six pillars highlighted by the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 

officer safety and wellness remains an underfunded priority at all levels of 

government (Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, 2015). Officer-

involved shooting training as described above and the psychological care that some 

officers need after involvement in a shooting incident require prioritization of limited 

government resources. When so prioritized, the resources desperately needed for such 

programs can potentially result in saving the careers and even the lives of police 

officers.  

 

The State of Georgia provides an example of what can be done when resources are 

prioritized for the benefit of officer wellness. Georgia has taken a top-down approach 

by establishing and funding the Georgia Department of Public Safety’s Office of 

Public Safety Support (OPPS). The OPPS was established to mitigate the potential 

psychological impact that critical incidents or traumatic events can have on law 

enforcement members throughout the State of Georgia (Georgia Department of Public 

Safety, n.d.). For example, on April 12-14, 2022, OPPS hosted 14 members of 

various Georgia law enforcement agencies and their spouses at a retreat center for a 
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Post Critical Incident Seminar (PCIS). The officers were referred by their respective 

agencies as they had each recently undergone a traumatic incident. Such traumatic 

incidents included officer-involved shootings, being shot, the murder of a partner, and 

the death of a son or daughter. Over the three days, the OPPS provided officers and 

their spouses free group therapy, peer counseling, individual psychotherapy, and 

EMDR while covering the costs of lodging and meals. Though long-term studies of 

the efficacy of PCISs need to be conducted, based on current understandings of 

salutary interventions, these officers will likely benefit from such prioritization of 

resources by the State of Georgia. Likewise, given the costs associated with officer 

retention and training, a benefit from these officer wellness efforts will likely accrue 

to the State of Georgia. Law enforcement professionals in other states would be well-

served if their states adopted Georgia’s prioritization of resources for officer wellness.  

Conclusion 
The psychological and emotional toll of posttraumatic stress suffered by officers who 

become involved in fatal shooting incidents presents challenges to some of the most 

well-intentioned law enforcement agencies about how to provide effective 

interventions pursuant to trauma-informed policies and practices. Because there are 

no one-size-fits-all solutions, an array of policies and practices must be considered to 

remediate, or at least not exacerbate, the effects of trauma exposure on police officers. 

Though agencies are making progress in recognizing and providing interventions to 

address the ill effects of trauma exposure pursuant to office-involved shootings, 

police officers, law enforcement agencies, and the public would all benefit from 
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advances in this effort. Like in most fields, progress requires support in terms of 

prioritization of resources and intentions. Funding is needed to provide interventions 

such as pre-incident training, counseling for officers and their family members, paid 

administrative leave, and ongoing care from medical professionals for the more 

challenging cases. Finally, as evidenced by their attention to detail and support of 

wellness programs, law enforcement administrators and elected officials must be 

intentional in their actions and focused on their efforts to successfully address the 

psychological and emotional needs of the officers who are called upon by 

circumstances to make split-second life and death decisions.  
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Appendix A: Research Info Sheet 
Officer-Involved Shootings: A Search for Interventions that Promote Well-Being 
 
The Research: My name is Sean Joyce, and I am a Ph.D. student at Benedictine 
University. For my dissertation, I am researching the impacts of officer-involved 
shooting incidents on wellness. Specifically, I am interested in identifying 
interventions that are effective in helping officers cope with the trauma experienced 
in connection with deadly force encounters that lead to the death of one or more 
persons. Whether the shooting is recent or occurred years ago, the involved officer’s 
experience is crucial to help determine what law enforcement agencies can do better 
(before and after a shooting incident) to assist officers in preparing for, enduring, and 
surviving such an event. 
 
Confidentiality: Information shared with me will remain confidential. Only I will 
know who participated in the survey. Your name and any identifying information will 
in no way be linked to the study or disclosed.  
 
Contacts and Questions: If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study, 
please contact me, Sean G. Joyce, directly at (773) 243-7925. My email is 
sjoyceTCC@gmail.com. 
 
About the Researcher: I am a 27-year veteran of the Chicago Police Department 
(CPD) and currently serve as a district commander in the Bureau of Patrol. Positions I 
have held during my career include acting general counsel, tactical and gang team 
assignments, and commanding officer of the Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) 
Unit. 
 
Information about my employment history, in addition to law enforcement, and 
formal education includes the following. I practiced law as a litigator for a private law 
firm, served as a criminal justice adjunct professor at Trinity Christian College, and 
continue to work as an arbitrator in court-ordered dispute resolution in Cook County, 
Illinois. Before joining the CPD, I was employed as an accountant in the audit and tax 
departments of BDO Seidman, an international accounting and consulting services 
firm. I earned a Juris Doctor from Loyola University Chicago School of Law, Master 
of Science in Criminal Justice from the University of Oklahoma, and Bachelor of 
Science in Accounting from DePaul University. Also, I am a graduate of the FBI 
National Academy (FBINA), Session 270.  
 
During my studies at the FBINA and University of Oklahoma, I researched and wrote 
extensively on officer wellness. I am committed to the well-being of those who serve 
in law enforcement. It is this commitment that motivates my current research effort to 
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identify interventions that will promote an officer’s well-being in the aftermath of a 
fatal police-involved shooting. 
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration. Please do not hesitate to contact me at 
(773) 243-7925 and sjoyceTCC@gmail.com if you are interested in participating in 
this research or have any questions. Take care and be safe. 
 
In Gratitude, 
Sean Joyce 
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Appendix B: Consent Form 
Officer-Involved Shootings: A Search for Interventions that Promote Well-Being 
                                               Consent for Interview                              
 
My name is Sean G. Joyce, and I am a Ph.D. student at Benedictine University. I am 
researching the impacts on officer wellness resulting from involvement in a shooting 
incident. Specifically, I am interested in identifying interventions that are generally 
effective in helping officers cope with the trauma experienced in connection with 
deadly force encounters. This research could potentially assist with a greater 
awareness of measures to enhance the well-being of members of law enforcement 
who become involved in deadly force incidents. 
 
Thank you for your willingness to participate in the interview. Your participation is 
voluntary. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer. If at 
any time you do not want to continue the interview, you may decline further 
participation. Your time and involvement are profoundly appreciated. The entire 
interview will likely take approximately one hour. To maintain the essence of your 
words for the research, I will record the information. At any time, you may request to 
see or hear the information I collect. If we haven’t already made arrangements, I will 
contact you within one week to schedule a convenient time for the interview, which 
may occur either by phone, Zoom conference, or in-person depending upon 
availability and your preference.  
 
The interview will be recorded. This is done to facilitate data analysis. The recording 
will be transcribed by either the interviewer or a third-party transcription service and 
kept confidential in a password-protected computer. All individual identification will 
be removed from the transcript. Participant identity and confidentiality will be 
concealed using coding procedures. For legal purposes, data will be transcribed to a 
separate memory drive and transmitted to Dr. Michael Manning, Director of Research 
and Professor at Benedictine University, for secure and ultimate disposal after a 
period of seven years. Dr. Michael Manning’s contact information is further below on 
this form. 
 
Excerpts from the interview may be included in the final dissertation report or other 
later publications. However, under no circumstances will your name or any 
identifying characteristics appear in these writings. 
 
This study is being conducted in part to fulfill requirements for my Ph.D. in Values-
Driven Leadership at Benedictine University in Lisle, Illinois. 
 
The study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board of Benedictine 
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University. The Chair of Benedictine University’s Institutional Review Board is Dr. 
Alandra Devall. She can be reached at (630) 829-6295 and her email address is 
adevall@ben.edu. The chairperson/advisor of this study is Dr. Michael Manning, 
Director of Research and Professor. He can be reached at (630) 829-6051 for 
further questions or concerns about this research.  
 
Please indicate your consent to participate in this research by completing the 
questions below. If you have any questions or problems completing this form, please 
contact me by phone, (940) 647-4636 or (940) OIS-INFO, or email, 
OISresearch@outlook.com.  
Required 
1.Consent to Participate in an Interview 

I have read the above information and I agree to participate. 

2.Please type your first and last name: 

 

3.Insert today’s date: 

 

2021
 

                                                 4.Please provide an email address: 

 

5.Please provide a phone number so that I can contact you: 

 

You can print a copy of your answer after you submit 

Submit 

Never give out your password. Report abuse. 
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Appendix C: Interview Questions 
 

Qualitative Interview Questions 
Date: 
Interviewee Name:    
 
1) Date of Shooting 
 
2) Years of law enforcement experience at time of shooting 
 
3) Age at time of shooting 
 
4) Are you a military veteran? 
 
5) Describe the shooting incident 
 
6) Did you or anyone provide first aid to the suspect? 
 
7) Who conducted the investigation into this shooting? 
  My own agency 
  Another law enforcement agency 
  District / County /States Attorney 
  U.S. Attorney / Department of Justice 
  None 
 
8) Did you give a statement to investigators? If so, how long after the incident? 
 
9) Was your weapon held as evidence?  

When was it taken from you? 
Were you issued another weapon? 

 
10) Tell me about how your agency treated you during the post-shooting 

investigation? Anything it could have done better? 
 
11) Thoughts / feelings that you experienced during the incident: 
  Disbelief that the incident was happening 
  Fear for self 
  Fear for others 
  Feeling that “I must survive” 
  Rush of strength or adrenalin 
  Thoughts about irrelevant matters (family, friends, past experiences, etc.) 
  None  
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Other - please describe 
12) Perceptual distortions, if any, that you experienced during the incident: 
  Visual Distortion  Tunnel vision   Heightened detail 
  Auditory Distortion  Diminished sound  Intensified sound 
  Time Distortion:  Slow motion   Fast motion 
  None    Other Distortions: 
 
First 24 Hours after Shooting 
 
13) Physical responses that you experienced within the first 24 hours after the 

shooting: 
  Nausea 
  Loss of appetite 
  Headaches 
  Fatigue 
  Crying 
  Trouble falling/staying asleep 
  Other - please describe 
  I don’t remember 

None 
 
14) Thoughts/feelings that you experienced within the first 24 hours after the 

shooting: 
  Elation 
  Sadness 
  Numbness or loss of interest in regular activities (hobbies, exercise, etc.) 
  Recurrent or intrusive thoughts about the shooting 
  Unable to recall important details about the shooting 

Efforts to avoid thoughts, memories, people, or places that reminded you of 
the shooting 
Fear for safety 

  Fear of legal and/or administrative problems 
  Anger 
  Anxiety or hypervigilance 
  Guilt 
  Nightmares 

Other - please describe 
I don’t remember 
None 
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After first 24 Hours (follow-up: how long after?) 
 
15) Physical responses that you experienced after the shooting: 
  Nausea 
  Loss of appetite 
  Headaches 
  Fatigue 
  Crying 

Trouble falling/staying asleep 
  Other - please describe 
  I don’t remember 

None 
 
16) Thoughts/feelings that you experienced after the shooting: 
  Elation 
  Sadness 
  Numbness or loss of interest in regular activities (hobbies, exercise, etc.) 
  Recurrent or intrusive thoughts about the shooting 
  Unable to recall important details about the shooting 

Efforts to avoid thoughts, memories, people, or places that reminded you of 
the shooting 
Fear for safety 

  Fear of legal and/or administrative problems 
  Anger 
  Anxiety or hypervigilance 
  Guilt 
  Nightmares 

Other - please describe 
I don’t remember 
None 

 
17) Did this shooting result in any civil litigation where you and / or your agency 

were named as a defendant?  
 
18) Any press coverage of the shooting incident? Please describe it (extensive, 

moderate, fair, unfair, etc.)? 
 
19) Any social media postings about the shooting incident? Please describe it. 
 
20) What did your agency / department provide? 

Time off? How much 
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  Counseling – how much? What kind? For how long? 
  Change in assignment? Voluntary? Mandatory? 
 
21) What, if any, interventions did you seek on your own? 
  (See list below in question 28 for possibilities) 
 
22) Discuss interactions with fellow officers after your shooting incident? 
  Support 
  Curiosity 
  Criticism 
  Aggravation 
  Other - Please describe 
 
23) Discuss interactions with fellow higher-ranking officers after your shooting 

incident. 
  Support 
  Curiosity 
  Criticism 
  Aggravation 
  Other - Please describe 
 
24) Discuss interactions with family members after your shooting incident. 
  Support 
  Curiosity 
  Criticism 
  Aggravation 
  Other - Please describe 
 
25) Discuss interactions with non-law enforcement friends after your shooting 

incident. 
  Support 
  Curiosity 
  Criticism 
  Aggravation 
  Other - Please describe 
 
26) Check all persons with whom you discussed this shooting in detail: 
  Spouse or significant other (boyfriend or girlfriend) 
  Other family members 
  Fellow officers 
  Supervisors 
  Clergy 
  Close friend(s)  
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  Other - Please specify 
 
27) Who provided you with substantial support following this shooting? (Check all 

that apply) 
  Spouse or significant other (boyfriend or girlfriend) 
  Other family members 
  Fellow officers 
  Supervisors 
  Clergy 
  Close friend(s)  
  Other – Please describe 
 
28) What do you think was most helpful in helping you cope with the shooting 

incident? 
  Incident debrief 
  Counseling (how frequently, one-on-one, group counseling, etc.) 
  Counseling for family 
  Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) 
  Peer Support (how frequently) 
  Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) 
  Medication – what kind? 
  Exercise 
  Yoga 
  Meditation 
  Journaling 
  Prayer / religious services attendance 
  Time with family? 
  Time with other officers? 
  Time with friends? 
  Other? 
 
29) Who did you reside with at the time of your shooting incident? 
 
30) What, if anything, did your agency do to prepare you (physically, mentally, 

emotionally, or otherwise) for involvement in a shooting prior to the shooting 
incident? 

 
31) Is there anything the Department could have done to prepare you (physically, 

mentally, emotionally, or otherwise) for your shooting in advance of the 
incident? 

 What would have been helpful to know about officer involved shootings 
before you experienced one? 
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32) Did the changes in your thoughts return to your pre-incident state (“return to 
normal”)? 

 
33) How long did it take for your thoughts to become similar to your pre-incident 

state? 
 
34) Did the changes in your behavior return to your pre-incident state (“return to 

normal”)? 
  
35) How long did it take for your behavior to become similar to your pre-incident 

state? 
 
36) How are you coping today with the shooting incident?  
 
37) Today, how do you view your involvement in the shooting incident? Do you feel 

changed by it (Positively? Negatively? Explain) 
  Resilience 
  Post traumatic growth 
 
38) Is there anything else you think that I should know about your coping experience 

with this incident? 
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